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AUSTRALIA 

BRIEFS 

NEW TRADE BLOC URGED--Sydney, Australia, Oct 22 (AFP)--Confederation of 

Australian Industry (CAI) President Ken Williams today called for the 

formation of a new Asian Pacific trading bloc. He said such a trading bloc 
would combat the negotiating muscle of the United States, Western Europe, 
and the centrally planned Eastern European economies, as well as the rigid, 

non-reciprocal stance of many developing countries. It might be able 
to apply sufficient pressure to achieve a more genuine consideration 
of such issues as barriers to agricultural and manufacturing trade, 
and anti-dumping safeguards, he said. Mi. Williams was speaking at 
a meeting here of the Australia-Japan Business Cooperation Committee. 

The CAI is Australia's major industry body. [Text] [Hong Kong AFP in 
English 1121 GMT 22 Oct 85 HK] 

412624 
CSO: 4200/120 
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JAKARTA ON UPCOMING REAGAN-GORBACHEV SUMMIT 

BK261345 Jakarta Domestic Service in Indonesian 1200 GMT 26 Oct 85 

(Unattributed commentary ] 

[Text] The British prime minister, Margaret Thatcher, and the Italian 
counterpart, Bettino Craxi, who attended the 40th UN anniversary in New York 
told reporters that U.S. President Ronald Reagan had promised U.S. allies 
new proposals on arms limitation before his meeting with the general sec- 
retary of the CPSU, Mikhail Gorbachev, in Geneva next month. Western 

leaders have shown concern over the Soviet proposals since Gorbachev's visit 
to Paris early this month. This has brought about a wide coverage in his 

own country’s press media, and it seems as if the United States also has 
proposals on the table. As it is know:, the Soviet media have publicized the 
proposed 50 percent or even up to 60 percent strategic weapons reduction as 
well as the banning of weapons in space. [passage indistinct] 

The Soviet initiative has received global support to [words indistinct] 
President Reagan's defense strategy proposal as the main issue. In fact, 
Reagan rejected the Soviet proposal on the discussion of defense strategy. 
As a result, many people are eager to know the new proposals which will be 
announced by Reagan. Can the Soviet proposal for reduction of strategic 
weapons be a reality? In truth, this is still dubious. At the least, it 
looks as if the upcoming meeting between Gorbachev and Reagan will be only a 
dialogue, or to be more exact, it is an opportunity for both leaders of the 
Soviet Union and the United States to meet as well as discuss their problems 
at the high level. 

The Geneva meeting next month will «ot be considered successful when looking 
at the state of relations which points to being in opposi: ion between both 
superpowers. [Words indistinct] Geneva, Reagan will find that Gorbachev, as the 
new Soviet leader is not yet ready to do what should be done to bring about 

the reduction of political tension which is hoped by the United States. It 
could be that Reagan's new proposals, which will be announced, will not be 
far from this. But the world needs realism in observing the upcoming Gorbdachev- 

Reagan meeting in Geneva. 

/12913 
CSO: 4213/14 
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INDONESIA 

BIOGRAPHIC INFORMATION ON INDONESIAN PERSONALITIES 

(Unless otherwise noted, the following information on Indonesian persorilities 

has been extracted from Indonesian language sources published in Jakarta.) 

BRIG GEN SYAMSUDIN--Brig Gen [Police] Drs Poedy Syamsuda’::. formerly chief of 
police for the southern part of Sumatra, was inaug:,ated yesterday as 
assistant for planning to the chief of police, replacing Maj Gen [Police] Drs 
R Soewarno. Soewarno was assigned to the KAPOLRI professional staff. 

(Excerpt) [Jakarta KOMPAS in Indonesian 3 Jul 85 p 3) 9846 

MAJ GEN MOCH SANUSI--Anton Soedjarwo, general chief of pulice, inaugurated Maj 
Gen (police) Drs Moch. Sanusi as provincial head of police for Central Java on 
Friday [28 June) in Semarang. Sanusi is replacing Major General [Police] Drs 
Soenaryo. Maj Gen [Police] Drs Moch. Sanusi was formerly KAMTIBMAS [Society 
Seourity and Order) assistant for ABRI's [Republic of Indonesia Armed Forces) 
KASUM (General Chief of Staff]. Major General [Police] Drs Soenaryo was given 
& new assignment as deputy for operations of KAPOLRI. Major General [Police] 

Drs Sanusi was born on 15 February 1935. He had a general education through 
high school; his military education was at PTIK [Police Science College], 
police SESKO [Command and Staff School) and at the joint SESKO. He became 
second lieutenant in 1957, first lieutenant in 1960, captain in 1961, major in 
1964, lieutenant colonel in 1966, colonel in 1973, brigadier general in 1980 
and major general in 1984. The posts he has held include KAPOLRES [chief of 
police sector] for Madiun from 1963 to 1968, PUSEN MIN [Weapons Center 
Administrea<ion] KOBANGDIKLAT [Training and Education Development Command) from 
1973 to 1977, KADIS [duty chief) for LITBANG [Research and Development) from 
1978 to 1989, KAPOLDA [provincial police chief] for South Kalimantan from 1982 
to 1983, and KAMTIBMAS assistant for KASUM from 1984 until he was made police 
ohief for Central Java. [Excerpts] [Jakarta HARIAN UMUM AB in Indonesian 4 
July 85 p 6) 9846 

AIR CHIEF MARSHAL ROESMIN NOERJADIN--TNI [Indonesian Wational Army] Marshal 
Roesmin Noerjadin, 55 years old, an Indonesian 4-star ace (a fighter pilot who 
shoots down enemy planes), received his official retirement papers from TNI 
Marshal Sukardi, Air Force chief of staff, yesterday morning in a siaple 
ceremony held in his office. Marshal Roesmin Noeryadin, now minister of 
communications, was born in Malang on 31 May 1930 and began his military 
career on entering the AURI [Republic of Indonesia Air Forou) pilots’ school 
at Husen Sastranegara, Bandung, zraduating in 1951. As a Mustang P-51 fighter 



pilot Roesmin is well-known for his bravery ard his determination to destroy 

targets. Between 1953 and 1962 there were two incomparable Mustang fighter 
pilots who were skil“ed at fighting and at aerial acrobatics--Roesmin and the 
late Leo Watimena. Since 1963 he has been separated from his fighter plane, 
by that time a MiG-17. He became Air Force attache in Bangkok and then in 
Moscow. In 1966 he was recalled to the position of minister and commander of 
the Air Force in the middle of the vacuum which struck the Air Force. From 
the age of 38 until his retirement Roesmin had four stars. Although he no 
longer flies a fighter plane, Roesmin has a license for general aviation; when 
he visits the provinces he often flies the plane himself. Once in a while he 
flies various planes, including F-28s, but sits on the right hand side [the 
copilot's position]. Plans are for Roesmin Noerjadin and several other 
Indonesian high Air Force officers to be officially discharged on Air Force 
dedication day, 29 July, in Yogyakarta. [Text] [Jakarta SINAR HARAPAN in 
Indonesian 10 Jul 85 go 1, 12) 9846 

SUKAMDANI S. GITOSARDJONC--Wher. Sukamdani S. Gitosardjonc, general chairman of 
the Indonesian KADIN [Chamber of Commerce and Industry], criticized the 

government of Jakarta in the middle of May for what he called intervention in 
the process of electing the executive board of the Greater Jakarta KADIN, many 
people were surprised, not only the participating members of the Greater 
Jakarta KADIN who were attending a regional conference in the Horizon Hotel, 
but also a broader group of people. Ina statement sade in this newspaper at 
that time Sukamdani said that the Jakarta government's interference in the 
election of the executive board had gone too far "and because of that had to 
be stopped. KADIN is not an agency of the Greater Jakarta regional 
government; KADIN must be free to choose its own leaders," he said. Many 
people were happy to hear such a strong statement, especially the members of 
the Greater Jakarta KADIN. However, many were disappointed. "If there really 
is interference, it should be reported to the governor of Jakarta, and not 

through the newspapers," said many people who did not agree with his 

statement. Sukamdani was not unaware that such a strong statement could bring 
criticism on himself. Some time later he said to SHM [SUNDAY SINAR HARAPAN) 
"That was an unavoidable risk. What was there to do? There was no other way 
at that time. Reports about interference kept on coming in to me. There was 
no other way. I was forced to summon up the courage to speek out ioud." 
Sukamdani, who has been quoted in the mass media during the last few months 
about KADIN's sounding out the possibilities of direct trade relations with 
the PRC, is known for the careful way he expresses his opinions and ror his 
Solonese style. He knows how far he can go in making a comment and can 
measure how strong a statement can be made Sefore it causes a conflict. 
Therefore, when he was elected general chairman of KADIN at the end of 1982, 
many people thought that his careful attitude "could make KADIN an arm of the 

government." This opinion perhaps arose from comparing Sukamdani to his 

prevecessor Dr Hasyiga Ning, who used to "explode" and speak frankly. 
However, several mont/is before the end of his term of office, this viewpoint 

has not proved to be true. As a partner of the government we must cooperate 
with the government, especially in developing the business world in Indonesia. 
However, this does not mean that we cannot have a difference of opinion with 
government officials. The important thing is ‘hat if we think that a policy 
of the government is good for business, we should state our sincere support 
for it. But if we think that a policy needs improvement, well. «¢ should say 



so," said Sukamdani in a conversation with SHM. For Sukamdani a difference of 

opinion is not strange. The important things are the reasons and the way of 
expressing them. That is why R. Soeprapto, governor of Jakarta, can perhaps 

understand why Sukamdani expressed his strong criticism of his agencies during 
Greater Jakarta KADIN's regional meetings. Sukamdani, now a big businessman, 
began at the bottom. After the revolution he resigned from DEPDAGRI [Republic 
of Indonesia Department of Commerce) and plunged into the world of private 

business. At first, in 1953, he worked for the Harapan Kita Company and after 
several years started his own printing and publishing company, Masyarakat 

Baru, Ltd. In 1963 the company he founded became Tema Baru, Inc., of which he 
was the president. At this point in his long business career, Sukamdani now 
owns several businesses-hotels, cement industries, textiles, construction, 
trade, etc. Although he owns several businesses, which he says "cannot be 
used up in seven generations," Sukamdani has never forgotten what it was like 

at the bottom. "I always remember riding a bicycle to go look for orders for 
my business," he once said in a conversation with SHM in his spacious office 
on the second floor of the left wing of the Sahid Jaya Hotel in Jakarta. 

"Because of that I always feel solidarity with weak businessmen who struggle 

So hard to cevelop their businesses," he added. Sukamdani is very sensitive 
when he sees or notices unjust actions towards those fellow weak businessmen. 
Once when sidewalk verdors were being mopped up, Sukamdani said, "I feel sorry 
for them; they're just trying to make a living and they keep on getting 
evicted. They are also our fellow citizens, who, due to circumstances, have 
to earn a meager living at the side the road or in front of stores. The 

government shouldn't keep evicting them just like that." At the ceremony 
attended by businessmen in the cleaning field and by Minister of Labor Sudomo, 

Sukamdani focusec on the policies of the Capital Investment Coordinating Board 
[BKPM) in connection with the revocation of permanent agreement letters (SPT) 
for companies being formed. Hundreds of such SPT's, according to the BKPM, 
were revoked because the companies neglected their obligations. Sukamdani 
said that SPT's should be revoked carefully and intelligently. The problem is 
that a businessman usually has to expend lots of energy and money in order to 
obtein an SPT, especially if he is a weak businessman. If they neglect their 
responsibilities, it is certainly because they are in financial trouble. 
"Well, if the SPT is suddenly revoked in those difficult conditions, how can 
the number of Indonesian businessmen possibly increase? Also what about the 
private investment target during REPELITA (5-Year Development Plan) IV?" 
Sukamdani asked. He did not say directly that those BKPM policies were 
carried out carelessly. However, he gave himself as an example of what ho 

moant by “careful and intelligent attitudes." "The SPT of my cement factory 
in Cirebon and of the Sahid Hotel were once supposed to have been revoked 
because I was in financial difficulties at that time. But because the 
government was smart and didn't revoke the SPT's just like that, the cement 

factory is still standing and the Sahid Hotel is as we see it today," said 
Sukamdani to those cleaning businessmen. For Sukamdani a businessman is also 
a warrior. Besides developing his busirsss, he must also join in developing 
the economy of the nation and the welfare of society. "Armed with such an 
attitude, I have actively devoteu myself to KADIN since I have been in it. If 
I were just thinking about myself, I feel I already have more than encugh." 
Sukamdani has been active in various organizations for 30 years. In 1953, for 
example, he was 4 leading member of the Indonesian National Graphics Business 
Union. Two years later he was elected to the position of general chairwvan of 

5 



that organization and he is now chairman of its training board. In 1964 he 

also became a member of the executive board of BAMUNAS [Private National 

Burinesmen's Deliberation Board], an organization which functioned as a kind 
of KADIN at that time. He is also the founder and former general chairman of 
the Indonesian Hotel and Restaurant Association, as well as gentral chairman 
of the Indonesian Lumber Society. Sukamdani's crowning achievement during his 
tenure of office from 1982 to 1985 is perhaps pioneering the reopening of 
direct trade relations between Indonesia and the PRC, frozen since 1967. The 
Signing of a memorandum of understanding between KADIN and the PRC's 
international trade promotion board at the Shangrila Hotel in Singapore on 
Friday, 5 July 1985 was an historic event, one which will initiate the 
restoration of trade relatiors between the two countries. Born in Sukohardjo, 
Solo, Central Java, on 14 March 1928, Sukamdani Sahid Gitosardjecno's world is 
the world of business. However, he is also active in the nonbusiness world. 
The following chronology will give a picture of Sukamdani's nonbusiness 
activities. In 1950 he established an SMP/SMEP [First Middle School/First 
Economic Middle School] in Solos in 1963 he was director of the Resimen 
Mahasura Surakarta training foundation; in 1969 he was general chairman of the 
Surakarta IKIP [Teacher Training College] development foundation; in 1972 he 
was special assistant to the chairman of BP5 [expansion unknown] and planning 
coordinator for Taman Mini Indonesia Indah [TMII]; in 197& he was advisor to 
the management of the project to restore Sukarno's tomb in Blitar and in 1981 
to restore Hatta's tomb; in 1982 he was a member of the advisory team for the 
construction of the Keong Emas Cine Theatre project at the TMII; and in 1984 
he became a member of the Youth Movement National Development Council. 
Sukamdani married Juliah on 8 July 1934 [as published]; they have three 
daughters and two sens. [By Petron Curie) [Text] [Jakarta SINAR HARAPAN in 
Indonesian 7 Jul 85 pp 1, 12) 9846 

CSO: 4213/293 
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INDONESIA 

BRIEFS 

DISTRIBUTION OF BOOK BANNED--Attorney General Hari Suharto has banned the 
distribution of a book entitled "I Call God My Father," written by [name 
indistinct] and (R.A. Schneider) and translated by the Cipta Loka Caraka 
Foundation in Jakarta. In Letter of Decision No. 92/1985, the attorney 
general asks those keeping, possessing. distributing, selling, and repro- 
ducing the book to hand it over to the local district and provincial pro- 
secution offices. The ban on the distribution of the book was issued because 
its contents are biased, disturbing religious harmony, and annoying Muslims. 
The attorney general's letter of decision adds that Koranic arguments in the 
book were deliberately interpreted incompletely. As a result, the trans- 
lation is questionable and considered to erode the pruity and sacredness of the 
Koran. [Text] [Jakarta Domestic Service in Indonesian 1200 GMT 28 Oct 85 BK] 

UN AID ACCORD--Indsnesia and the United Nations Development Program [UNDP] 
have signed an agreement under which the latter will provide aid amounting to 
$397,000 for the development of the radio frequency monitoring in Indonesia. 
The agreement was signed by Bambang Sumarsono, secretary general of the Tourism, 
Post, and Telecommunications Department, and the UNDP representative for 
Indonesia in Jakarta on 22 October. In this regard, the Indonesian Govern- 
ment is allocating more than 266 million rupiah for this purpose. [Summary] 
[Jakarta Domestic Service in Indonesian 0600 GMT 23 Oct 85 BK] 

/12913 
CSO: 4213/14 
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MALAYSIA 

FISHERIES DEPARTMENT TO SINK SEIZED TRAWLERS 

BK231255 Kuala Lumpur NEW STRAITS TIMES in English 22 Oct 85 p 4 

{Text] Kuala Terengganu, BERNAMA, Mon.--The Terengganu government has directed 
the Fisheries Department to sink all foreign fishing boats seized for intruding 
into Malaysian waters to convert them into artificial reefs. 

The action is intended to reflect the government's firm stand against tres- 
passing by foreign fishermen, besides ensuring the safety of local fishermen 
at sea, state deputy fisheries director Mohamed Shan Abdul Hamid said today. 

He said at least 10 Thai fishing boats, seized since the end of last year, 
would be destroyed in this manner once further directives from department's 
headquarters in Kuala Lumpur were received. 

He said seven Thai trawlers seized last year for intruding into waters around 
Pulau Kapas, about 15km from here, have been destroyed. 

The trawlers were sunk under the “elimination of seized boats" scheme which 

began in March last year to form an area for the breeding of fish and other 
forms of marine life. 

Encik Mohamed Shah said Thai fishing boats would not be auctioned off as there 
were many cases of local fish dealers with Thai connections buying these boats 
and selling them to their Thai friends. 

He said the State Fisheries Department, with the help of the Malaysian Fish- 
eries Development Authority, would identify suitable places for sinking the 
boats now kept at the Pulau Kambing landing centre and the fish complex in 
Chendering near here. 

Meanwhile, Fisheries Department patrol teams, with the co-operation of the 

Marine Police, Royal Malaysian Police and the Royal Malaysian Wavy, are 
stepping up patrols along Terengganu waters to check on foreign fishing boats. 

He said three Fisheries Department boats will patrol certain strategic areas 
in Besut and Kuala Terengganu alongside a Marine Police PZ [expansion unknown] 
patrol boat from Johore Baru and a Royal Malaysian Navy boat. 

Local fisherman encountering any foreign fisherman should inform the patrol 
teams as soon as possible for action to be taken, he said. 
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MALAYSIA 

DAILY DECRIES LACK OF TRUE CONSENSUS ON SOUTH AFRICA 

BK231331 Kuala Lumpur NEW STRAITS TIMES in English 23 Oct 85 p 10 

(Editorial: "An Accord of Discord"] 

(Text] If the South African issue has only emphasised the decreasing common- 
ality of the commonwealth under the patronage of Britain, the Nassau summit has 

at least served to record the disaffection of 48 of the grouping's 49 nations 
against Pretoria. The unilateral measures referred to in the accord include 
many sanctions that more nations ought to consider: a ban on air links, on new 
investment and purchases, on tourism promotion. Britain, with M$35 billion 
already tied up in South Africa, may consider itself in less of a position to 
lend more than lip service to these proposals; although it may deign to nod in 
distant approval as more committed nations gear up their machinery for sanc- 

tions. With or without Britain, that machinery may yet make a mark on the 
basilisk visage of the Botha regime, but there is still another dimension to 

sanctions which has lately begun to make itself felt. 

Sanctions are primarily economic means towards socio-political ends, and gov- 
ernments alone are not wholly responsible for their national economies. In 
Australia, for example, trade unions have jumped the gun over their government 
in imposing a ban of their own on South African goods and services. Ships and 

cargo from Seuth Africa will be boycotted and postal and telecommunications 
links cut. Construction unions will not use South African materials and food- 
distribution unions will not handle South African products. Now, trade unions 
in Norway, Iceland, Finland, Sweden and Denmark are set to follow suit, regis- 
tering not only their disapproval with apartheid but also their disappointment 
with their governments for not taking a harder line. 

There are, therefore, positive signs to be read in the international outrage 
against South Africa's headlong slide into anarchy down the slippery slopes of 
apartheid. It is a crying shame, however, that that outrage has yet to be 
firmly ba_c<ed with the power of a consensus of truly global and truly polit- 

ical proportions. 

The commonwealth accord on South Africa spells a signal development in the 

manner in which commonwealth decisions are made. Consensus, the traditional 
basis for Commonwealth resolve, has once again prevailed. But in the South 
African accord, released late last Sunday night, we see a new complexion on this 
most abused of political concepts. A consensus, yes, but one which represents 



the fractionation of resolve, not its concertedness. South Africa has been 

given six months to start dismantling apartheid, or face a programme of “volun- 
tary sanctions.” 

"Voluntary sanctions," in fact, is a euphemism behind which Britain--or, at 
least, Mrs Margaret Thatcher--can hide the fact that she remains staunchly 

opposed to the blanket international distancing which most of the world has 
come to accept as being the strongest means of pressurising the Botha adminis- 
tration to sunder apartheid once and for all. “Voluntary sanctions" allow each 
of the commonwealth's 49 member nations to take whatever unilateral action it 
deems fit agairst South Africa. This, of course, is what has already been hap- 
pening over the past 10 months of unmitigated violence and collapsing order in 
South Africa. Whilst the latest “accord” can therefore parade the language of 

consensus, the truth remains that Britain remains aloof from that clenched 
fist of common resolve which the Nassau summit could have helped craft, and 
which could have greatly accelerated the end to the sponsorship of an illegit- 

imate regime in South Africa. But, as the saying goes, "if wishes were 
horses..." 
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BRIEFS 

THAI AIDS FIGHTING COMMUNISTS--The commander of the 2d Army Division, Major 
General Datuk Yaakob Mohamed Zain, said in Penang today that Malaysia has 
been pleased with Thailand's cooperation over the past two years--as part 
of the joint Malaysian-Thai border committee--in efforts to eliminate 
communist activity. He said Thai security forces have killed at least 20 
communist terrorists and wounded more than 100 others in their operations. 
Datuk Yaakob, who will assume the post of army deputy commander this Friday, 
added that the situation in the border areas, particularly in communist- 
infiltrated areas, has been under control thanks to Thai cooperation. He 
was speaking to newsmen this afternoon after calling on Acting Chief Minister 
Datuk Khor Gark Kim at the Tun Abdul Razak Complex. [Text] [Kuala Lumpur 
Domestic Service in Malay 1230 GMT 28 Oct 85 BK] 
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15 November 1985 

PHILIPPINES 

COLUMNIST ON ATTITUDES TOWARD U.S. ‘INTERFERENCE’ 

HK230915 Manila BULLETIN TODAY in English 22 Oct 85 p 8 

[Column by Benedicto David: "On Meddling] 

[Text] We were quite amused yesterday over the subject at the "Kapihan" [Cof- 
fee Shop] at the Manila Hotel: The Jenkins Bill. 

The situation was funny because we heard Filipinos talking about the bill as if 

it were a bill pending before the Batasan. Indeed, the local attitude of trying 
to influence the US Congress not to approve the bill runs counter to the princi- 
ple that so many nationalists are trying to uphold: No meddling in the inter- 
nal affairs of another state...the principle that was invoked and has been 
invoked every time there is pressure brought to bear on the government by the 
United States or other sources. 

The recent visit here of US Sen. Paul Laxalt is a very recent case in point. 
He was called a “meddler." But isn't trying to influence the legislature of 
another country just as much meddling as trying to influence the decisions of 
a Chief Executive? 

If we were to stick by that principle of “non-interference” in internal affairs, 
then, we should wait for the axe to fall, and then hand over an official pro- 
test for a course of action already decided upon by another government. That 
would not be meddling nor interfering in the internal affairs of another state. 
That would be a legitimate move to look after our national interests. 

But if we are going to violate that principle by trying to violate that princi- 
ple by trying to influence another government not to pass legislation inimical 
to our interests, then we cannot object if another state tries to influence our 
legislature, our president and our supreme court into doing what they want us 
to do...in their national interest. 

This attitude of trying to eat our cake and have it too is one of the items that 
has made not only the present regime, but previous governments here look juve- 
nile and unrealistic. 

We seem to object to “meddling” whenever the move does not please us...but 
accept "meddling" when it benefits the interests of government or some portion 
of our society. 
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This attitude does not speak well of either the government nor of the people 
who are infected with this attitude. The situation is analogous to a child who, 
while depending on his parents completely, does not want his parents to make 
suggestions regarding his or her lifestyle...and who still demands that his 
parents provide him with money. 

If we are to interfere this way in the legislative processes of a foreign 
state, then we must be prepared to accept reciprocal interference. Right? 

We have not heard a peep from the American governaent regarding the attempts to 
influence Washington because US officials realize that this is something more 
or less accepted as “normal.” It is only in places such as the Philippines 
where these events are denounced as “interference” or “meddling.” 

If we are to grow up in the eyes of the world, we should change our attitude 
from demanding loans and favors and then denouncing suggestions to one of not 

asking for anything and then taking such suggestions as normal events...for it 
is still up to the Philippine government and its leaders to take or reject any 
or all suggestions made to it. 

If we need the loans etc. we must be prepared to accept whatever strings are 
attached. If we cannot accept the strings, let us do without the favors, if 
favors indeed they are and not well-baited time traps. 

But, we definitely cannot but laugh at the thinking that trying to influence 
the course of legislation in the United States is not meddling...while an 
attempt to influence the course of events here by the United States is. 
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PHILIPPINES 

FOREIGN DEBTS TO BE SERVICED FROM ‘NEW MONEY’ 

HK230549 Manila BUSINESS DAY in English 21 Oc 85 p 2 

[Article by Rigoberto D. Tiglao] 

(Text] The Philippines will be able to service its debt obligations, mainly 
interest payments, through the end of the year out of the first $400-million 
drawdown on the new money extended by the country's commercial banks, a ranking 
official of the Central Bank's management of external debts and investment 
accounts department said. 

The CB however will have to draw the $150 million, out of the first $400- 
million tranche, from its coffers to service the country's debts through the 
end of the year. Under the arrangement for the new money, $350 million of the 
loan proceeds was deposited in a joint account between the CB and Manufacturers 
Hanover Trust Co (Mantrust) in New York, with Mantrust in effect remitting the 
debt payments to the country's debtors to ensure that the $350 million is indeed 
used for this purpose. 

The official also disclosed that data to be submitted soon to the CB's Monetary 
Board indicate that industry has “started to fairly make use of the $3-million 
revolving trade facility." The official pointed out that while the report indi- 
cates that a substantial portion of the trade facility has been used either in 
the form of rollovers (which actually means the debtor has merely asked for an 
extension of its borrowings) or banks’ conversions of their trade exposures into 
dollar accounts, the “replenishments” or new trade credits are sufficient. The 
official emphasized that the amount involved in the trade facility actually is 
more than what the country needs. 

The data, he added, however, continues to show a drop in imports mainly because 
of the drastic decrease in the country's oil purchases. He noted though that 
there has been a significant increase since August, when the trade facility was 
set up, in the number of raw material imports. 

Banking sources noted that the fact that the first tranche of the new commer- 
cial loan will be sufficient to service the country's debts, at least through 
the end of the year partly explains the rather strong position the government 
has adopted in its negotiations with the International Monetary Fund (IMF) for 
the release of the fund's third credit tranche. The CB, in contrast with its 
situation in October 1984, is not hard pressed for dollars this time, a banker 
noted, so it is not too eager to get the IMF's and the foreign banks dollars 
immediately. 
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The bankers explained that the government can still afford the delay in the 
talks with the IMF. Under the terms of the financial package extended by the 
foreign banks, it will be a condition of de: ault--which means the entire pack- 

age will be cancelled with all loan disbursements so far to be paid back imme- 
diately--if the government fails to get an IMF tranche 45 days after it is 
scheduled to be drawn. The thizd IMF tranche had been scheduled to be drawn in 
the period September to October. This means that the country will default on 

the loan agreements with the foreign banks only if it fails to get the IMF 
tranche by mid-December. 

Two issues remain to be resolved before the IMF releases its third credit por- 

tion. The peso's exchange rate and the budget deficit. Monetary sources said 
the government is hoping that the IMF staff arriving in the country this week 
will be sitisfied with the depreciaticn of the peso in the past weeks from the 
P18.60:$1 level to last Friday's rate of P18.72:$1. 

On the other hand, what is holding up agreement on the budget deficit is how 
the government can assure the IMF that its revenues will be sufficient to meet 
the higher ceiling to be agreed upon. One major problem is that both the gov- 
ernment and the IMF are worried that the proposed tax changes cannot make up for 
the revenues that will be lost with the scrapping of the 1 percent foreign 
exchange transaction tax. About 40 percent of the government's revenues this 
year is accounted for by this tax, which has been very easy for the government 
to collect since it is collected by less than 30 banks. The government's and 
IMF's concern is that the same rate of collection efficiency may not be 
expected from the tax changes that are being planned if, for instance, the 
additional advanced sales taxes are collected by either the Bureau of Customs 
or by the Bureau of Internal Revenue. 
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PHILIPPINES 

MANILA MAY EXCEED IMF SPENDING LIMIT 

HK231009 Manila BUSINESS DAY in English 21 Oct 85 p 3 

{Article by Conrado R. Banal III] 

{Text} Unless importations--and consequently, the duties collected from them-- 

pick up soon, the government may still exceed the limit on spendings that its 
revenues cannot cover, its budget deficit, even if the International Monetary 
Fund (IMF) does approve a higher ceiling. 

The budget deficit issue remains a hindrance to the release of the third tranche, 
amounting to about $110 million, from the IMF standby credit line to the coun- 
try, sources said. 

The government is asking the IMF to raise the ceiling from P6.5 billion to 
about P9 billion. The government has announced that the IMF has already agreed 
to the increase, but sources said the Fund still wants to check whether the gov- 
ernment can indeed stay within the higher ceiling. 

Bankers doubt that the higher ceiling could result in increased government 
spending for the rest of the year to help stimulate the battered economy. An 
informed source in banking said the budget deficit at present is already close 
to the new ceiling the government is asking from the IMF. The request for a 
higher ceiling “seems to be a fait accompli," he said. 

The government's 1985 budget suffered from a twin squeeze: the lower than 
expected revenues and the higher funding requirements of stateowned banks, par- 

ticularly the Development Bank of the Philippines (DBP) and the Philippine 
National Bank (PNB). 

Sources disclosed that these two banks need this year at least PiO billion from 

the national government to cover their interest payments. The government has 
to infuse money into these banks because the interest payment on their foreign 
debts, for instance, is "something that cannot be postponed," a source said. 

The government therefore simply has to have more revenues to hit the targeted 
P9-billion deficit this year. The principal cause of the lower government 
revenues this year is the sharp decline in importations. 



A source disclosed that collections of the Bureau of Customs during January- 
August this year were about P4.5 billion short of projections. He said the gov- 
ernment told the IMF that had the country’s international trade performed as 
expected, there would have been no need to raise the budget ceiling imposed by 
the Fund earlie: for the 1985 program. 

The opening of $3-billion trade financing facility from foreign banks, the 
lowering of domestic interest rates, and tte Central Bank measures to make more 
funds available in the system however are not resulting in wore impor‘ations, 

bankers said. The government is therefore closely watching imports duriog this 
quarter, when business traditionally builds up inventories for the Christmas sea- 
son. More imports mean more revenues for the government. 

The ability of the government to stay within this year's budget deficit ceiling-- 
the P6.5-billion limit earlier set by the IMF--has been in doubt since last year. 

The IMF's idea for the proposed tax reforms, an aspect of the economic adjust- 
ment program it devised together with the government, was that the bulk of tax 

collections should not come from international trade. Ano aer aspect of the 
program was to control importations to improve the country's international pay- 
ments position. 

The ruling Kilusang Bagong Lipunan (KBL) last year, after the May Batasang Pam- 
bansa elections, rejected a proposal to increase domestic sales taxes by 40 per- 

cent, which could have started the shift of the taxation burden to domestic 
activities. 

Now, faced by local election next year, the government has to decide whether or 
not to raise additional revenues through new tax measures. In the pipeline are 
proposals for increases in sales taxes, although the present value added saies 

tax system is to be modified .o prevent “leakages.” 
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PHILIPPINES 

GOVERNMENT WILL NOT ACQUIRE ADDITIONAL LOANS 

HK230924 Manila BULLETIN TODAY in English 21 Oct 85 p 22 

[Article by J.C. Concepcion] 

[Text] The Philippines will not borrow new foreign loans because there are 
still many project loans which have not been fully utilised, Ramon Cardenas, 

deputy director general of the National Economy Development Authority [NEDA] 
said recently. 

Cardenas said there is no use in getting new foreign loans more than what 
country can absorb. 

The government, he added, is paying commitment fees on various committed loans 
which have not yet been fully utilized. 

He indicated that the use of these available loans, mostly earmarked for spe- 
cific projects, will be given preference before any new foreign loans are pro- 
cured from foreign sources. 

The NEDA official said the release of the peso proceeds from these available 
foreign loans is being managed by the government to avoid an unnecessary rise 
in inflation that will be brought about by undue increase in the amount of 
money in circulation. 

He added that the government would also like to ensure that the funds to be 
released from the committed foreign loans will not be misused. 

Cardenas also admitted that present guidelines on the availment of the loans 
are quite stringent and relaxation measures are being worked on. 

Prime Minister Cesar Virata earlier said that several billion dollars in com 

mitted foreign loans, mostly project loans, have not been fully utilized. 

About $500 million of these loans, he said, are earmarked for various agricul- 
tural programs. 

These loans, he said, were obtained from various foreign sources, including the 

U.S. Export-Import Bank and the Japanese Eximtank. 
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Ee indicated that a number of the country's forcign creditors were reluctant to 
extend fresh loans to the country because available and committed foreign loans 
have not been fully used yet. 

Private businessmen, he said, should take advantage of these lows because a 
number of them carry fairly low interest rates. 
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PHILIPPINES 

EDITORIAL EXAMINES BUDGET DEFICIT 

HK231310 Manila BULLETIN TODAY in English 21 Oct 85 p 6 

(Editorial: "Budget Deficit"] 

(Text] There are various ways of looking at a budget deficit. At some level, 
a government sector deficit can crowd out the private sector for available 
credit and the result is slackened business activity. 

At some level, a budget deficit can cause a rise in inflation and the imbalance 
will have repercussions on the balance of payments. 

Even the mighty U.S. economy is not immune to the debilitating effects of high 
deficit spending, as recent developments showed. The deficit caused interest 
rates to move upward, attracted foreign money, caused the external value of the 
dollar to rise, and increased imports, thereby killing many domestic industries. 

Prime Minister Cesar Virata says on representation of the government the IMF has 
allowed the target deficit for 1986 to increase from .9 percent of the gross 
national product to 1.4 percent. 

The move was taken by the government in order to stimulate demand and business 
activity, which is still in the doldrums as may be inferred from the reluctance 
of business to take advantage of the credit lines extended by the foreign banks. 

The move appears to be well-taken. Inflation, the evil sought to be avoided by 
low deficit spending, has slid down considerably in recent months. But while 
that has been the result, the present low level of the deficit appears to have 
stopped demand dead on its tracks. 

It is, of course, more than just the level cf deficit that matters. At this 
time, more of the amounts representing the deficit should go to purposes in aid 
of production. That should be logic behind higher deficit spending. 
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PHILIPPINES 

BROKERS WANT CAPITAL MARKET DEVELOPED 

HK231324 Manila BUSINESS DAY in English 22 Oct 85 p 2 

{Article by Noel D. de Luna] 

[Text] Hard-pressed stockbrokers of the country's depressed stock markets want 
the government to formulate a strategy for the long-term development of the 
capital market at this time when the country is just beginning to recover from 
the severe economic difficulties experienced in the last several years. 

They said the experience of the past years clearly shows the lopsided develop- 
ment of the country's financial and capital markets. 

The concentration of resources in banks, investment and financial houses led to 
"the high propensity for debt." 

They said that although the Investment Houses Law was passed with the inten- 
tion of improving the underwriting of new equity issues, "such was not satis- 
factorily achieved. Investment houses in fact did more business in the money 
market, intermediating for the borrowers and lenders through commercial paper 
issues." 

"While the debt market took giant leaps, the equity market was left undeveloped," 
stockbrokers emphasized. 

They said the Philippine capital market sector, “in spite of its erratic and 
volatile character" has helped in no small way in mobilizing risk capital and 
national savings for development. 

"Today, its viability as a relevant element in the financial markets system is 

put to extreme test. Along with this appalling situation is the terrible and 
agonizing prospect of the eventual demise of the secondary stock market and con- 

sequently the member firms of the stzek exchanges," they cautioned. 

For the past six years, while many other developing countries in Asia experi- 
enced tremendous economic growth, the Philippines went through ae period of eco- 
nomic setbacks which was brought about principally by the sharp rise in oil 
prices followed by a severe deterioration of the prices of its principal com- 

modity exports. 
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To aggravate things further, the capital flight which accelerated in 1983 
exerted tremendous pressure on the country's foreign exchange reserves and 
forced monetary authorities to declare a moratorium on foreign debt payments 
and seek new financing and a restructuring of maturing obligations. 

The net effeccs on the economy were negative growth rates, higher unemployment, 
business contraction and spiraling interest rates, among others. 

As the local economy began to decelerate in 1980, the financial markets 

received a tremendous shock when Dewey Dee fled leaving almost a billion pesos 
in unsecured debts. 

This event triggered a series of corporate failures as the financial assets of 
various institutions became worthless paper and investors either preterminated 
or withdrew maturing money market placements. 

No sooner had the financial system gotten back on its feet when financing com- 

panies went down one by one. Commercial and savings banks also felt the pres- 
sure. 

Non-performing bank assets began to take their toll and a number of banks had 
to either close down or be taken over by the government. 

The stock market was doubly jeopardized as prices of commodities worldwide 
began to deteriorate in 1980 which in turn led to declining market values of 
mining issues as they adjusted to lower earnings. 

As failures among financial institutions came one after another, interest rates 

began to climb. As a result, prices of commercial and industrial issues began 
to slip in order to adjust dividend returns to prevailing interest rates and 
expectations of lower profits. 

Investors, then, liquidated equity holdings and switched their investments to 

higher yielding fixed-income securities. 

To make matters worse, the pressure on the foreign exchange rate also led 
investors to liquidate equity positions and convert peso proceeds into dollars. 

Stockholders noted that "investors’ interest in the stock market practically dis- 

appeared as the reality of higher earnings from government securities succeeded 
in mopping up excess liquidity.” 

The liquidity mopping up operations were necessary to control double digit infla- 
tion and the speculative demand for dollars. 

Brokers said “these are the realities of economics and no stock market anywhere 
in the world could have withstood pressures of reduced earnings, financial 

uncertainty and high interest rates." 

"The overdependence on debt and negotiable debt instruments provided the imbal- 
ance in the financial structure of the economic system. Excessive debt led the 
financial system toward a degree of extreme sensitivity to various economic 

pressures both internal and external," stockbrokers concluded. 
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PHILIPPINES 

REPORT ON EQUITY INFUSION INTO FIRMS 

HK231020 Manila METRO MANILA TIMES in English 21 Oct 85 pp 11, 12 

(Text] The national government infused a total of P9.3 billion in additional 
equity to state corporations last year, indicating that the level of actual cor- 

porate equity contributions exceeded the programmed amount (slightly less than 
P3 billion) by 210 per cent. 

The Commission on Audit (COA) reported that the escalation of equity invest- 
ments was traced to the massive capital infusion to the Development Bank of the 
Philippines (DBP) and the Philippine National Bank (PNB) in a bid to restructure 
the finances of the two distressed government financial institutions. 

For DBP alone, a total of P5.4 billion in new capital was granted during the 
year. 

The COA said the release of allotment to the DBP did not, however, involve 
actual new cash flow on the part of the national government as it was made sim- 
ply “to have a basis in recording expenditures in the form of equity invest- 
ment ." 

The capital infusion took the form of a P4.1 billion deposit by the Bureau of 
Treasury and P1.3 billion advances which were previously made available to the 
DBP and which were authorized to be converted into equity. 

The advances were used to settle DBP's foreign loan obligations. 

The PNB, on the other hand, was granted P658 million in additional equity, 
including the P78.9 million stock dividends accruing to the national government 
from 1979 to 1983 which reverted to the bank's coffers. 

As gleaned from the COA's 1984 financial report on the national government, both 
releases to the DBP and PNB were not part of the programmed expenditures item- 
ized under the corporate equity investment fund provided under the general 
appropriations law. 

The COA reported that the second biggest recipient of equity contributions was 
the National Power Corporation which obtained P702 million, used in the comple- 
tion of various power generation plants. 
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The rest of the corporate equity investment fund was channeled to the fol- 
lowing corporations last year: Philippine Export and Foreign Loan Guarantee 

Corp.~-P500 million, Light Rail Transit Authority--P337.8 million, Philippine 
Crop Insurance Corp.--P300 million, National Irrigation Administrat ion--P205 
million, Home Financing Corp.--P200 million, National Development Company-- 
P152.5 million, Philippine Virginia Tobacco Administration--P95.8 million and 
various other corporations--P707.7 million. 

An analysis of funds outflow of the national government showed that from 1981 
to 1984 equity contributions poured into state corporations totaled P32.6 mil- 
lion or an annual average of P8.14 billion over the four-year period, equivalent 
to 3.5 percent of total national budget. 

It was revealed that government corporations received a total financial aid of 
P18.9 billion from the national government last year. 

Besides the P9.3 equity contributions, this financial aid is broken down into 
P3.5 billion in loans outlay, P522.7 million in subsidy contributions, and P5.6 
billion in advances for debt servicing for guaranteed and relent loans. 

The audit commission explained that loans outlay pertained to proceeds of domes- 
tic and foreign borrowings directly contracted by the national government and 
relent to state corporations. 

On the other hand, cash advances are made available to state corporations to 
settle their debt service obligations and to offset any default of repayment on 
the part of the borrowing corporations. 

The COA said these advances must be refunded by the borrowing corporations and 
were thus treated as receivables in the books of the national government. 
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OVERSEAS JOB MARKET, WAGES REPORTED DOWN 

HK230926 Manila BULLETIN TODAY in English 21 Oct 85 p 8 

[Article by Olaf S. Giron] 

{[Text] The Philippine Overseas Employment Administration [POEA] expected the 
number of Filipino overseas contract workers to decline by five percent this 
year. 

Acting POEA Administrator Crescencio Siddayao said what is equally alarming is 
the perceptible trend in the lowering of wages paid to Filipino workers by their 
overseas employers. 

Siddayao, comparing overseas job trends for the first eight months of 1984 with 
those in 1985, said that except for the months of January, July and August when 
land-based workers [garble] positively, the rest of the eight-month period 
registered a considerable drop in the hiring of Filipino workers. 

June this year showed the biggest drop at 9,242. Overall, there was a decrease 
of 23,936. 

Most severely hit were the sea-based workers, Siddayao said. There was 509 
less seamen hired in February, 922 in March, 44 in April, 63 in May, 1,041 in 

June, 960 in July and 522 in August. 

Overseas placement reached 214,590 in 1980, 266,243 in 1981, 314,284 in 1982, 
431,207 in 1983, and 425,081 in 1984. 

Siddayao also reported that Filipino seamen face cutthroat competition from 
several Asian countries, whose workers «-e reportedly willing to accept lower 
salaries than the Filipinos. 

Labor Minister Blas F. Ople instructed Siddayao to prepare a documented report 
citing the reasons for the employment drop and the reduction in wages. 

"We have to see and determine the reason for these trends," Ople said, indi- 

cating that the labor ministry will try to counteract them. 

Ople had previously attributed the decline in the international job markets to 
an oil glut that reduced the revenues of Middle East countries which absorb the 

bulk of overseas Filipino workers. 
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He disclosed that the employment pattern of Arab nations had shifted from 

unskilled to skilled workers, and from construction workers to maintenance and 

operations workers, and even professionals including engineers, doctors and 
nurses. 

Ople has led employment missions to the Middle East, Europe and the United 
States to protect the Philippine share in the job markets. Somehow, the out- 
flow of Filipino manpower has remained brisk despite the decline. 
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NARCOTICS COMMAND CHIEY SUGGESTS PUBLIC EXECUTIONS NEEDED 

Manila BULLETIN TODAY in English 7 Oct 85 pp 1, 18 

[Article by Marcia C. Rodriguez: 
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JPRS-SEA-85-177 

15 November 1985 

PHILIPPINES 

REPORT VIEWS STATUS OF OVERSEAS FLEET 

HK230928 Manila BULLETIN TODAY in English 22 Oct 85 p 18 

[Article by Pal. L. Ravina] 

(Text] The share of Philippine flag vessels in the carriage of the country's 
overseas trade, export and import, increased by 30.3 percent in 1983 from 25.9 
percent in 1982, according to foreign trade statistics of the National Census 
and Statistics Office (NCSO). 

Philippine overseas ship operators said that the substantial increase in their 
participation has been attributed to the tax incentives granted them ty the gov- 
ernment under Republic Act 1407, otherwise known as the Overseas Shipping Act 
of 1955, as amended by RA 1563 and Fresidential Decree 764, which expired on 
Sept. 1985, that enabled them to acquire bigger and modern bottoms in accordance 
with the fleet modernization program of the government. 

Meanwhile, records of the Maritime Industry Authority (Marina) show that the 
average tonnage of the country's overseas fleet in 1983, composed of 249 vessels 

of various types, and 19,771 gross tons. 

The NCSO statistics also indicate that of the 32,989.5 gross tons total foreign 
trade of the Philippines in 1983, composed of 2,069.5 gross tons export and 
12,920.0 gross tons import, the share of Philippine flag vessels was 9,990.6 
gross tons as against 6,735.0 gross tons, or 19.4 percent in 1978. 

From 1978 to 1983, the NCSO said, the quantity of Philippine external trade car- 
ried by different shipping lines, including Philippine flag vessels, has 
averaged 35.6 million gross tons per year. 

It said that during the period, the amount of cargo carried by RP-Flag vessels 
rose by an annual average rate of 6.8 percent from 6.7 million gross tons in 
1978 to 10 million tons in 1983. 

The big increase indicates a significant improvement in the proportion of cargo 
carried by Philippine ships compared to foreign carriers which have dominated 
the transport of the country's export and import seaborne trade, it said. 

The NCSO said that Philippine overseas shipping lines vessels carried 6,735.0 

gross tons of the country's external trade in 1978, 7,670.1 gross tons in 1979, 

9,495.7 gross tons in 1980, 7,527.7 in 1981, and 8,976.7 gross tons in 1982. 
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Records of the NCSO also reveal that the average age of vessels has decreased 

from 16.05 years in 1978 to 11.63 years in 1981, reflecting an aggressive 
modernization of the overseas fleet to maintain its competitiveness and its 
efficiency in this era of fast changing maritime technology. 

Other major thrusts of a strong and viable merchant fleet that needs continued 
government incentives, according to the shipowners, include: 1) a successful 
promotion of the country's exports; 2) reduces economic dependence on foreign 

shipowners and fleets; 3) important influence in conference decisions, particu- 
larly those concerning freight rates and matters pertaining to transport poli- 

cies; and 4) avoid drain of the country's dollar reserves in the form of freight 
payments and related expenses. 
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PHILIPPINES 

OFFICIAL DATA GIVEN ON LAND REFORM PROGRAM 

HK230747 Manila BUSINESS DAY in English 21 Oct 85 p 24 

(Text] The country marks the 13th year of land reform program today. 

Data from the Ministry of Agrarian Reform [MAR] showed that it has so far 
issued 657,623 certificates of land transfer (CLT), the document which entitles 
farmers to pay amortizations for the lands they till for 15 years, eventually 
to become its owners. 

Total recipients of the CLT were 440,239 farmers covering 755,172 hectares while 
117,679 landowners were reported by MAR to have been compensated. 

Under leasehold operations, for farmers that till land below seven hectares, and 
which is thus not covered by the Operation Land Transfer, MAR said 517,679 rice 
and corn farmers now pay lease for the lands they till. 

However, the Federation of Free Farmers [FFF] said that various obstacles pre- 
vent the land reform program from being carried out in its true essence. 

Of the total CLT holders, it said, about 75 to 80 percent were reported to be 
in the dark because of the lack of valuation data on the lands and pending dis- 
agreements with landowners who refused to submit to coverage under the program. 

The (FFF), the longest standing advocate of the land reform program, said that 
only 25 percent or 125,000 farmers had CLT approved by the Land Bank of the 
Philippines for payment based on studies on their financial positions. 

Similarly, another 125,000 CLT, because of administrative and documentation 
defects and a new order issued by MAR last February allowing landholders six 
months to protest coverage of their lands, have been retained and retrieved. 

The remaining 50 percent of CLT, are, on the other hand, similarly hanging, 
because no land valuations have been made even as tenants continue to pay the 
usual rentals, some of them exceeding the total due amount. 

FFF's Leony Montemayor said that only 5 percent or less of the qualified bene- 
ficiaries have so far been issued their emancipation titles, declaring them the 
new landowners, following completion of amortization payments on the land. 



Another hindrance to the issuance of titles, Montemayor said, was the require- 
ment that farmers rhould be members of a cooperative. 

"But more than 50 of CLT areas have no active Samahang Nayon members, because 
many of these cooperatives have long been moribund and have failed to attract 
members,” he said. 

A visiting International Labor Organization (ILO) official was also reported to 
express shock over the slow progress of land reform in the country, which he 
said was believed by the rest of the world "to have been completed long since." 

While crediting President Marcos for the agrarian reform program, which he 
launched under Presidential Decree 27 as his first legislative act upon declara- 
tion of martial law in 1972, the FFF said that actions by the MAR are seriously 
threatening a “reversal of agrarian refora." 

The situation is further aggravated by the increasing cases of voluntary sur- 
render or forced ejectment of tenant beneficiaries as well as conversion of 
landholdings to non-agricultural purposes, the FFF said. 

The FFF said there were reports of connivance of MAR officials and personnel 
who or whose relatives become the final holders of landholdings which under the 
law should have gone to tenant beneficiaries. 

To check the adverse trend, the FFF suggests that plans should be made to bring 

all kinds of lands, including public agricultural lands, ader the land trans- 
fer program. 

Corporations, whether domestic or foreign, should not be allowed to eject or 
displace small farmers or to acquire farm lands, public or private, which may 

be needed to accommodate small farmers, it said. 

Incentives for agricultural development, including those related to the revival 
of cooperatives, should be such that it would encourage and assist small farmers 

first and foremost, they added. 
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PHILIPPINES 

JAPAN MAY SUPPLY WHEAT TO MILLERS 

HK231236 Manila BUSINESS DAY in English 22 Oct 85 p 2 

[Article by Julie C. Del Castillo] 

{[Text] The 850,000-ton yearly market that American traders lost when the 
Philippine government opened wheat importation to the private sector may be 
gained by Japanese companies. 

Sources in the flour milling industry yesterday said more and more Japanese 
trading firms, the giant sogo shoshas, have signified keen interest in wresting 
from the U.S. control over local wheat imports with offers of lower prices and 
better terms to domestic mills. 

The National Food Authority (NFA) Friday authorized the eight local mills to 
import 100,000 long tons of wheat after millers warned of a possible flour 
shortage during the Christmas season up to the early months of 1986 due to 
dwindling inventories. 

Present flour stocks are estimated at about 2.2 million bags, which are 
expected to last only up to Nov. 15. 

All mills will import 75,000 tons of hard wheat and 25,000 tons of soft wheat 
using the $3-billion trade facility. The imports will beef up present supplies 
so they will last until January next year. 

The sources said that while the mills have yet to conduct biddings for the 
imports, Japanese trading firms already outnumber other foreign suppliers in 
expressing their interests in the biddings. 

They said that among the Japanese firms are Nissho-Iwai, Nichimen, Marubeni, 
Mitsubishi and Mitsui, which are all expected to supply the Philippines with 
U.S. wheat but at much cheaper rates and under better terms than those offered 
by their American counterparts. 

The Japanese firms are able to offer better terms because as they are often wont 
to do, sogo shoshas enter prospective markets with volume shipwents either of 

one commodity or a combination of commodities. 
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They are also active in futures market trading, buying at lower prices and then 
selling when prices go up. 

The U.S. virtually monopolized local wheat imports in the last several decades 
because of the credits granted by Washington, through the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture's Commodity Credit Corp., to the Philippine government. 

The CCC credit guarmmtees were granted (and are still being granted for other 

grains) on a government-to-government basis, and therefore could only be 
availed of by local mills in the past through NFA imports. 

While the Philippines is only a small market for U.S. wheat farmers, its loss 
would further compound problems that have beset the American wheat industry in 

the last few years. 

The U.S. has already lost some 6 percent to 7 percent of its share of the world 

market for grains in the last four or five years due mainly to the embargo on 
grains shipments to the Soviet Union imposed by the Carter administration in 
1980 in retaliation for the USSR's invasion of Afghanistan. 

Competition from other wheat-growing countries is likewise a big problem for 
the U.S., which has lost some sales especially when Australia, Canada and 
Argentina cut into the world grains market. U.S. sales to Pacific Rim countries 
have also leveled off. 

In the U.S. domestic front, American farmers (who are buoyed up by price sup- 
ports and costly legislation) control the grains industry and have piled up 
stocks to make the U.S. a residual supplier for the world grains market. 
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JPRS-SEA-85-177 
15 November 1985 

COLUMNIST ASKS SYMPATHY FOR U.S. ON JENKINS BILL 

Bangkok DAO SIAM in Thai 27 Aug 85 p 2 

(Small World column by Kankrai: "Trade Protectionist Laws, the Jenkins Bill") 

[Excerpts] Today, everyone is talking about the Jenkings Bill, which is now 
under consideration by the U.S. Congress. It is said that this is a 
protectionist law that will reduce the import of textiles and clothing into 
the United States. 

Let's discuss why the United States is considering promulgating this law even 
though it knows that this will generate a reaction in many countries that are 
good friends of the United States. The reason is that the United States had a 
huge trade deficit last year. In particular, in the textile and clothing 
sector, the deficit reached $16.2 billion. This is why 240,000 textile workers 
are unemployed. 

Thus, in line with his duties as a member of the House of Representatives, Mr 

Jenkins, a U.S. representative from Georgia, has proposed this bill, which is 
known as the Jenkins Bill. He cannot be blamed for proposing a bill to protect 
the people who elected him to Congress. 

Remember, in an election in Thailand, suppose that a candidate running for a 
seat in the House of Representatives said, "ladies and gentlemen, please vote 
for me so that I can workt rotect the interests of the Lao and Cambodian 

peoples. Because today, these people are experiencing great problems. As for 
our problems, lets not worry about them for the time being since our problems 
are not as severe as those in other countries." Would you vote for that 
candidate? 

11943 
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15 November 1985 

COLUMNIST SCORES U.S. ON WORLD COURT-NICARAGUA CASE 

Bangkok MATICHON in Thai 21 Sep 85 p 4 

{Article by Thawip Woradilok: "A Case in Which the United States Is the 

Defendant" } 

({Excerpts] Today, the United States is the defendant in a major case brought 
to the International Court of Justice, which is commonly known as the World 
Court, by a small country will fewer than 3 million people. What is clear is 

that both the domestic and foreign mass media are giving much less coverage to 
this than to Reagan's cancer operation or to the AIDs case of Hollywood star 
Rock Hudson. 

However, when the United States became a defendant before the World Court, 
instead of fighting this case based on the Rule of Law, about which it has 
often made a big issue, condemning other countries for failing to observe 
international law and/or the U.N. Charter, it simply withdrew from the World 
Court. It claimed that Nicaragua had not brought this case against it for the 

right purposes and that it had done so “only in order to make political gains 
and spread propaganda." 

This case is still be deliberated by the International Court of Justice. But 
since the United States has withdrawn from the court, the question is, on what 
will the sovereignty and security of small countries rest when a great power 
launches an offensive in order to topple the government of a small country? 
The United States has done this without giving any consideration to 
international law or the charter of the United Nations, which it was 
instrumental in establishing. When it became a defendant, it callously 
withdrew from the court. The United States cites legal principles or 
international law only when it suits its own purposes. When this conflicts 

with its interests, it just crushes others under its boots. 
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THAILAND 

ARTICLE REBUTS SWEDISH ACCOUNT OF ATHIT SEX PARTY 

Bangkok CHAT ATHIPATAI in Thai 28 Sep-4 Oct 85 pp 22, 23 

(Article: "The Movement to Destroy A‘hit, a Dirty Plan in Sweden") 

(Text) In its 9 September morning edition, the Swedish newspaper EXPRESSEN 
published a story under the headline, "What Was Gen Athit Kamlangek Doing in 
Sweden During the Coup d'Etat in Bangkok?" This story has done great damage to 
the supreme commander and RTA CINC. 

"At present, the Judge Advocate General's Department has been asked to 
determine if we can sue that newspaper. Because besides printing falsehoods, 
Gen Athit has been grossly insulted. And this will also have an adverse effect 

on the Thai military," said a high-ranking officer. 

Gen Athit Kamlangek recently visited several countries, including Sweden. He 

received a personal invitation from the Swedish company Ericsson, which is 
involved in telephone business activities with the Telephone Organization of 
Thailand. Gen Athit is the president of this state enterprise. 

An aide to Gen Athit has sent a letter to the Ericsson Company asking about 
its responsibility in this case since it was the one who issued a personal 

invitation to Gen Athit. 

It was when the supreme commander and RTA CINC and his party were in 
Stockholm, Sweden, that the coup d'etat occurred in Thailand. The Swedish 

newspaper tried to tie these things together in publishiiug this story. 

"The fact is, that evening, after having dinner and returning to the hotel, he 
took some medicine and went to bed. There is no truth at all in the story 
published by that newspaper," said a news source close to Gen Athit. He added 
that that evening, a woman tried to talk with officers accompanying Gen Athit. 
She tried to get them to call a "call-girl" service. But the officers were not 
interested and so they refused. It is thought that this woman played a part in 
fabricating this story. 

The story in EXPRESSEN claimed that it sent a reporter named Susan Pettersson 
to gather information. Posing as a call-girl, she joined the group of call- 
girls working for a madam named Carina and went with them that night to 
entertain guests at the Sheraton Hotel. 
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"Gen Athit had already gone to bed by the time that woman contacted the 

officers. After Gen Athit was informed of the coup attempt in Bangkok, that 
newspaper tried to contact him and get an interview. He could not give them 
any information since he had just heard about this. They were still trying to 
get an interview at the airport just before he left," said the news source. 

After that, it seems that newspapers containing this smear story were 

immediately distributed in Thailand. At present, military intelligence is 
checking into this movement to fabricate lies about Gen Athit in that country 
and destroy his reputation. It has been learned that certain political groups 
may have been involved in this. 

A group of "Thai leftists" living in Sweden, which includes former student 

leaders, politicians and members of the Communist Party of Thailand, is one of 

the groups under close investigation following the publication of this dirty 
story. Intelligence officials have learned that some members of this group 
have made frequent trips to Vietnan. 

This story deliberately tried to destroy the military leader of Thailand. But 
it is possible that it was also trying to destroy the Thai military. This 
would be in line with the target of certain countries that are confronting 
Thailand along our eastern border. Or it is possible that those behind the 

publication of this dirty story did this for political reasons. Perhaps they 
were trying to take advantage of the time right after the rebellion when 
rumors were being spread in an attempt to destroy the reputations of certain 

senior officers. These rumors charged that this and that officer was "Mong," 
the person behind the rebellion. This would have fit together with the 
fabrication of this lie. 

The 15 September edition of the Singaporean newspaper THE SUNDAY TIMES 
published a story on this, too. Is it possible that some group is taking 
advantage of the present political situation and using the many political 
questions left in the wake of the 9 September Rebellion to destroy the 
reputations of certain military officers? 

It seems that the targets of this movement are officers around Gen Athit, 
including Col Phiraphong Sapphakphisut, or Hank, and Lt Gen Phichit 
Kunlawanit. And now, even Gen Athit Kamlangek has become a target. 

Story from the 15 September 1985 edition of THE SUNDAY TIMES, which is printed 
in Singapore. "This is a clever plan of destruction." 
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15 November 1985 

THAILAND 

EDITORIAL ARGUES AGAINST AMNESTY FOR COUP PLOTTERS 

Bangkok NAEO NA in Thai 17 Sep 85 p 4 

{[Editorial: “What Amnesty?"] 

[Excerpt] On Tuesday 15 September certain individuals who called themselves 
the National Democratic Movement made a statement calling for amnesty for all 
of the people who plotted the rebellion of 9 September. This motion must be 
looked at carefully. 

In the call for amnesty for the people who plotted the rebellion of 9 Septem- 

ber, in which people were inciting disorder, there are several points that 
must be considered. 

The first is that generally amnesty is given to people who plot rebellions 
that are victorious and become the party of the coup, revolutionary party, or 
reform party, or whatever they are called. But here an attempt at a coup 

failed. There is no reason to call for amnesty, and it must be asked for what 

reason it is being demanded. If the claim is for national unity, that is a 
completely meaningless reason. 

Second, the attempted coup of 9 September, even though it claimed to seek to 
solve the nation's problems, particularly economic problems, when we look at 
the individuals involved, such as Mr Ekayut Anchanbut, as well as their be- 
havior, ordering the violent use of weapons without stopping to think, as if 
they were acting in enemy territory rather than in their own country against 
their co-nationals, we see no reason at all that they should receive compas- 
sion, because harmful aims truly were not good intentions for the country. 

Therefore, there is no reason at all for amnesty. 

And in addition to considering that the demands are completely unreasonable, 
there should be an investigation of what is behind the people making such 
demands. 

Otherwise rebellions can take place with no fear of punishment. We don't 
want that, do we? 

9937/12859 
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15 November 1985 

THAILAND 

GENERAL ON QUITTING BANGKOK POLL, FUTURE RACES 

Bangkok MATICHON in Thai 7 Sep 85 p 3 

{Interview with Gen Mana Rattanakoset, the assistant RTA CINC; date and place 
not specified] 

(Excerpts) [Question] Gen Athit Kamlangek, the supreme commander and RTA CINC 
has expressed opposition to your running for governor of Bangkok Metropolitan. 
What do you think about this? 

[Answer] I agree with Gen Athit. I have decided not to run for the position of 
governor of Bangkok Metropolitan. I promised Gen Athit that I would work with 

the Reserves for National Seourity (RNS). I have been involved with this force 
since its inception. Since he has placed such confidence in me, I have decided 
to continue with this work. 

[Question] What is the nature of the work of the RNS? 

[Answer] The RNS carries on activities nationwide. The members can be divided 
into two types. At present, there are 10 million reserves. The military has 
assembled these reserve forces in order to provide support and work for the 
benefit of the country, particularly by maintaining security and providing 
occupational training, which is good for the economy of the country. Once most 
of the reserve forces have been assembled, they will serve as a tool in 
preserving the interests of the country. This work is carried on at the 
national level. Gen Prem Tinsulanon, the priwe minister, approved the 
formation of this group in 1980. It is now beginning to achieve visible 
results. 

The RNS has built 141 Democratic Buildings nationwide to serve as reserve 

force centers. If some problem arises, the members argue the matter using a QC 
system. Everything is done in a democratic way, including the implementation 
of things in the localities. Decisions on various matters depend on this 
organization. This is what the people want. The intention is to instill 
democratic ideas in the people. The people helped build these Democratic 
Buildings, with faith being the foundation. Government units, such as the 
Department of Local Administration, Ministry of Interior, provided support. 
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The RNS program does not have any set schedule. It will continue. When I 

retire, there won't be any problem. I have volunteered to work hard based on 
the confidence placed in me by ay superiors. 

[Question] Do you feel disappointed at not running for election as you had 
planned? 

[Answer] Yes, I do. But comparing running for election and doing this work 
entrusted to me, I feel that the RNS work is of greater value since it spans 
the entire nation. This is aimed at instilling greater discipline in people, 
improving the standard of living and doing things of value to society. Today, 
the RNS is encouraging members to contact the temples in order to get the 
temples to suppor. the RNS. This will be of great value. 

[Question] There are rumors that you quit the race because a political party 
exerted pressure on you not to run. 

(Answer) No one put pressure on me. I have exerted pressure on them. When I 

announced that I was going to run for this office, the political parties all 
had to find candidates with equal qualifications. Because if I had run, I 
would have run as an independent. I would not have run in the name of any 
political party. 

[Question] Were there any other problems that caused you to drop out of the 
race? 

[Answer] No, there weren't any other problems. My thought was that I would 
still have energy and could still be of use after retiring. But then I was 
entrusted with work that I have been engaged in for a long time. When I was 
asked to continue doing this work, I accepted gladly. If I had been elected 
governor of Bangkok Metropolitan, I would have carried out things only in 

Bangkok Metropolitan. But the RNS work is much broader. 

[Question] Was it also a case of not having enough money? 

[Answer] As for financial problems, I would like to say that after I announced 
that I was going to run for this position, many friends expressed their joy 
and offered to support me. Many people promised to provide financial support. 
But I had not collected any money yet. 

I feel sad because those people were all capable people. They were giving me 
their full support since they agreed with my views and knew that I would work 
for the benefit of the majority. Even though I did not use their help, I feel 
that I am in their debt. I respect them. Besides this, some people are still 
giving support. Some have sent letters to boost my morale, and this has 

increased my confidence. 

There were no problems as far as being prepared. But when my superior officer 
showed his trust in me by offering me this work, I decided to accept this job 
instead of running for office. 
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[Question] There may have been criticism that you were making personal use of 
mass groups of the Internal Security Operations Command in campaigning. 

[Answer] I was not afraid of such criticisms. That depends on how each person 
feels. If I had run for election, when the people saw that I intended to work 
for the benefit of everyone, they would have elected me. How could I force 
anyone to do anything? I have never forced anyone. I have established mass 

groups for the benefit of the majority. For example, I have done acts of merit 
and carried on activities to maintain morale. These were all carried out for 
the benefit of the majority. 

[Question] Do you intend to run for MP from Nakhon Phanom Province in 19877 

[Answer] I am still thinking about this. There is still time before a decision 
has to be made. I think that retired government officials, particularly "old 
soldiers who never die," can still be of use to the country. I have talked 
with friends and told them that those who are still healthy should engage in 

things of value to society and in other things, particularly security work. I 
have done a variety of things. I have fought in wars. People should do other 
things, too, since there are so many things to do, particularly things that 
concern the country. 
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THAILAND 

LT SULI, MINISTER ATTACHED TO PRIME MINISTER'S OFFICE PROFILED 

Bangkok THAI RAT in Thai 21 Sep 85 p 4 

(People Today column: "Lt Suli Mahasanthana, the minister attached to the 

Office of the Prime Minister") 

(Text) He was born on 19 March 1921 (64 years old) in Nonthaburi Province. He 
is the son of Phra Siprarinya, a former judge, and Mrs Raruk. He attended Suan 
Kulap Withayalai, where he completed upper secondary school in 1938, the same 
year as Gen Prem Tinsulanon, the prime minister. He then entered the faculty 
of Engineering at Chulalongkorn University. He received his bachelor's degree 
in 1942. 

He graduated from the university during the Second World War. The air force 
was accepting applications and so he volunteered for the air force. He was 
commissioned a pilot officer and made a technician. He was assigned to the 
engineering section and was responsible for inspecting engines. In 1947, he 
resigned his commission. At the time, he was a flying officer. 

He went to work for the Standard Vaccumois Company. He sold Mabin oil for 
2 years. He then worked for Pan American Airways for a period. When the Esso 
and Mobil corporations separated, he went to work for the Esso Company. He 
worked for this company for 16 years, from 1953 to 1969. When he left this 
company, he was sales manager for the entire country. He then went to work for 

the Siam City Cement Company. He was the managing director until he resigned 
to take up his position as minister. 

He was a senator during the time of the Kriangsak Chamanan administration. In 
1981, when his classmate [Prem] became the prime minister, he was appointed 
minister attached to the Office of the Prime Minister. He has held this 

position in each of the Prem governments. He is a minister who is an expert on 
the oil industry. 

He is married to Siwong Wachayawat. They have two sons and one daughter. 
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COLUMNIST SEES COLLAPSE OF CGDK WITHOUT SIHANOUK 

Bangkok SIAM RAT in Thai 31 Jul 85 p 2 

[article by Chaiyawat Yonpiem: "Prince Sihanouk, His Fifth Outburst") 

(Excerpts) Last week, Prince Sihanouk exploded in anger once again. There were 
reports that he had again threatened to resign his position as president of 
the Coalition Government of Democratic Kampuchea, which is composed of three 
Cambodian factions that oppose Vietnam. This is the fifth time that he has 
threatened to resign since he took this position. This is the umpteenth time 
that he has done something like this since he stepped onto the world stage. I 

don't know how many more times he will do this, but he is probably nearing the 
end. 

Actually, it is getting boring to hear the leader of a government keep 
threatening to resign. But although he keeps threatening to resign, he never 
does so. There are many people, particularly his partners in the coalition 
cabinet, who do not want hia to resign. They feel that even though Prince 
Sihanouk has a very quick temper, his presence in the coalition government is 
necessary in order to gain international support for the government. 

Otherwise, this government, which is still supported by the United Nations, 
would collapse like a boneless chicken. 

Recently, the Khmer Rouge loudly announced that it had changed its policy. It 
stated that it no longer hates capitalists and that it will accept the results 
if some other faction is elected to serve as the government after the 

Vietnamese have been driven out of the country. Prince Sihanouk said that he 
found that difficult to believe because of the things that had happened to 
him. He said that the Khmer Rouge have not “hanged and that their true 
nature will show itself again in the futur« 

The Khmer Rouge has had many clashes with the other members of the coalition 

government, including both Sihanouk's faction and the KPNLF, or Khmer Serei, 
of Mr Son Sann, which is another non-communist, anti-Vietnamese group. 
Actually, the Khmer Serei is stronger than the Sihanouk group, or Ame National 
Sihanoukist (ANS) as it is called in French. This group has always been the 
weakest group. But recently, Prince Rannarut Norodom, the son of Prince 
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Sihanouk, has helped igprove the goral of the group by instilling in them a 
sense of “wanting to msake progress." And so at present, the Khaer Serei and 
the Sihanouk faction are competing against each other. 

Cambodia hed to change from a constitutional sonarchy to a Western-style 
democratic republic. And now it is a communist people's republic. As for the 
future, it could become anything at all. Anything can happen if Prince 
Sihanouk participates. 
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NIT PHIBUNSONGKHRAM ON UN VOTES, AID TO CGDK 

Bangkok MATICHON in Thai 23 Sep 85 p 3 

(Interview with Nit Phibunsongkhram, the director-general of the International 

Organization Department; date and place not specified) 

Excerpts] [Question] What projects or plans does Thailand have as a temporary 
member of the Security Council? 

[Answer] An important point is that Thailand is different from other 
countries. We are a developing country, but we are not a member of the group 
of non-alligned nations. We have close relations with the Western countries. 
At the same time, we are expanding relations with the Eastern countries. Thus, 
no one can stipulate which way Thailand should vote. Thailand can determine 
its own attitude based on its own interests. 

[Question] When the motion on the Cambodian problem comes up this ;ear, what 
will ASEAN do? 

[Answer] This is the 7th year that ASEAN has cooperated with friendly 
countries in submitting a resolution on the Cambodian problem. We attach great 
importance to this. 

This year, prior to the opening of the U.N. General Assembly, ASEAN sent 
special representatives, referred to as ASEAN special missions, to various 

regione in order to generate support on this problem. Their objective is to 
explain things to the undecided countries and to induce certain countries to 
support this again. 

At present, based on a summary of various reports, it can be said that these 
countries have a positive attitude on the Cambodian prohles. It is theught 
that about 110 countries will vote in favor of this resolution. 

[Question] Besides this, will there be any special matters? 

[Answer] The main principles of the resolution on the Cambodian problem will 
be similar to those of last year's resolution. By custom, U.N. activities must 
be connected to each other. We can't submit a draft that is totally different 

from the previous resolution. 
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This year, the ASEAN foreign ministers are considering whether or not to 
include the matter of "national reconciliation," which was proposed by 

Democratic Kampuchea. There was support for this at the special ASEAN foreign 

ministers meeting held in Bangkok last February. 

This calls for withdrawing all foreign troops from Cambodia and allowing the 
Cambodian people to determine their own fate. 

(Question] Will the refugee problem be discussed? 

[Answer] Thailand has always attached great importance to the refugee problem. 
At this meeting, there will be a special presentation on the results of the 
work of the U.N. High Commission for Refugees. The important topic this year 
is the safety of the refugees living along the Thai-Cambodian border. During 
the last dry season, foreign troops attacked these camps, which hold 225,000 

refugees and which are located in Thailand. 

Thailand has proposed discussing the matter of what can be done to ensure that 
these civilian refugee camps are not attacked. It will probably be difficult 

to find a solution to this problem. The only thing that Thailand can do is to 
show the world that attacking these refugee camps, which house innocent 
civilians who are not involved in the fighting, is a serious mistake. That is 
one thing. Another thing is that we will ask that solving the refugee problem 
be included permanently. 

As for the safety of the civilian refugees, we must show the world that the 
people in the wrong are those who have attacked the civilian camps. They have 
violated the laws. They are criminals. Countries such as Thailand that provide 

places to stay cannot be expected to provide protection, too. We are already 
bearing a heavy burden based on humanitarian principles. 

[Question] Vietnam has continually claimed that it has attacked the refugee 
camps because they house resistance soldiers. 

[Answer] We can take reporters or other interested people to the camps to see 
whether we have given refuge to Cambodian liberation forces. None of those who 
stay in Thailand are armed since the Thai military will not allow that. As for 
whether they arm themselves when they go into Cambodia to regain independence, 
that is their affair. But no one who is armed is allowed to enter Thailand. 

At present, the number of Cambodian refugees in Thailand has grown to 225,000 
following Vietnam's offensive during the last dry season. All of these are 
civilians. Most of these are women, children and elderly people. All of them 
are Cambodians. 

A point worth considering is, Is there any place that forbids members of the 
same family from seeing each other and living together? 
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[Question] Should Thailand use its position as a member of the Security 
Council to bargain on international political and economic problems? 

{Answer ] In my view, each member of the Security Council can help solve the 
problems or help reach decisions on matters that are having terrible effects. 
The United Nations is not a military organization. Solving problems requires 
the use of reason. In matters of reason, it may not be possible to bargain. 
However, good reasons must be given. Everyone must help think of reasons. For 
example, if two countries are engaged in a dispute and we think that this 
problem could affect the security of the region or of other regions, the role 
of the Security Council should be to use reason and find a way to get these 

countries to reach an agreement peacefully rather than through the use of 
force. This is a matter of using reason and of having sovereign nations carry 
fm a dialogue. No one should force anyone else. Everyone has the same rights. 
As for whether people agree or not, that should depend on whether they agree 
with the reasons that we have given. 

Somecimes, it takes time to solve a problem. An example is the problem in 
Souta Africa, the problem of apartheid. Everyone agrees that this is wrong. 
Whe; there are great arguments in the United Nations, we must look at the 
protlem in order to see clearly what the problem is. We must then set targets. 
It will then be possible to see what can be done to solve the problem. In the 

end, correct reasons will become apparent. 

Now, the European Community is beginning to realize that resolute sanctions 
should be used to force South Africa to change its policy. Because if it 
doesn't, the racial conflict in South Africa will explode. There is already 

fighting. But the situation could get much worse. 

Because of this, the United Nations has taken up this problem. With the 
exception of England, the European countries are beginning to agree. The 
underdeveloped third-world countries have been making appeals on this for a 
long time now. 

In summary, it can be said that a country that is a member of the Security 

Council should not use its position to bargain. Also, we should not use this 
position for our own benefi'. As a member, our responsibility is to help 
preserve world peace, not to further our own interests. This is a world stage. 
Our words should be aimed at benefiting others, and we must listen to the 

views of others. 
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FOREIGN SUPPORT OF PULO, BRN; IDEOLOGY DISCUSSED 

Bangkok SU ANAKHOT in Thai 19-25 Sep 85 pp 13, 14 

{Article: "Bandit Terrorists, Only God Knows") 

(Text) At the beginning of 1985, the government intelligence sector received a 
report on the activities of the bandit terrorists in the south. The data given 

the officials alarmed them greatly. 

The report stated that terrorists from the Middle East had entered the country 
and were staying at an embassy in Bangkok. It said that they had made trips to 
the south to talk with certain bandit terrorist leaders. 

Another thing that has alarmed officials is a new slogan that has been raised 
in place of separatism. This concerns uniting the Muslims to form an 
independent state in cooperation with Islamic countries throughout the world. 

At present, the bandit terrorist group that plays the greatest role is PULO, 
which is led by Tunku Bira, who earned a Master's degree from Pakistan and who 

joined the govenment-in-exile in Sweden. 

PULO has a large political operations base in Mecca, Saudi Arabia. This is the 
city to which Muslims make a pilgrimage every year. These people are all 
community leaders, such as kamnans, village headmen, teachers and imams. 

Officials have learned that during that pilgrimages, some community leaders 
have participated in PULO political seminars. On their return, they have 
carried on activities in Thailand's southern border provinces. 

There are approximately 200 members of Pulo active in Mecca. This is out of a 
total of approximately 8,000 Thais who live in Saudi Arabia. Normally, they 

hold a meeting once a month. A plenum is held once a year. In the past, many 
Muslim youths have been sent to study abroad, particularly in Libya. This is 

now under close investigation. 

PULO has about 700 troops. Recent y, government forces from the Senanarong 
Camp in Hat Yai overran a bandit terrorist camp in the Budo mountains. They 
found a long list of names of PULO supporters. And what was very surprising 
was that the list contained the names of many smugglers. Every year, the 
bandit terrorists collect more than 10 million baht from then. 



As for the quiet advance being made by the bandit terrorists, while this is 

not a major war as in the past when they closed roads and blocked the movement 
of government forces or burned down schools, which was their main form of 

violence, this is forcing officials to review their policies on solving the 
problems in the southern border provinces. 

This time, not only are they receiving money and weapons from abroad, but they 

are involved in the world Islamic fundamentalist movement. Many people came to 
appreciate the power of this idea in the case of Iran, where the war 
continues. 

The fact that international terrorists came here at the beginning of this year 

in order to coordinate things with the help of an embassy in Bangkok is a sign 

that the struggle line of the bandit terrorists will shift from using force to 
implanting religious ideas and arousing feelings of having been oppressed by 
government officials, feelings that are still buried in the hearts of the 
Muslims. 

In carrying on economic and social development activities, past governments 
gave very little attention to the Muslims. And in one period, the government 
promulgated a law requiring Thai Muslims to wear a hat and pants when 
contacting government officials even though it was their custom to wear a 
batik sarong. The Thai Muslims felt that this was a serious violation of their 
customs. 

Today, many officials in the south admit that if the bandit terrorists use 
these old wounds to make propaganda, officials will definitely begin 

encountering problems again. 

The Thai intelligence sector has also learned that besides the activities of 
PULO, another bandit terrorist group that is active is the BRN, which has a 

progressive socialist leader. It is mot as large or active as PULO. It is 
becoming more interested in receiving support from abroad and in cooperating 
with others in the Muslim world. 

Besides having an office in Mecca like PULO, the BRN has ties with other 
Musliga countries in the Middle East. Mr Ayarsalong, the secretary-general, 
travels to these countries quite freely. 

Besides this, officials have learned that on their visit to the south at the 

beginning of the year, the terrorists from the Middle East met with the BRN, 
too. As for the results of these negotiations, although no concrete agreements 
were reached, this shows that the BRN is moving in the same direction as PULO. 

The representatives from the Middle East suggested that the various bandit 
terrorist groups join together. The BRN representatives said that they would 

consider this suggestion. 

However, a news source from the 4th Army Area observed that this will be very 
difficult since PULO and the BRN hold ideas that are fundamentally different. 
PULO carries out act of sabotage and uses violence in its struggle. 
Ideologically, the BRN has been influenced more by the Malaysian communist 
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guerrillas. For the most part, it carries on political activities and tries to 

raise the consciousness of the masses. It has gradually, but constantly, 

expanded its activities. 

This difference will pose a problem and make it difficult for the two groups 

to unite, just as in 1980 when there were rumors that PULO had united with the 
BBPP. But they have never really coordinated things. Each group has continued 

to carry on activities based on its own ideas. 

Even though the various bandit terrorist groups have not united, officials 
know that coordination between international Muslim groups poses a serious 

problem that must be studied and solved. 
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FURTHER REPORT ON ASIA 88, LPDR SUPPORT FOR THAIS 

Bangkok MATICHON in Thai 3 Sep 85 pp 1, 16 

(Excerpt] On the afternoon of 2 September, Police Col Warichai Suriyakun Na 
Auythaya, the deputy commander of the Region 2 Border Patrol Police, issued a 
statement on the communist terrorist situation in the northeast. He said that 
CPT activities have declined greatly. The CPT is now carrying on activities in 
only a few areas. They just come out to talk with the people, obtain supplies 
and gather information on the activities of officials. The areas where they 
are still active include Nong Bua Daeng and Khlong Ngan districts in 
Chaiyaphum Province and the border area between Kalasin, Sakon Nakhon and 
Mukdahan provinces, that is, in Tao Ngoi Branch District, Khao Wong District 

and Dong Luang Branch District. 

Police Col Warichai said that 25 people recently surrendered. In the upper 
northeast, another 19 people surrendered and 1 was killed. In Udorn Thani, 
three people surrendered and two were captured. Thus, the communist terrorists 
lost a total of 50 men. He said that the violence has decreased but that 
political activities have increased. Officials have suffered few casualties. 
The communist terrorists are now conducting small-group guerrilla operations 
in the jungle. They do not have any bases. Some are living in the plains and 
on the edge of the jungle. They are in constant contact with and provide 
information and supplies to the terrorists in the jungle. The objectives of 
the forces in the jungle are to protect their weapons and equipment and 
maintain their zone of influence. Because of this, they try to avoid clashes 
with officials. 

As for the united front, Police Col Warichai said that a group called Asia 86 
is now is more active than ever. This group is a pro-Soviet communist front. 
It is in contact with the Thai People's Revolutionary Movement. However, it 
has achieved very little since officials have been able to cut its lines in 
the cities. Officials have been watching this political group for 2-3 years 
now. 

"Most of the leaders of this political group live in Yasothon Province and 
work as teachers. About five or six are former politicians. At present, there 

is one MP in the northeast who is thought to be a leader of this group. He 
coordinates things with a former secretary-general of the CPT, who is in 
Bangkok Metropolitan. The plan, or policy, of this group is to send group 



members to expand activities in the House of Representatives," said Police Col 

Warichai. 

As for the activities of the Thai People's Revoluticnary Movement, Police Col 

Warichai said that they are still focusing on mass activities. They are 

carrying on these activities in both Laos and Thailand. This group has opened 
a training school in Laos in order to train people to carry on terrorist 
activities in Thailand. However, to date, there has not been any firm 

information on the activities of this group. There have been reports that they 
have carried on joint military operations with Lao forces and tried to learn 

the locations of Thai military forces. They have also tried to gather 
information on the Lao resistance forces and to collect intelligence of 
tactical value to Laos. It is thought that the immediate task of this group is 
to take action against the Lao resistance groups. This group now has about 
200 men in Vientiane, Sayaboury, Khammouar, Savannakhet and Champasak 
provinces. 
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TEACHERS DISPUTE CHARGES OF ASIA 88-COMMUNIST TIES 

Bangkok CHAT ATHIPATAI in Thai 21-27 Sep 85 pp 10-11 

{Article by Khaen Sarika: "Asia 88, a New Can of Paint to Paint the Teachers 
Red?" } 

(Text) Even before there had been time to cremate the body of a primary 
education leader in the northeast, a senior Region 2 Border Patrol Police 
officer made the statement that certain teachers in Yasothon Province have 

ties to the Asia 88 group. On the surface, this seems like something new, but 
actually it is an old matter. In particular, primary teachers in Yasothon have 
heard this so many times before that they no longer pay any attention to such 
statements. 

"The Asia 88 matter is not as frightening as the watter of educational leaders 
being killed one by one. We know that they are now trying to destroy the 

primary teachers’ organization. We know why they are doing this, but we can't 
say anything," said a teacher subordinate to the Yasothon Provincial Primary 
Education Office when we happened to meet each other in the middle of Yasothon 
City. He also told me that the struggle to free primary teachers from the 
control of the Ministry of Interior began in Yasothon. Thus, most of the 

activists in the Primary Teachers’ Association are from Yasothon Province. The 
reason why teachers from this province are so active in demanding their 
democratic rights is that after the events of 14 October 1973, the Socialist 

Party of Thailand (SPT) carried on activities here. It fielded candidates in 
the 1975 election and scored a brilliant victory when two of its young 
politicians, Mr Udon Thongnoi and Mr Prayong Mulasan, were elected MP, filling 
two of Yasothon's three seats in parliament. 

"Later on, when Prayong and Udon left the jungle, we did not contact thea. 

Also, senior leaders in the association became active in politics. Mr Niphon 
Chunta joined the Progressive Party. We sent people to campaign for 
Gen Kriangsak in Roi Et when he ran against the Social Action Party 
candidate." 

The same teacher talked about the role of the Primary Teachers’ Association. 

He said that his group first became aware of the Asia 88 group during the 
period when Mr Prawuti Simantra surrendered. They learned about this mostly 
from ISOC [Internal Security Operations Command) "intelligence agents" in 
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Yasothon. These agents often said that Mr Prawuti was the leader of this group 

and that a young politician who had a brother living on the Lao side had 
joined the group. 

"One thing that made officials suspicious was that certain primary school 
leaders began playing politics rather than expanding the role of the teachers 
in the localities. At that time, they were in contact with politicians from 
various parties, not just the Progressive Party. Some people were in contact 

with the Democrat Party and others were in contact with Maj Gen Rawi Wanphen. 
This was the source of the Asia 88 movement. Any teacher from the teachers' 
association who took any action at all was regarded as a member of the Asia 88 
group. Last year when youths went and burned down the bridge at Kut Chua, 

there were reports that this was the work of the Asia 88 group." 

My job is to listen. But I could not refrain from asking whether the excessive 
political involvement of the Primary Teachers' Association meant that the 

association was slighting its duty of serving teachers in general. 

"That is the reason why the association lost the election for teacher 
representative in Yasothon. The leaders were all engrossed in the game at the 
top and did not give any attention to the teachers in the schools. Also, 
intelligence agents were trying to destroy the association. The result was 
that we lost the confidence of our fellow teachers and failed to have one of 
our members elected as the representative to the Provincial Primary Teachers’ 
Committee. Even Mr Niphon failed to win election as a Provincial Primary 
Teachers’ Committee representative." 

The same teacher also said that the Yasothon Primary Teachers’ Association had 
to reconsider its role and determine what it had done wrong and why the 

teachers had abandoned it. There were two main reasons. First, within the 

organization, the leaders had separated themselves ‘rom their fellow teachers, 

who formed the base of the organization. Second, outside the organization, 
there was pressure from administrators, who wanted to smash the various 
teacher groups, and from younger elements in the provincial security units. 

Because of these things, teachers began to split away from the teachers’ 
organization. 

"This year, we will change and give more attention to our fellow teachers in 
the localities than to matters in Bangkok. The lessons from the teacher 
representative election have taught us that we must make adjustments before it 

is too late or they bring up the Asia 88 matter again. Actually, nothing has 
been said about this matter for a long time." 

I saw copies of the teacher journal KHAO KHRU at various schools. I heard some 

teachers complain that KHAO KHRU THAI, which is disseminated nationwide, 
frequently publishes articles that have very little to with primary level 

teachers. Thus, they feel that this has nothing to do with them as rural 
teachers. Even though their new publication is distributed only within the 

province, it is linking the teachers and helping to heal the wounds caused by 
last year's election of teacher representatives. It seems as if the teacher 

organization is becoming the friend of the teachers again and is no longer a 
teacher-political party organization as in the past. 
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I am still suspicious about the statement made by the Region 2 BPP officer, 
who said that a northeastern MP is coordinating things between the Asia 88 
group and a former CPT leader. In the view of that police officer, the Asia 88 
group is a new pro-Soviet party. Because of this news report, I contacted a 

local politician in Yasothon Province in order to ask about this. 

"I have known about this for more than a year. Intelligence agents from the 
2nd Army Area have come to see me. They have asked if it is true that Mr..., 
an Mp from ..., has received money from this new party on the Lao side in 
order to carry on activities in parliament as a member of a political party. 

They asked if it is true that he is now responsible for things in Mukdahan, 
Ubon Ratchath-i, Sisaket and Yasothon provinces. I said that I didn't know. 
And I realiy «=  ¢< know." 

That politician also said that if the Asia 88 group, the teachers’ association 
of Mr Niphon Chunta and the group of Mr..., an MP from Dok Buangam, are all 
working together, why did the teachers group led by Mr Niphon Chunta attach 

itself to the Progressive Party during the recent by-election (following the 
death of Mr Phong Detchasen) and use certain teachers as precinct leaders in 
the struggle against the party that is led by Mr... and that persuaded 
teachers who used to belong to the teachers’ association to serve as precinct 
leaders. What happened was that the teachers’ organization in Yasothon split 
into two factions, with each supporting a different political party. 

"I predict that in the 1987 election in Yasothon, the Democrat Party will make 
a strong showing. This may frighten the powerful people in the province. 

Recently, the teachers have become more united and so they regard them as 
votes for the Democrat party. The opposition will certainly use their past 

activities to conduct a smear campaign." 

While I do not believe everything that this politician said, I was glad to 
listen to his views since he has much experience from past elections in 
several northeastern provinces. Tricks that are commonly used include 
disseminating illegal leaflets, spreading rumors and charging that this and 

that candidate has ties to the communists. 

No one knows whether the Asia 88 group really exists. The only thing is that 
certain groups have made charges citing various pieces of evidence. At the 
same time, those who have been attacked like this have denied the charges. 
However, the facts that I have been able to gather are sufficient to raise 

suspicions. This is not all "fluff" as when a former young turk was tricked 

into making a date and his date did not show up (why not). 
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WRITERS DESCRIBE ASIA 88 LEADERSHIP, GOALS 

Bangkok CHAT ATHIPATAI in Thai 28 Sep-4 Oct 85 pp 30-33 

{Article by Saengruang Songthai: "The Asia 88 Group, an Underground 
Organization: Are Northeastern Teachers Really Involved?") 

(Text ] The Asia 88 Group, Origin and Background 

I read the 14-20 September 1985 edition of CHAT ATHIPATAI, which published an 
article about the Asia 88 group, an underground group composed of teachers 

from the northeast. I felt that many of the reasons cited in that article to 
support the claim that the group is pro-Soviet were rather weak. The article 
seemed to exaggerate things. As a person who is familiar with these people and 
who comes from Yasothon Province, I would like to give the facts as I know 
them in order to be fair to the people who were sentioned in that article. 

I admit that Achan Prawuti Simanta is an expert in Marxist-Leninist philosophy 
and theory. He is one of Thailand's professional revolutionaries. He was well 
known for this even before the events of 14 October 1973. At that time, he was 
working for the Aknay Insurance Company. He was a member of the Communist 
Party of Thailand. He carried on activities in the city, particularly among 
the intellectuals. He wrote articles in several newspapers expressing his 

political ideas. But the writing that made hia famous was his book "Prachaya 
Chao Ban" [Village Philosophy). He wrote this under the pen name Sak Suriya. 
That was the only philosophical work of that time that was written in simple 
language about the lives of the common people. It was very popular among Thai 

intellectuals, particularly activist intellectuals. 

Following the events of 6 October 1976, Achan Prawuti fled into the jungle 
along with many others from Kut Chum District, particularly young people from 
Na So Subdistrict who were working in Bangkok. During the period 1979 to 1981, 
there was an ideological split within the CPT over the question of whether 
Thai society was a "“semicolonial-semifeudal or semicolonial-semicapitalist" 
society, and Soviet revisionism was becoming an issue within the revolutionary 
movement. Also, this was the time when the group of Achan Prawuti was trying 
to move into the party's top echelon in order to control the revolution's 
path. But this group was blocked by the group of Mr Udom Sisuwan. 



When Achan Prawuti submitted an analysis on the disorganization within the 

revolutionary movement, party leaders rejected his analysis. This is why he 
decided to resign from the party. He traveled to Kunming in the People's 

Republic of China in preparation for returning to Thailand. After returning to 
Thailand, he went to work for the Aknay Insurance Company again. As for the 
Asia 88 group, this group was established during the time that the 
revolutionary troops and gasses of the CPT were moved from the Phuphan 
mountains into the plains along the border between Mukdahan, Yasothon and Ubon 
Ratchathani provinces. This resulted because the revolutionary line of the CPT 
was at odds with that of the Lao and Vietnamese communist parties. In moving 
these people into the plains, the mass base that welcomed them was the united 
front of the Socialist Party and the followers of Achan Prawuti Simanta. 

Former Socialist Party MPs from Yasothon Province and former educational 

leaders were living ir this border area, and they joined the movement. These 
included Udon Thongnoi, Prayong Mulasan and Wisa Khanthap. Wisa is the person 

who wrote "Thong Patiwat" [Revolutionary Flag). After the revolutionary 

movement split apart, these people joined together and carried on activities 
among the gasses and formed groups in both the cities and jungle. The 
ideological leader was Achan Prawuti. But when Comrade Wirot, the leader of 
Zone 444 (Phu Sa Dokbua) lead his forces out and surrendered to Gen Athit 
Kamlangek, the Asia 88 group went and surrendered to officials at Suan Run. 
This was the end of the revolutionary war. 

The Activities of the Asia 88 Group Amidst the Vagueness of the Age 

Around the middle of 1984, KHLET LAP printed a special article by a Mr Choti 
Chatchawan. This article focused on the ‘hai social revolution in the new age. 

He stressed carrying on activities among senior military officers, 
establishing a revolutionary organization overlapping present state power and 
coordinating things with the masses at lower echelons. This article was 
examined and interpreted by former mass activists from the time of 14 October, 
particularly by the "Coordinating Group for National Democratic Solidarity in 
the Lower Northeast." 

Actually, there was nothing new about the ideas of Choti Chatchawan. Both 
Prasoet Sapsunthon and Amnat Yutthawiwat had discussed these things before. 
All three of these men were trying to have their ideas used by the ailitary. 
The only question was which one would win. But looking into this sore deeply, 
the ideas of Choti Chatchawan seemed to have sore of a "future" since he 
emphasized social revolution at both the lower and upper levels while Prasocet 
and Amnat tried to stress the nature of their current lives. 

The person who disseminated the views of Choti Chatchawan was the brother of 
Achan Prawuti. This man once played a leading role in in the Primary Teachers’ 
Association. Achan Prawuti has great confidence and trust in his. He is a key 
person in the Asia 88 group. He carried on a wide variety of activities and 
scored results during the initial period. At present, he is a senicr 
educational official with the Kut Chum District Prigary Education Office, not 
the Sai Mun District Prigary Education Office as stated by a CHAT ATHIPATAI 
news source. 
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Looking back at the past activities of that rural teachers’ association, in 
1981 that rural teachers’ association expanded its struggle on behalf of the 
teachers. Its goal was to form a national primary teachers’ association in 
order to be in a position to bargain with the Office of the Under Secretary. 
As a result, several of the leaders of this teacher group were killed. Leaders 
at that tige included Mr Suchon Chalikhrua, Mr Niphon Chunta, Mr Prida 
Bunphloeng and Mr Yotyiem Simanta. Later on, the Primary Teachers’ Association 

began publishing a magazine entitled "Thai Teacher." The person who played the 
greatest role in preparing this magazine was Mr Yotyiem Simganta. Mr Yotyiem 
was very well known in this circle, and he had relations with the group of 

Mr Mongkhon Simarot and Maj Gen Rawi Wanphen. Mr Yotyiem constantly traveled 
back and forth between his brother's house and the office of "Thai Teacher." 
But later on, "Thai Teacher" began experiencing financial difficulties since 
members of the Primary Teachers’ Association refused to send money to the 
office. Also, gmoney was invested in other business activities. When regular 
publication of this magazine ceased, the role of Mr Yotyiem declined. He 
returned to the academic field and became an information officer with the Kut 
Chum District Primary Education Office. 

At present, the activist of the Asia 88 group is playing a rather quiet role 
since his personal circumstances are not good. He no longer enjoys the trust 
of his associates. Those who once trusted Mr Yotyliem say that he is a "planner 

whose feet are not on the ground.” Another reason why Mr Yotyliem's group has 
lost faith in him is that certain leaders of the group tried to bend the 
activities of this teachers' group in order to score political gains. For 
example, Mr Niphon Chunta ran as a candidate for MP. The members of this 
northeastern teachers’ group felt that these people were taking advantage of 
the situation, that they were not sincere and that they did not have the 

interests of the teachers at heart. They felt that these people were just 
using the teachers in order to gain political power. For these reasons, the 

activists can no longer spread their ideas among the teachers in the 
northeast. And today, teachers in the lower northeast are taking action to 

expose their behavior. 

Udon Thongnoi and Prayong Mulasan, Two Friends on the Political Path Today 

When talking about the Asia 88 group, it is necessary to talk about Mr Udon 

Thongnoi and Mr Prayong Mulasan, former Socialist Party of Thailand MPs from 
Yasothon Province. After the revolutionary forces moved into the plains, these 
two men played a part in establishing the Asia 88 group. They carried on mass 

activities in the border area between Mukdahan, Yasothon and Ubon Ratchathani 
provinces. But after returning to the city, the two gen went their separate 
ways. Udon helped his wife raise their children. He worked as a lawyer and 
writer. Prayong and his family worked as farmers in Rayong. In their free 
time, both men helped distribute monks’ robes in their native villages in 
order to forge political links with the people in Kut Chum District based on 

their previously stated intentions, which they announced when they were 
elected to parliament in 1974. In 1983, together with Mr Sombat Wothong, Mr 
Udon Thongnoi ran for parliament again in the name of the Freedom Party. But 
he was defeated because his team had not made good campaign preparations. 
Also, the political conditions had changed. The people tended to vote for 
people with gmoney rather than people who were sincere. 
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This defeat taught Mr Udon several things, particularly about the use of 

money. But several political activists said that “he lost because of his own 
stubbornness. He just did what he wantea. Those who had thought about helping 
hig grew tired of this." Another senior political activist said that "Mr 
Udon's political future seems to be rather bleak." Mr Prayong Mulasan did not 
run for election. But he campaigned for Mr Udon and paved a political path for 
himself. In general, Mr Prayong seems to have impressed both older and younger 
people. He is a thoughtful person who listens to the views of others. He is 
not overly assertive like Mr Udon. Mr Prayong seems to have a bright political 
future. He has a much better chance of being elected. 

Looking at the ideas and actions of Mr Udon Thongnoi and Mr Prayong Mulasan, 
it is clear that they have gradually distanced themselves from their previous 
social revolutionary ideals. They are free from the ideas of the Asia 88 
group. In particular, Mr Udon does not get along well with Mr Yotyiem since 
they are both very different types of people. During the 1985 by-election, Mr 
Udon Thongnoi asked to join tue Social Action Party in order to run for 

election as a member of this party. But the SAP refused to let him join. Also, 
political leaders in Yasothon supported Dr Phiraphan Palusuk. Udon and Prayong 
then campaigned for Dr Phiraphan, and he won. 

Because of all this, I firmly believe that Udon and Prayong are trying to play 
politics openly instead of creating revolutionary conditions to wage a 
struggle against the state. That would not benefit them at all. Also, they are 
definitely carrying on activities independent of the Asia 88 group. 

Support Dr Phiraphan Phalusuk, Create Democratic Political Conditions 

Just before candidates filed to run in the by-election in Yasothon Province, 
Mr Suthat Ngoenmun, a Democrat MP from Ubon Ratchathani Province, came and 

talked with Achan Thawon Wimanta and Achan Phin Thongnoi at the home of Achan 

Thawon in Sai Mun District. He asked them to campaign for Dr Phiraphan 
Phalusuk, a candidate who belongs to the Democrat Party. Both Achan Thawon an 
Achan Phin agreed on the condition that if he won this election, he would 
support having Mr Udon and Mr Prayong, former MPs from Yasothon Province, play 

a political role again in 1987 and support their running for election in the 
name of the Democrat Party. 

After Mr Suthat Ngoenmun accepted the conditions set by the Yasothon political 
group, Achan Phin Thongnoi contacted Mr Udon Thongnoi and Mr Prayong Mulasan. 
They campaigned actively and formulated plans. Dr Phiraphan Phalusuk was 
elected MP on 23 april 1985. On 11 May, the Democrat Party invited Achan Phin 
Thongnoi to attend a party to thank those who had campaigned for Dr Phiraphan. 

The CHAT ATHIPATAI article said that Achan Phin Thongnoi and Achan Thawon 
Simanta were key members of the Asia 88 group. But it is clear that that is 
not correct. Both of these men have carried on political activities openly 
under the conditions of democratic politics. They are not under the control of 
the Asia 88 group. And personally, Achan Thawon loves peace and quiet, even 

though he is the brother of Achan Prawuti Simanta. But Achan Thawon does not 
agree with the views of Choti Chatchawan and has tried not to get involved. 
Because actually, the person in whom Prawuti Simanta has the greatest 
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confidence is another brother who once played a prominent role in the Primary 
Teachers’ Association as mentioned above. 

Northeastern Teachers, Countless Victims 

Northeastern teachers have waged a struggle in each period for what is right 
and just. And each time that the teachers have stumbled, people have charged 
that they are being supported by groups with political influence. Some 
teachers, including Mr Khrong Chandawong, Mr Thim Bunung and Mr Somchai 
Utrawichien, have been killed. These people all worked very constructively for 
education in the rural areas and served as good examples for younger teachers 
in participating in developing education in the rural areas. 

But unfortunately, the wonderful feelings of these teachers have been trampled 
on by politically influential and powerful people and others. They have been 
Slandered by a few evil words, as has happened recently in articles appearing 
in CHAT ATHIPATAI. At the beginning of May, I had a chance to listen to Achan 

Prawuti Simanta, or Choti Chatchawan, speak when he visited his mother at Ban 
Na So in Kut Chum District. 

He told the people that "it is very difficult to change people's ideas today. 
I hope that none of you has to experience difficulties because of political 

reasons. If you are engaged in anything, you should stop since that will not 
be of any benefit." 

He then praised the military, saying, "soldiers today understand. They are 
more democratic than before.” What he said that day clearly reflects the ideas 
of the Asia 88 grcup and indicates what political path the group will take. 
But for northeastern teachers, their struggle is definitely free from 

political influence. 

Asia 88, Reaction From Prawuti Simanta 

85/291 Ban Chirattikon, Soi 8, Senanikhom Road 1, Bangkok 10230 

19 September 1985 

Subject: Clarification of news reports on the Asia 88 group 

To: Mr Narong Chunciio™ 

Under your management, the 14-20 September 1985 edition of CHAT ATHIPATAI 
published an article entitled "The Asia 88 Group, an Underground Group of 

Northeastern Teachers." Several of the things written about me, my relatives 
and my friends were untrue, and this could lead to a misunderstanding. Thus, I 
would like to clarify a few things. 

1. I did not found the Asia 88 group and learned of its existence only around 
the end of 1984 just after I returned from China. I learned of this group from 

reading the newspapers. 
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During the period that I worked for the CPT, I never named my group the 

Asia 88 group. My group was part of the CPT. There was never any need to give 
my group a special name. 

I suspect that the person who gave this name to me was a government 

intelligence official or a former member of the CPT. This was probably a code 
name used when referring to me. 

I want to state that I do not approve of this name. It has no meaning. It also 
has the ring of a foreign organization. I categorically deny that this is may 

organization. 

2. Since I resigned from the CPT, I have never been involved with any 

political group. I have worked to support myself and ay family. I have not had 
time for anything else. 

My trip to Yasothon was an ordinary trip to visit relatives. I did not attend 

any meeting. My mother still lives there. 

I am from Ban Wa So in Na So Subdistrict, Kut Chum District, Yasothon 
Province. I do not come from Ban Na Nam Sai as stated in the article published 
in your journal. 

When relatives come to see me in Bangkok, they come to pay me a visit, not to 
receive orders. If I ever have occasion to establish a group, I will name ay 
group "The Movement for the Masses and Mankind,” or "MMM." My basic 
philosophy is not Marxism-Leninism but scientific humanism. The targets of my 
activities would be science, technology and humanity. 

3. As for my attitude toward the Soviet Union, I feel that the Soviet Union is 
an important great power in the world political arena. Thailand should 
implement a policy of friendship. There should be cultural exchanges, and 
scientific and technical progress should be made in order to help develop our 

country and to help preserve world peace. 

However, being a friend and being a slave are two different things. I have 
always maintained that Thailand must be free and independent. It must not be 

dependent on anyone, including the United States and China. Thus, the charge 
that I and my relatives and friends are a united front of the Soviet Union has 
no basis in fact. 

4. As for the group of Mr Bunyen Wothong, Mr Bunyen Wothong is an old friend 
of mine. We have been friends for a long time. We are still close personal 

friends. But we are not involved in political activities together. We respect 
the views of each other. We do not interfere in the affairs of each other. I 
feel sorry for Mr Bunyen and his family for the oppression that they have 

suffered at the hands of the CPT. As for his having established his own group, 
I am not involved in any way and do not wish to become involved. 
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However, because we are friends, I consider his brothers, such as Mr Sombat 
Wothong, to be gay brothers. Whenever I go to Ubon Ratchathani, I stop and 
visit thes. But I am definitely not a part of his group. I hope that that is 
understood. 

Sincerely, 

Prawuti Simanta 

11943 
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JPRS-SEA-85-177 

15 November 1985 

THAILAND 

MINISTER SITTHI ON PRC, SRV TIES; RULES OUT ATTACK ON PRK 

Bangkok NAEO WA in Thai 21 Sep 85 pp 8, 9 

{Interview with Air Chief Marshal Sitthi Sawetsila, the minister of foreign 
affairs, by a team of NAEO NA reporters before he flew to the United States 
and Europe; place not specified) 

[Excerpt] [Question] What about the changes in the Communist Party of China, 
which saw the rise of many younger people? 

[Answer] We do not think that China will return to the old system. That is 
what Nixon, who was looking ahead 50-70 years, said. I approve of what China 
has done. Their policy is to open up markets and be friends with other 
countries. They are trying not to interfere in the internal affairs of other 
countries. They are no longer supporting those who are working to create 

instability and disrupt the peace. I think that this is right. As for those 
who joined the top leadership, I think that it was Deng Xiaoping who chose 
them. China is a large country and can make progress. Today, they can achieve 
an economic growth rate of 8-9 percent on the production front and in certain 
industrial sectors. They consider this to be quite fast. China can be a major 
market of ours if we are friends. I have had dealings with them on a basis of 
mutual sincerity. They are very close to us. Whenever there is a problem, they 
tell us. They have constantly supported us. It's not that I am pro-China. 
China is a friend of ours. Today, younger people are participating in things 

there. That is good. I think that a new way of thinking may arise, which sees 
the world making progress instead of having an arms race. The proper thing is 
to have trade competition and use our budget funds to improve the standard of 
living. I visited Tangshan, where hundreds of thousands of people were killed 
in an earthquake. Today, the city is a modern city. The workers have 
refrigerators and color televisions, not ordinary televisions. Their standard 

of living has improved greatly. 

What China is doing today is good. They will probably continue in this way. It 

would be bad if they returned to the old way. I hope that they continue in 

this way, which benefits us. We can't ignore China. China is a huge country 
with a billion people. Thailand has many people of Chinese extraction. They 

have been a sincere friend. Whenever a problem arises, we can discuss the 

matter together. 
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[Question] Some members of ASEAN are afraid of China. What do you think that 
relations will be like in the future? 

[Answer] Today, each country.... Indonesia is now trading with China. 
Relations will improve. I will not talk about any particular country. At 
present, Lee Kuan Yew is seeking markets in China. Mr Mahathir is looking for 
markets there, too. He will take many people. He told me that 300 have 
applied. 

They are looking for markets there because they don't have other markets. When 
people have relations that are economically beneficial to both sides, their 
doubts and suspicions about each other will disappear. I think that ASEAN and 
China will be able to get along with each other if we have dealings with each 

other and understand each other. We live in the same region and so why should 
we be enemies? 

Similarly, we want Vietnam to act the same way as Thailand or China. It should 

not be so preoccupied with fighting and waging war. Their economy is terrible. 
We have nothing against Vietnam. But Vietnam is not acting properly. 

[Question] Will the Vietnamese minister of foreign affairs have a chance to 
meet with ASEAN officials? 

{Answer ) I don't know. Mr Mochtar told me that they would meet in New York. Mr 
Nguyen Co Thach has issued an invitation for the end of the year. But the 
negotiations have not made much progress. I don't know the details about the 
negotiations. But there will probably be a meeting. 

[Question] You and Lt Gen Chawalit Yongchaiyut appeared on a television 
program and spoke about the Cambodian problem. Because of what you said, many 
countries wonder what Thailand plans to do. If a problem arises and we take 

action to solve the problem ourselves, will the matter be brought before the 
United Nations? 

[Answer] No, it won't. But what is our position? We will not become involved 
in the war in Cambodia. Our policy is to defend ourselves. We will not take 
any action outside our borders. 

As for what Lt Gen Chawalit said, he spoke as a soldier. Self-defense can be 

practiced within a limited sphere. We must not become involved. Because if we 
become involved just once, it will be impossible to withdraw. That would be 
tantamount to involving ourselves in their war. As long as we maintain our 
distance, everything will be in accord with international law. 

Pakistan is situated next to Afganistan. Two million refugees have fled there. 
How could the fighting in Afganistan continue if they weren't receiving 
weapons? But I don't see anyone saying anything. This is proper based on the 

U.N. Charter. That is, we can help any country recognized by the United 

Nations. We can give them moral support, materials and even weapons. But it 

must be the legal government. Help is being given to prevent them from 
becoming a colony. They are taking this action because they want a colony. But 
the people in Cambodia want to be independent. Nationalism is still very 



strong there. They don't want to live under the rule of another country. This 
feeling is growing stronger and stronger. The fighting continues. This sorning 
there were reports that 30 Vietnamese tanks have been destroyed. That is a 

large number. I saw pictures of about 70 captured Vietnamese soldiers. They 
have helmets. They are still fighting. That is their affair. 

If we didn't heave any rules and did nothing wher others violated the U.N. 

Charter, when such matters come close to us and we know what the intentions of 
the other country are, that would pose a great danger to us. At present, the 
danger has subsided. I can say that the danger has decreased. Five years ago, 

I felt that the danger was very great. But because of various factors, the 
danger has subsided. It would take another day to explain this. Suffice it to 
say that nothing will happen. 

11943 
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JPRS-SEA-85-177 
15 November 1985 

THAILAND 

COLUMNIST ON MOUNTING PROBLEMS FOR MARCOS IN PHILIPPINES 

Bangkok SIAM RAT in Thai 2 Aug 85 p 2 

[Article by Chaiyawat Yonpiem: "The Philippines, a Matter of Money") 

(Excerpts) Law and order in the Philippines has been collapsing for a long 
time now. Various matters have been smoldering in the hearts of many people 
there. But things have been falling apart without stop ever since the 

assassination 2 years ago of Mr Aquino, an opposition leader who was returning 
from the United States in the hope of saving his country. He was killed at the 
airport before he even had a chance to say hello to his fellow countrymen. 

During the 20 years that Marcos and his cronies have controlled the country, 
he has done guch to enrich higself. What does he plan to do in the future if 
he can manage to stay in power? Wo one dares to speculate and so the 
Philippine people must guess for themselves. 

It is becoming gore and sore iaportant to gaintain the image of President 
Marcos, an image that is becoming sore and sore tarnished. This is becoming 
more important since it is only about a year before the next general sayoral 
and state gubernatorial election. The results of this election will be an 
indicator of the success achieved by President Marcos, who has announced that 
he intends to run for president again in 1987, which is only 2 years away. 

Today, there are many things that are eroding the position of Mr Marcos. Among 
these are the assassination of Mr Aquino and the hugan rights violations 

committed by the military and police. The poor people are frightened. There is 
also the worsening communist situation. Today, the communists have infiltrated 
everywhere in the country. Since there is so such corruption among the leaders 

of the Philippines, the only possible future seems to be the collapse of the 
country. 

Marcos has constantly had to put up with the activities of the opposition. At 
the very least, he will probably take stronger action against the opposition. 
However, no one except the president of the Philippines and his cronies know 
how violent the war between Marcos and the opposition will become. 
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JPRS-SEA-85-177 

15 November 1985 

THAILAND 

MARSHAL PRAPHAT: PREM NOT SOLVING ECONOMIC PROBLEMS 

Bangkok SIAM RAT in Thai 12 Aug 85 pp 1, 12 

{Article: "Field Marshal Praphat Criticizes Government, Says It Is Squeezing 
Money From the People") 

(Text) Field Marshal Praphat has criticized the government for thinking only 
of its own stability and squeezing soney from the people. He is worried about 
the terrible economic probleags. 

Field Marshal Praphat Charusathien, the former deputy prige minister and 
minister of interior, talked with SIAM RAT at the Suan Chatuchak market. He 

said that the government of Gen Prema Tinsulanon is more concerned about 
political stability than econogic stability. It has failed to take timely 
action to solve the economic problems. Also, there have been frequent changes 

of government during the past 10 years. 

The former deputy prime minister said that the government is not taking action 
to solve the problemas at the source, which is not what the people want. For 
example, in accelerating the development of the comsgunications and 
transpertation sector, attention has not been focused on the producers to 

enable them to create sore jobs. 

"I am an outsider now. But as a person who regularly purchases goods, I feel 
that the government has failed in its attempt to solve the economic problems. 
All it thinks about is raising people's taxes. It does not have a programs for 
helping the people. All it does is carry on public relations activities about 

the political stability of the government,” said Field Marshal Praphat. 

He also said that he opposes the government's decision to issue a regulation 

forbidding the banks from paying sonthiy interest to people who have deposited 
money in the banks. He said that this is a great mistake. Because today, 
retired government officials and other people are making a great effort to 
save money in the hope of receiving sonthly interest payments. This will have 
an adverse effect on tens of thousands of people. 

11943 
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JPRS-SEA~85-177 
15 November 1985 

THAILAND 

QUEEN MOTHER BLESSES PREM ON BIRTHDAY 

Bangkok NAEO WA in Thai 25 Aug 85 pp 1, 14 

{Article: "Queen Mother Blesses Prem With the Wish That His Hame Will Live 
Forever") 

(Excerpts) Prem was very happy and pleased at being granted a private audience 
with the Queen Mother. Her kind words will stay with his forever. 

A NAEO NA reporter who accompanied Gen Prem Tinsulanon on his trip to Songkhla 

Province in order to celebrate his birthday on 26 August reported that at 

0945 hours on 24 August, Gen Prem visited the Ban Pak Bangsakom School in 
Bangsakom Subdistrict, Chana District, Songkhla Province. Many people and 
government officials were there to greet hia. 

At 1340 hours, the Queen Mother granted an audience to Gen Prem at the 
audience hall at the Senanarong Camp. Gen Prem paid obeisance at her feet. 
The Queen Mother gave his a birthday blessing and wished hia a bright future. 

After his 35 minute visit with the Queen Mother, Gen Prem told reporters that 
the Queen Mother had used the word “iasortal,” telling hia that she hoped that 

his good name would live forever. 

The reporter reported that after his audience with the Queen Mother, Gen Pres 

looked very bright and happy. He greeted everyone. 
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JPRS-SEA-85-177 

15 November 1985 

THAILAND 

SEMINAR ATTENDEES CRITICIZE ‘OVERLY FREE’ POREIGN INVESTMENT 

Bangkok NABO NA in Thai 17 Sep 85 pp 1, 14 

{[Article: “Foreigners Abuse Free Policy, Use Investment To Take Advantage of 
Thailand" ]} 

[Text] Dr Chirasak Phongphitnuphichit of the economics department of Kasetsat 
University offered his views on direct foreign investment at a seminar set up 
by the Sociology Association of Thailand at Phataya last weekend. He said 
that originally foreign companies invested directly in Thailand without going 
through intermediary companies. But when the economy expanded, the opportun- 
ity arose for intermediary companies, as those in Hong Kong and Singapore, to 
bring foreign funds into Thailand, to Thailand's disadvantage. 

Dr Chirasak said of foreign investment that before these companies make in- 
vestments we should research the economic projects of the countries investing 
and look at the importance of products and particularly the sales of such 
products. Past Thai governments have adopted an open and free policy for 

countries to invest because of the desire to achieve internal development by 

attracting and using foreign prosperity. Even when there have been controls 

on investments, allowing a ratio of 51 to 49 percent for Thailand and the 
other country, respectively, the restrictions have not discouraged the foreign- 
ers at all, because it is commonly considered unavoidable. Therefore, this 
rule has had negative effects on activities to the present. 

A point worth looking at in foreign investment is that even with their dis- 

advantage to national capitalists in terms of customary language, culture, or 
social conditions, the national capitalists lose because the foreign nations 

control technology, which is at the heart of the investment. 

Dr Chirasak also said that what the foreign companies gain from investment is 
a relaxation of import taxes, the use of cheap labor, and a wide enough mar- 

ket in Thailand to be worth the cost. 

Mr Nikhom Chantharawithun, former labor departmert director, expressed the 

view that Thailand has been at a disadvantage ever since the stipulations that 
were set with foreign countries both for joint funding and the use of labor. 
This can be seen from the interview with Dr Chalyut Kansut, M.D., chairman of 
the board of an Italian-Thai company. 
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“The government has studied this matter anew, leaving Thai investors as victims 
of aggression,” Mr Nikhom said, and he said that if even businessmen like Dr 
Chaiyut are being obstructed technologically, it shows that smaller companies 
are certain to disappear. 

Mr Suthi Prasatset, professor from Chulalongkhon University, expressed the view 
that the reason the foreign companies invest is to take over a market in order 
to use low labor costs to their benefit, to seek resources, and to avoid un- 
desirable conditions in their own countries. The Western Shore Development 
Project is a case in which Thailand should take precautions 

Mr Suthi also said that for other countries like Japan, Korea, and India, the 
government is interested in investigating whether the investments of foreign 
companies benefit those countries or not. If not, it will prevent such in- 
vestment. But Thailand did not make the investigation. Even though there is 
an advantage in terms of labor, the law that says there must be assemblage of 

components in Thailand is acceptable to foreign companies because Thailand 
cannot produce the parts itself, and this causes greater quantities of foreign 
components to flow into Thailand. 

“Foreign countries monopolize the production and sales market by depending on 
superior technology to set up offshoot companies and pass on profits by de- 
pending on openings for promoting investment,” Mr Suthi said, and he pointed 
out that we must not see the influence of a handful of countries but should 

look at the power of control as well. Foreigners gain greater advantages from 
research using the brains of Thais. The government should separate out the 

research done by Thais. Even if jointly funded, foreign countries should be 
prevented from being the only ones to benefit. 

The people attending the seminar expressed the common belief that foreign in- 
vestment should continue but that Thailand should take a policy of standing 

on its own feet more. There is no need to close the country, but it need not 
be opened as freely as it is. The government should not dismiss all dreams for 
unlikely projects like T. Ethynol oil or the production of alcohol from cassava 
to blend with gasoline for automobiles. The seminar participants stressed that 
the government should hurry to solve the basic problem of Thailand's disad- 
vantage. 
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JPRS-SEA-85-177 

15 November 1985 

THAILAND 

ACADEMIC SEEKS '.IMITS ON POREIGN TRADE, DEFENSE COSTS 

Bangkok NAEO NA in Thai 16 Sep 85 pp 1, 2 

[Article: “Seven Suggestions for Restoring the National Economy” | 

[Text] Dr Kroekkiat Phipatseritham, assistant chancellor of Thamasat 
University, said at a seminar of the sociology association in Phataya recently 

that foreign countries have had great influence over the program to build the 
Thai economy over the past 30 years. Growth in agricultural products has de- 
creased, while there has not been much of an increase in industrial goods. 
Ours is a hurryup economy. That is, at the beginning growth brings many 
problems. 

Dr Kroekkiat summed up Thailand's economic problems, saying they have been 
caused by a poor world economy, particularly the oil crisis that brought about 
poor trade conditions; overspending, both in the government and private sect- 
Ors; not attempting to economize, gradually increasing the negative balance 
of trade. Between 1973 and 1983 Thailand has increased its foreign debt 10 
times, severely affecting economic growth. At the same time, the great burden 
has caused the purchasing power of the people to decrease “according to the 
principle that when the economy is poor, the government must look for solu- 
tions through tax reform to bring in revenue or price reforms in some public 
utilities. But the government does not dare to do this, because it fears the 
political effects. This leaves one way--borrowing--which is not a proper 
solution. 

The assistant chancellor of Thamasat University went on to say that another 

problem is the expense for national defense. While the economic spending on 
education and public services has decreased, spending on national defense has 
increased. When the United States was in Vietnam, half of the national de- 
fense costs came from the United States. But when the United States lost the 
war, the government had to assume the entire responsibility. Sometimes money 
must be borrowed illegally to buy weapons. The budget for the development of 
the armed forces and servicing the debt occupies 40 percent of the entire 
budget. "The principle of borrowing money has expanded into private business, 
which is even more dangerous,” Dr Kroekkian pointed out. He said that besides 
this, the government still cannot keep goods from abroad from entering the 

market directly and indirectly. When raw materials are ordered for a product 
to be put together in the country, 35 cents of every baht are spent on foreign 
goods. Even construction requires materials from outside. “In textiles, the 



opposition to the Jenkins Bill, if looked at in depth, opens the question of 
whether we are really fighting for Japan or for Thailand.” 

Dr Kroekkian said that the problems that are occurring are not to be blamed 
solely on the government of General Prem, because it is known that the original 

program forced them to act like that. However, he requested that the govern- 
ment give more recognition to the importance of the private sector. What 
should be watched out for is that political agents have now arisen. That is, 
when it is known what person in the military will have political power in the 
future, entrepreneurs will catch him when he is still a battalion commander. 
This is considered a new development, the systematic cementing of power in the 
economy. As for the sixth national economic and social development plan, which 
sets the target of no less than 5 percent economic growth, there is the question 
of the kind of expansion and whether it has merit. 

Finally, Dr Kroetkian submitted seven solutions to the government: (1) Revise 
the foreign trade policy. Do not open up freely without restrictions. (2) Al- 
ter the dependence on bringing in foreign money. Do not choose a method of 
solving the problem through loans. If necessary, borrow inside the country. 
(3) Regulate financial institutions to conform with national economic policy. 
(4) Reform the tax program to make it the fairest. (5) Decrease the deficit 
quickly. (6) Stimulate production. And, (6) Emphasize the importance of 
science and technology. 
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JPRS-SEA-85-177 

15 November 1985 

THAILAND 

RTA AVIATION CENTER COMMANDER PROFILED 

Bangkok DAILY NEWS in Thai 23 Sep 85 p 5 

[DAILY NEWS Square column by Nanthana: "A Development Military Officer works 
for a Just and Prosperous Country") 

[Text] Maj Gen Uthai Rattanarak, the commander of the Army Aviation Center, 
was born on 12 December 1931. He is the eldest son of Commander Ampiion and Mrs 
Oep Rattanarak. He was born in Tuk Din, Phra Nakhon District, Bangkok 
Metropolitan. He completed lower secondary school at the Thawithaphisek School 
and upper secondary school from the Phra Nakhon Withayalai School. Following 
that, he entered the Chulachomklao Royal Military Academy, West Point 
curriculum, Class 3. Classmates included Maj Gen Arun Priwattitham, Maj Gen 
Amnuai Ktisuwan and Maj Gen Ophat Phothiphaet. He is now 54 years old. He is 
married to Chintana Rattanarak. They have one son and one daughter. 

After graduating from the military academy, he was assigned to the Artillery 
Center in Lopburi Province. In 1956, he attended the Artillery School, where 

he took the platoon leader's course (April 1956) and the company commander's 
course (July 1956). He graduated first in his class with an average of 
96.11 percent. In 1959, he was promoted to lieutenant and sent to attend the 
Army Flight School as a member of Class 1. In 1960, he attended the Flight 
Instructors School as a member of Class 3. In 1961, he took flight training in 

the United States. 

In 1962, he took the artillery course for field-grade officers at the 
Artillery Center as a member of Class 5. In 1963, he took the regular 
curriculum at the Army Staff School as a member of Class 42. In 1967, he went 

to the United States to take the course for communications officers. In 1968, 
he took the field-grade artillery officers course in the United States. In 
1977, he attended the Army College as a sember of Class 22. He is presently 
attending the National Defense College as a member of Class 28. Classmates 
include several senior officers such as Lt Gen Phichit Kunlawanit, the 

commanding general of the ist Army Area. 

After graduating from the military academy, he was made an instructor at the 
Artillery School. He served there from 1957 until he was sent to attend the 
Army Flight School in 1959. After graduating from the Army Flight School, he 
worked for the army airline. In 1964, he was made the the commander of the 
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20th Artillery Battalion in Uttaradit Province, a position he held until 1967. 
Following that, he served in Vietnam as the head of the fire support section, 
Artillery Regiment, Volunteers Division, 3rd Relief, ist Section. In 1970, he 
returned to Thailand and was attached to the Artillery Center. He served as a 
department head at the Artillery School. He was then made the chief of staff 

of the Army Aviation Department. Following that, he became the deputy 
commander of the Army Aviation Department. The army then expanded the Aray 

Aviation Department and changed its name to the Army Aviation Center. He 

became the chief of staff of the Army Aviation Center (with the rank of 
special colonel). He then became the deputy commander of the Army Aviation 
Center. On 1 October 1983, he was promoted to major general and made the 

commander of the Army Aviation Center. 

After he became the coamander of the Army Aviation Center, he announced a 
policy of improving the efficiency of the forces using two forces as tools, 
religion and sports. He implemented the Santisuk program to train the troops. 
Besides that, he tried to instill in them the idea of working to build a just 

and prosperous country in order to pay homage to the king on the 40th 

anniversay of his accession to the throne in 1986 and on his 60th birthday in 
1987. 
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JPRS-SEA-85-177 

15 November 1985 

MORE ON RTA AVIATION COMMANDER; SPECIAL WARFARE CHIEF PROFILED 

Bangkok DAO SIAM in Thai 29 Sep 85 pp 6, 14 

[DAO SIAM Sunday Club column) 

(Excerpt) Maj Gen Uthai Rattanarak, the Commander of the Army Aviation Center 

Maj Gen Uthai Rattanarak, age 54, was born on 12 December 1931 in Tuk Din in 
Bangkok Metropolitan. He is the son of Commander Amphon Rattanarak and Mrs Oep 

(Rotchanawiphat) Rattanarak. He attended Thawithaphisek and Fhra Nakhon 
Withayalai schools. He attended the Chulachomklao Royal Military Academy, West 
Point curriculum, from 1949 to 1956 as a member of Class 3, the same class as 
Maj Gen Arun Priwatthan and Maj Gen Amnuai Kitsuwan. After graduating in 1956, 
he served as the head of the technical section at the artillery school in 
Lopburi. He served as the commander of the 20th Artillery Battalion in 
Uttaradit, the chief of staff of the Army Aviation Department and the deputy 
commander of the Army Aviation Center. He is now the commander of the Army 
Aviation Center. When he was attending the company-commander's course, Class 
6, he placed first in his class with a score of 96.11 percent. In 1959, he 
attended the Army Flight Schol. After being promoted to lieutenant in 1960, 
he took the flight instructor's course as a member of Class 3. In 1961, he 
took the flight officer's course at the Flight School in the United States as 
a member of Class 16-7. He also took the field-grade officer's course for 
artillery officers as a member of Class 5. In Thailand, he attended the Army 

Staff School, Class 42, in 19€7. He later returned to the United Staves to 
taxe the course for communications officers and the artillery course for 
field-grade officers at Fort Sill in Oklahoma. In 1977, he attended the Army 
College as a member of Class 22. At present, he is attending the National 

Defense College as a member of Class 28. The ~resident of the class is Lt Gen 
Phichit Kunlawanit, number 1881. 

In 1970, he served in Vietnam as the head of a fire support unit, Artillery 
Regiment, Volunteer Division, 3rd Relief, section 1. At present, he is using 

religion and sports as part of his Santisuk Program. In making donations to 
charities and playing sports, he is very kind. He leads his men in prayers 
every morning. He wants his pilots to be aware at all times and to follow the 

precepts. He built a temple at the Sinakharinthara Camp without spending any 
government funds. Gen Athit Kamlangek built a Buddha statute there, too. 
Today, the people of Lopburi use this as a place of worship and listen to 
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recorded sergons of Phutthathat and Panya. Every Monks' Day, this place is 

crowded with people seeking merit. It was opened for use on 14 June 1985, 
which is RTA Aviation Day. Besides this, he has taken five groups of 
government officials and their families on 3-5 day meditation retreats at Wat 

Amphawan. Every Monks’ Day, he observes the eight precepts, wears a white robe 
and raises religious flags on all the barracks. He is also considering 
establishing a Buddhist school at the Aviation Center to teach the Buddhist 
Dharma, the English language and mathematics to the children of the soldiers 
in the camp. The school would teach grades 5 through 9. Because of all the 
good things that he has done during the past 10 years, the people at the camp 

call him "father." He has also established a "moral nation, prosperous nation" 

group at the Aviation Center as an offering to king on the 40th anniversary of 

his accession to the throne and on his 60th birthday in 1986 and 1987 
respectively. He was ordained at Wat Amphawan by Phra Khru Wisut. (Words 

illegible) Most of the soldiers there observe the eight precepts. During Lent, 
he does not smoke or drink. 

He married Chintana Suwannakunwanit in the winter of 1970 [as published). They 
have two children: Sergeant Prasoet Rattanarak, age 25, who is stationed at 
the Army Aviation Center, and Miss Butsayamat Rattanarak, age 18, who is a 
third-year student at the Banchongrat School in Lopburi. 

He likes Thai food and music. He reads all types of books and plays golf and 
badminton. Friends from CRMA Class 3 nicknamed hia "Sua." But here, "sum" 
definitely means "imbued" with religion. 

His goal is to develop the country using Buddhist methods. Everyone is welcome 
to join him for Buddhist training. This will benefit national security. As a 

senior military officer, he likes to help people. He provides guidance on the 
proper way to live and hold to the Buddhist principles using meditation. 

Lt Gen Sunthon Khongsomphong, the Commander of the Special Warfare Command 

The first and second world wars were fought using conventional tactics. Later 
on, unconventional tactics were developed, which is referred to as "guerrilla 
warfare." We use “special warfare" to oppose enemy control. Today in Thailand, 
special warfare has the status of a command, which is equivalent to an army 
area. In Thailand, this unit originated from paratroop units. The first unit 
to use this type of warfare was the Border “atrol Police unit from the well- 
known Pa Wai Camp in Lopburi. That was during the period of Police Gen Phao 
Siyanon, who built up the police force. In 1966, the army joined the various 
units to form the Special Warfare Center. Gen Thienchai Sirisamphan made his 
mark with this unit. This unit is composed of the Special Combat Force, which 
is based at the Wachiralongkorn Camp, the ist Airborne Battalion, which is 

based at the Erawan Camp, the Psyops Unit, whose duty is to destroy enemy 
morale during combat without the use of weapons, and the Quartermaster and 
Airborne Logistics Company. The unit is composed of both combat and combat 
support units. In 1967, a special warfare school was established. The unit 
kept expanding, and in 1984 it was renamed the Special Warfare Command. This 
is composed of the ist and 2nd special combat divisions. These units carry on 
special warfare training. There is a battalion-level psyops unit. This unit 

carries on all types of propaganda activities in order to win the masses to 
our side without the use of weapons. The unit has a band and puts on shows. It 
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has a radio station, and it distributes printed materials. The people are very 
pleased when members of this unit visit them. Thus, strategically, this unit 
is a very economical unit. It tries to provide us with a combat edge over the 
enemy by destroying the enemy's military, economic, psychological and 
political capacity to wage war. It tries to force the enemy to abandon its 
intention of invading Thailand by carrying on activities both secretly and 
openly during normal times. Those responsible for the Special Warfare Command 
hold to the principle of a "quiet but resolute force.” Today, the commander of 
this unit is Lt Gen Sunthon Khongsomphong, age 54, who was born on 1 August 
1931. He attended CRMA as a member of Class 1. He was to be a member of Army 
Preparatory School Class 8 but after Class 7 graduated, this school was 
abolished. Thus, he was in the first class to take the West Point curriculum. 
Others in his class were Lt Gen Chawalit Yongchaiyut and Lt Gen Wanchai 
Ruangtrakun. He was a very good student. He made copies of the lectures and 
distributed them to his fricnds. He took the infantry course at Fort Benning 
in the United States. He attended the Army Staff School and was second in his 
Class. Lt Gen Chawalit Yongchaiyut was first. Because of this, he was able to 
take the course for staff officers at Fort Leavenworth 1 year after Lt Gen 
Chawalit took the course. CRMA Class 1 had 30 members when it started, but 
only 24 graduated. Today, 22 are still alive. Twice a month, they take turns 
hosting a party to which they bring their families. 

After graduating, he was made a company commander, ist Division headquarters. 
He was an infantryman. During that period, he trained such fighters as Samat 
Sondaeng. He served as an aide to Khunchit Phadungphon, the commander of the 
ist Division. He served as the head of the operations section, Ist Army Area. 
He fought in Korea and Vietnam. He served as the operations officer with the 
Thai Volunteers. The chief of staff of that unit was Lt Gen Wasin Isarangkun 
Na Ayuthaya. Foreigners called him "Chot," a nickname that he has had ever 
Since he was a cadet with Class 2. On his return, he was assigned to the Ist 
Army Area. He served as an instructor at the Army Staff School. He has been 

actively involved with the ist Division's radio station. He has been very 
lucky in his life. He has always been involved in unconventional warfare 
activities. He has directed fighting from aboard a helicopter. He was once 

shot in the foot while riding in a helicopter. He was a senator at one time. 
He served as the commander of the Army Aviation Center. After the 1-3 April 
Rebellion, he was made the deputy commander of the Special Warfare Command. At 

that time, Lt Gen Anek Bunyadi was the commander of this unit. He became the 
commander of this unit on 3 September 1984. 

He married after Maj Gen Panya Singsakda, who was the first member of the 
class to marry. Chot married 1 year after graduation. His wife was once a 

spokesperson for Television Channel 7 (now color Television Channel 5). They 
had been dating ever since she was a student at Wat Rakhang. His wife's name 
is Col Arachon Khongsomphong, an English instructor at the Army Flight School, 

Khokkrathiem, Lopburi. She became an officer after receiving her degree in 

literature from Chulalongkorn University. That was when she worked as an 
announcer for Channel 5. Col Karun Kengradomying picked her to be the first 
female spokesperson for the army television channel. Today, he is still deeply 

in love with his wife. But as others know, he still likes to "look" at other 
women occasionally. | s in good physical shape and keeps his weight at 

50 kg. He and his wif ‘ve two adult sons, Sublieutenant Aphirat, or "Daeng," 

age 26, who is follow o his father's footsteps, and Natthaphon, or “Nok,” 

age 18, who ie studyin . the United States. 
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JPRS*SEA+85-177 
15 November 1985 

THAILAND 

INCREASED FOREIGN EXCHANGE EARNINGS FROM PROSTITUTION 

Bangkok MATICHON in Thai 30 Aug 85 p 2 

fArticle: "Thai Prostitutes in Japan Thrive, Zarn More Money Than Workers In 

Saudi Arabia") 

{Text ] Thai workers in Saudi Arabia don't compare with Thai prostitutes in 
Japan. There are 5,000 prostitutes in Japan. The amount of money remitted home 
by prostitutes has increased while that remitted by Thai workers in Saudi 

Arabia has declined. 

A news report from the Department of Labor stated that the amount of money 

remitted home by Thai workers in the Middle East has declined greatly. On the 
other hand, Thai prostitutes working in Japan are sending home more money than 
before. However, the total amount of money remitted to Thailand during the 
first 4 months of 1985 represented a 16.9 percent increase as compared with 

last year. During the period January-April this year, a total of 7,800 million 
baht was remitted as compared with 6,671 million baht during the same period 
in 1984, an increase of 1,129 million baht. 

The report stated that during the period January-March 1984, a total of 3,600 

million baht was remitted from Saudi Arabia. But during the same period in 
1984, this declined to 3,300 million baht. In 1984, a total of 36 million baht 
was remitted from Iraq. In 1985, this declined to only 15 million baht. As for 
earning remitted from Japan, during the period January-March 1984, a total of 
105 million baht was remitted. During the same period in 1985, this increased 
to 169 million baht. 

"Most of the money remitted from Japan was sent home by prostitutes. 
Unofficial figures on the number of Thai women working in Japan show that 

there are now about 5,000 women working there. Most of these Thai prostitutes 
went there volunterily. Only a few were tricked into going there by the 
Japanese Yakuza or by Thai gangs," said a news source. He said that Thai 

prostitutes go there because they can earn much money. 

The news report stated that based on figures sent to the Department of Labor, 
during the first 3 months of 1985, the number of workers going to the Middle 
East dropped 26 percent as compared with the same period in 1984. The main 
reason has been the decline in the number of jobs available in Saudi Arabia, 
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the largest source of jobs. However, the Department of Labor has learned that 
some employment agencies have sent workers abroad without informing the 

Department of Labor since they have signed contracts with Middle Eastern 

countries to have laborers receive less than the ginigum standard wage 
stipulated by the Department of Labor. Thus, the Department of Labor estimates 

that the decline in the number of workers there does not exceed 10 percent. 
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JPRS-SEA+85-177 
15 November 1985 

THAILAND 

FOREIGN MINISTRY OFFICIAL ON MALAYSIA FISHING DISPUTE 

Bangkok MATICHON in Thai 2 Sep 85 p 3 

(interview with Mr Suchinda Yongsunthon, the director-general of the Treaty 
and Legal Department, Ministry of Foreign Affairs; date and place not 
specified) 

[Text] On 3 and 4 September, a Thai delegation led by Mr 
Narong Wongwan, the minister of agriculture and cooperatives, 
will conduct negotiations with Malaysia on cooperation in 

fishing activities. High-level officials from the Fishing 
Department ais the Ministery of Foreign Affairs will 
participata, too. One of the members of this delegation is Mr 
Suchinda Yongsunthon, the director-general of the Treaty and 
Legal Department, Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 

[Question] What progress has the Ministry of Foreign Affairs made in solving 
the Thai-Malaysian fishing dispute? 

[Answer] There are both immediate and long-term problems. The immediate 
problem is that 5 uf our fishing boats and their 10 crewmen have been seized. 
There are reports that these men are now being prosecuted. We feel that 
Malaysia is wrong to take legal action like this. Malaysia should release the 
boats and crewmen. This is the immediate problem that requires urgent action. 

As for current fishing activities, we have asked Malaysia not to take legal 
action against our fishermen and to allow them to continue fishing as usual 
until government-level negotiations can be held in order to solve the 
problems. Such problems include the right to pass through Malaysia's 
territorial waters an* the conditions for granting our fishing boats 
permission to fish in Malaysia's territorial waters. 

At present, I don't know whether they will release our boats or not. We are 
waiting for news on this. The deputy minister of foreign affairs has taken 
action, and contact has been made through the ambassador in Kuala Lumpur. 
Besides this, the Malaysian ambassador has been asked to come discuss the 
matter with the minister and the under secretary of foreign affairs. We have 
asked Malaysia to release the five boats and the crewmen and to use the 

original law. We have asked them not to take legal action until government- 
level negotiations can be held. We have also asked them to respect our right 
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to pass through their territorial waters when sailing to international waters 

and when returning to the Gulf of Thailand from international waters. 

[Question] What penalties does their new law call for? 

{Answer ) If we violate their law or steal their fish, the penalties are the 
sase as for foreign vessels. That is, each crewman can be fined ! sillion 

baht, and the owner of the boat can be fined about 10 sillion baht. That is a 
very stiff penalty. However, the court can reduce the amount depending on the 
case. This is based on the U.N. Treaty on Ocean Fishing Laws. But it is worth 
noting that foreign fishermen cannot be isprisoned. 

(Question) At present, what is the situation of the Thai boats seized by 
Malaysia? 

{Answer] They are prosecuting the case. Rut as for whether a fine will be 
imposed, they haven't been found guilty yet as charged by the navy or police 

officials who seiced the boats. We will have to wait. But the men are just 
being held for prosecution. They have not been given prison sentences. 

(Question) Besides the immediate problems, will we discuss other matters that 
will be of benefit to both sides? 

{Ane .. ) First of all, we will try to find a way to enable our fishermen to 
fish in their territorial waters. This could be done in the forms of a 
cooperative investment venture. They would give us permission to fish there. 
We will gather date in Malaysia. However, based on the reports sent by our 
ambassador in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia is now drafting an agreement and will 

submit it to us for consideration. 

What we don’t know is what conditions they will set. If the conditions are too 

great, we will have problems. Second, if Thai fishing boats enter their 
territorial waters, we want them to explain what action they will take against 
the boats based on international law. We will inform them about the probdless 
encountered by our boats. Their law states that when our boats enter their 
waters, we must radio then ahead of tise to informs thes of the position of the 
boats, the size and names of the boats, whether thvy are carrying any fish, 
where they are headed and what route they will follow. 

We also want them to know that they gust respect our right of passage, even in 

areas that they consider to be their territorial waters or near the coast. 
Small fishing boats have to stay near the coast. Otherwise, it is too 
dangerous, especially during storas. As for large and medium-sized boats, 
there shouldn't be any problems. 

(Question) How do Malaysia's fishing capabilities compare with ours? 

[Answer] Their capabilities do not equal ours. They are such inferior to us. 
We were once seventh in the world. But we have dropped in rank since the 

waters in which we could fish freely have been greatly reduced. 
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[Question] What is your view on the problem of fishermen trespassing in the 
territorial waters of other countries? Today, fishermen do this quite often. 
This has created probless with governecnt officials. What c2* be done to 
resolve this probles? 

(Answer) The Fishing Department and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs realize 
that it will be very difficult to solve this problems. This is because Thailand 
has tens of thousands of fishing boats and our territorial waters adjoin those 
of other countries. To the northeast are the territorial waters of Cambodia 
and Vietnam. Malaysia has territorial waters on buth the east and west. Burma 

has territorial waters in the Andagan Sea. It can be said that the sea is half 
closed. Thus, we have sany problegs concerning this. 

The territorial waters of another country can be violated in two ways: 
1. intentionally, that is, fishermen can't catch enough fish in our waters and 
so they intentionally fish in the territerial waters of another country, and 
2. uhintentionally, or unknowingly, which could happen because the sea 
boundaries between Thailand and Malaysia, Burma, India and Indonesia are not 
definite. We must sake our fishermen understand that th. cannot fish in the 
territorial waters of other countries, where the fish are sore abundant. We 
have to obey the laws strictly. They can longer operate freely without 
discipline like before. As for the disputed boundaries, we will negotiate with 
our neighbors in order to delineate definite boundaries. However, even after 

definite boundaries have been delineated, problems may still arise since sea 
boundaries are invisible and the exact location is difficult to determine. 

[Question] Are there any figures on which countries have arrested large 
numbers of Thai fishermen? 

(Answer) From what I know, Burma has arrested about 600 fishermen. Other than 
that, I am not sure. Vietnam gay have arrested some. It's difficult to say 
since they have not informed us. They sometimges provide information when Thai 
leaders visit there. They release people in order to show their goodwill. 
However, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs always takes action when it learns 
that Thai seamen have Seen arrested. We have officials from the embassy or 
consulate contact them in order to find out what happened and to show that we 
are trying to protect our fishermen. This will make them show consideration. 

They will know that when they take action against Thai citizens, our country 
will send representatives to monitor things and provide protection. 

[Question] Besides the fishing dispute, are there any other problems that we 
are trying to solve? 

[Answer] We monitor things constantly. If a problem arises, such as in the 
Middle East, the embassy provides help. 

[Question] What about border problems such as the dispute with Burma over the 
islets and river channels? Have negotiations been completed? 

[Answer] There are still many problems over the border with Burma. We have to 
discuss things based on each case. Agreements were reached many years ago, but 

things have changed. For example, we agreed to use the middle of the river 
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channel as the boundary. But that can no longer be used since the river has 

changed course. The question is, If the river changes course, does that mean 
that the boundary changes, too? In that case, one side gay gain territory 
while the other say iose territory. The side that loses territory will not 

agree to that. 

(Question) With which countries have we signed a prisoner exchange agreement? 

[Answer] We have signed agreements with the United States, Canada, Italy, 
France, Spain and Portugal. But these have not yet been ratified. However, the 

problem now is the issue of 4 years versus 8 years. That is, the agreement 
states that before a prisoner can be turned over, he must first serve part of 
his sentence in a Thai prison. And Thai law states that the prisoner sust 
serve one-third of his sentence or 4 years, whichever is less, in Thailand. 
But Thai law also states that in the cases involving narcotics and in cases in 
which the prisoner has been sentenced to life in prison, the prisoner sust 

serve 8 years of his sentence in Thailand before he can be transferred. The 
problem is that Thai law calls for very harsh sentences for such crimes. For 
example, the penalty for the possession of 20 grams of heroin is life in 
prison. But the courts rarely sentence people to life in prison. Usually, they 
sentence thea to 15 or 20 years in prison. Thus, according to current Thai 
law, such prisoners gust serve at least 5 years of their sentence in Thailand 
before they can be transferred. Those who have signed the agreement with us 
feel that this is too harsh. After & years, it may be too late to rehabilitate 
these people. In a foreign prison far from home, prisoners don't have a chance 
to visit with relatives. Relatives don't have a chance to try to reform then. 
The language presents a problem for tiem. Thus, it is felt that 8 years is too 
long. Requests have been made to reduce this to 4 years, except in cases in 
which the court has sentenced a prisoner to life in prison. In such cases, the 
time period will remain 8 years. 

[Question] Are they afraid of conditions in Thai prisons? 

[Answer] No, that is not it. Even foreigners have said that conditions in Thai 
prisons are better than in other countries. I don't know whether foreigners 

are given special treatment or not. But those who support the prisoner 

exchange agreement feel that prisoners should be allowed to serve their time 
near their relatives in a familiar environment. They feel that this will make 
it easier to rehabilitate them. Thus, these people favor transferring, not 
releasing, prisoners. They will remain in prison. The only thing is that they 
will serve their sentences in a prison where their language is spoken and 
where their relatives can come and visit them every week. 

[Question] Will there be negotiations with the Middie East on this? 

LAnswer) We have proposed this. But they are not interested. We will try to 
persuade them and get them to bend on this. 
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JPRS*SEA-85-177 

15 November 1985 

THALLAND 

EDITORIAL ASKS MORE AGGRESSIVE SEA RIGHTS DEFENSE 

Bangkok BAN MUANG in Thai 27 Aug 85 p 4 

[Editorial: “Territorial Sea Boundary") 

[Text] Thailand's foreign affairs deputy minister, 2d Lt Prapas Limprapan, 
recently met with Malaysian foreign affairs minister Tengku Ahmad Rithaudin 

to discuss the issue of territorial sea boundaries between Thailand and 
Malaysia which has caused a lot of problems for Thai fishermen. Both Thai- 
land and Malaysia have extended their sea boundaries to cover to 200 miles. 
However, there is no definite boundary line and a large number of Thai fish- 
ermen sometimes got lost along the Malaysian boundary when crossing the 
international sea boundary. 

The problems facing Thai fishermen are greater than those of the Malaysian 
because Thailand has a larger fleet of fishing boats and Thai fishing capac- 
ities are considered better than the Malaysian. Lately, Malaysia has issued 
a new law to punish severely any fishing boat that enters Malaysian terri- 
tory--by collecting a fine of 10 million baht per boat and 1 million baht per 
crewman in addition to imprisonment. It is evident that by imposing this, 
Malaysia is showing its serious intention to protect its natural sea resources 
by preventing Thai fishermen from entering and fishing in its territorial 

waters. 

This strict measure and the carelessness in imposing the sea boundary between 

Thailand and Malaysia have caused hundreds of fishermen in Songkhla to pro- 
test against Malaysia, since Malaysia is using unauthorized power to intimi- 
date Thai fishermen. And if the government does not discuss this issue with 
Malaysia in order to settle a definite boundary limit between the two coun- 
tries and the international seaways, strains in relations between Thailand 
and Malaysia will be inevitable, since fishing has long been a major occvoa- 

tion in Thailand. 

At present, the Thai fishing industry is not in a good shape because neigh- 
boring countries from all sides are also extending their territorial sea 
boundaries. Thai fishermen have to go out of Thai territory to fish, and 
are mistreated when crossing another country's boundary even when the boun- 
dary limits are overlapping. The Thai government itself has never been 
enthusiastic about helping to protect the benefits from the sea nor the Thai 
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fishing industry itself. If any Thai fishing boat is captured, the govern- 

ment will always put the blame on the Thai fishermen. Isn't it about time 
for the government to wake up and negotiate this issue with the neighboring 
countries to help preserve the fishing rights of Thailand and its citizens? 

12781/8208 
CSO: 4207/22 
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JPRSSEA+85-177 
15 Novemb:r 1985 

THALLAND 

EDITORIAL CALLS FOR DIRECT TRADE RELATIONS WITH SRV 

Bangkok BAN MUANG in Thai 23 Aug 85 p 4 

[Editorial: “Teach the Patriarch"] 

[Text] If we do not deny the fact, every year we are faced with danger be- 
cause of our conflict with Vietnam. The invasion of Kampuchea has been con- 
demned by the members of the United Nations, and we have ourselves requested 
the assistance from Indonesia, Malaysia and Singapore to negotiate with 
Vietnam on our behalf. Our excuse for not negotiating directly with the 
Vietnamese is that they are not good people. And every year we have the 
fighting along the border with the Vietnamese, from which we suffer numerous 
losses in personnel and arms as well as money. 

Why don't we go directly to Ho Chi Minh City instead of going to the ASEAN 
countries? Why don't we sit down and talk with the Vietnamese authorities 

directly, telling them we have products to sell to them, whether it be fab- 
rics, rice or sugar, among others, since Vietnam is in a poor situation 
now. Tell them the only thing we need from them is peace in Indochina. 

Is there any patriarch who can make Vietnam understand that what happened 
before is now history? What we want to do is to build the present. Every 
country is facing a bad economic situation. If every country forgets its 
pride and its belief in things which do not exist, we can even exchange 
products with the ultimate goal of exchanging knowledge. Vietnam will no 
longer stand by itself, and we will have more friends, just like the old 

saying “do not cross over a falling tree.” 

If conditions have to be set prior to the meeting, we will be like an Eng- 
lish aristocrat with a 100-room castle who may not have enough money to 

maintain it. 

Why do we have to use Hong Kong and Singapore as the middlemen to sell our 

products to Vietnam? Why don't we try to change our foreign policy to one 
that is tough outside and gentle inside from one that is tough inside and 

gentle outside? 

Outsiders do not understand this business of flying around the world as is 
being done now. It seems to us that we are a beggar with a hat in hand 
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going around asking for help. However, the Social Action Party leader still 
is not satisfied with the Foreign Affairs Ministry. Director-level personnel 
are transferred to the ministry to assist with the flying around as we pre- 
dicted. 

It is such a surprise that when Prince Narathip Pongpraphan and Maj Thanat 
Khoman were foreign ministers, there were not as many trips abroad. Both of 

them trusted the capabilities of Thai diplcnats in representing Thailand in 
the areas of trade and diplomatic, political and cultural relations in almost 
100 countries. Or perhaps we are richer than before? 

12781/8208 

CSO: 4207/22 
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JPRS-SEA+85-177 
15 November 1985 

THAILAND 

ASSOCIATION LEADER ON PRICE SQUEEZE FACING FARMERS 

Bargkok BAN MUANG in Thai 27 Jul 85 pp 1, 16 

[Excerpts] On 26 July at the Ministry of Agriculture, Mr Prarom Buasamlee, 
president of the Thai Farmers Association Central Committee, revealed to news 
reporters that at present, the price of rice from poor-grade paddies has de- 
creased to 1,800-1,900 baht per ton for rice with moisture, 2,200-2,300 bah* 
for rice with less moisture aud approximately 2,600 baht for dry rice. He 
considered these prices very low. As a result, a lot of farmers are now 
requesting help from the government. Although there is a program to support 
the farmers, it still does not help as much to solve their problems. For 

the same period last year, the price of rice was approximately 3,200-3,300 
baht per ton. The low price has now been widely realized even by the minis- 
ter and the committee on rice price which the minister chairs. It is not 
true that the low price is a result of moisture in rice. Moisture in rice 
has always been the same. However, the rice price was at an average of 3,000 
baht per ton in previous years. The government should set the price at an 
average of 2,800 baht per ton to help the farmers. Also, solutions to this 

problem snould be found as soon as possible. 

Mr Prarom further stated that the rice price issue is a worrisome issue both 
for himself and for the committee, particularly in the next harvest season 
if the price still shows a tendency to continue declining. In his opinion, 
the solution should be done step by step. The expenses of farmers, mill own- 
ers and exporters should be individually analyzed. Unnecessary expenses 
should be cut in order to help with capital costs and the price itself. As 
for the next harvest season, the committee proposed a capital cost of 3,221 

baht per ton. 

Mr Prarom concluded that living conditions of farmers are so bad that at 
present there is only 57 million rai left for the harvest compared to 60 mil- 
lion rai of the previous years. There is a tendency for the number to keep 
declining if the price of rice does not improve. The change in living condi- 
tions of the farmers is so evident that they cannot even afford a 5-baht 
ticket for entertainmest anymore. 

On the average, each farmer wili have about 40 rai to harvest. This will 

yield about 15-18 carts of rice. After deducting 10 carts for either con- 
sumption or fertilization, there will be approximately 10 carts left for sale. 



Each will bring in roughly 400 baht profit, with a total of 4,000 baht to 

be used for a whole year. If the population is poor, the country will also 
be poor. The time to iliscuss the problems is now. There will come a time 
when talk is useless just like in a country which is at war. 

On 26 July, Mr Preecha Tanprasert, honorary consultant of the Rice Importers 
Association, reported on the situation of the rice market that foreigners 

do not have as much purchasing power as they used to. This makes it diffi- 
cult to negotiate the price. Meanwhile, the exchange rate is dropping, 
which results in a cheaper price. However, all these have not discouraged 

the farmers, who still fight for the market. 

12781/8208 
CSO: 4207/22 
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JPRS-SEA-85-177 

15 November 1985 

THAILAND 

BRIEFS 

CROWN PRINCE RETURNS, MET BY PREM, ATHIT--The Crown Prince returned to 
Thailand at 0600 on 18 September after a trip to Italy. He landed at the 
military airport aboard Thai Airways International Ltd Flight TG 915. He was 

met by Princess Somsawali. Gen Prem Tinsulanon, the prime minister, led a 
group of ministers to welcome him. Also there to greet him were Gen Athit 
Kamlangek, the supreme commander and RTA CINC, Gen Thienchai Sisamphan, the 
deputy RTA CINC, Air Chief Marshal Praphan Thupatemi, the RTAF CINC, Admiral 
Niphon Sirithon, the RTN CINC, Police Gen Narong Mahanon, the director-general 

of the Police Department, and other senior military and police officials. When 
he arrived, he stood on a dais to receive the respects of the inter-service 

honor guard. He then chatted with Gen Prem and Gen Athit and asked if 
“everything was all right." He left the military airport at 0630 hours. 
(Excerpt ] (Bangkok PAILY NEWS in Thai 19 Sep 85 pp 1, 20) 11943 

POST DEVALUATION ORE EXPORTS--The devaluation of the baht has had a good 
effect on the mining industry. During the first 6 months of the year, exports 
have increased greatly. A report from the Department of Mineral Resources 
stated that during the first 6 months of the year, Thailand's ore production 
had a value of 6,160 million baht, a 17 percent increase as compared with the 
same period last year. The value of exports was 4,270 million baht, an 
18 percent increase. Ore fees totaled 823.1 million baht, a 31 percent 
increase. This is a result of the devaluation of the baht at the end of last 
year. Thirty-three different types of ore were mined. Their total value was 
6,160 million baht, a 17 percent increase as compared with the previous year. 
Tin accounted for the greatest percentage of the total value. A total of 21 

different types of ore worth 4,279.7 million baht, an 18 percent increase, 
were exported. Tin was the leading export, accounting for 73 percent of the 
value of ore exports. Domestic use increased 144 percent. The 23 types of ore 
sold domestically earned 1,718.43 million baht. [Text] [Bangkok MATICHON in 
Thai 30 Aug 85 p 13) 11943 
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15 November 1985 

COOPERATIVE TRADE WITH LAOS--Many agree with allowing the Nong Khai 
Cooperative to exchange goods with Laos. It has been proposed that the 
Department of Foreign Trade regulation be revised. Preparations are being made 

to set exchange dates. Mr Phachon Isarasena, the acting director-general of 

the Department of Foreign Trade, sent a memorandum dated 13 August 1985 to the 
under secretary of commerce. The memorandum, which referred to a Ministry of 

Interior letter sent to the Ministry of Commerce, stated that on 
17 August 1985, Nong Khai Province and Vientiane Province in Laos held a 
meeting to discuss local trade. Both sides expressed a desire to exchange 
goods with each other. The Nong Khai Cooperative and the Vientiane Trade 
Company were entrusted with the task of implementing things. Nong Khai 
Province, the Ministry of Interior, commercial advisors stationed in Vientiane 
and the Department of Foreign Trade all approve of this for a variety of 
reasons. The obstacle is that the Department of Foreign Trade regulation on 
granting permission to serve as a trade leader with Laos does not grant the 

cooperative the right to engage in trade. The Department of Foreign Trade has 
proposed revising this regulation. The deputy minister of commerce supports 
this proposal. Thus, the Nong Khai Cooperative will probably begin exchanging 
goods with Laos in the near future. Thailand will send consumer goods in 
exchange for forestry products and light industrial goods from Laos. [Text] 
(Bangkok SIAM RAT in Thai 17 Aug 85 p 11] 11943 

CSO: 4207/20 
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JPRS-SEA-85-177 
15 November 1985 

MILITARY AFFAIRS AND PUBLIC SECURITY 

MUNICIPAL CONFERENCE STRESSES MILITARY TASKS 

Haiphong HAIPHONG in Vietnamese 6 Jul 85 p 1 

[Text] The municipal party committee standing committee recently convened 
a conference of key cadres to disseminate and ensure thorough understanding 
of the resolution of the party Central Committee Political Bureau on military 
tasks and national defense in the new situation. 

The conference was attended by leading cadres of the party, administration, 

propaganda and training department, and military circles from 10 urban wards 
and rural districts and also by representatives of committees, sectors, 
mass organizations, centrally operated agencies and enterprises stationed in 
the locality, armed forces, colleges and advanced normal schools. 

Representatives of the Military Region 3 Command participated in the 
conference. 

Le Danh Xuong, deputy secretary of the municipal party committee, chaired the 
conference. 

Maj Gen Do Manh Dao, political director of Military Region 3, informed the 
conference of the gist of the military tasks in the new situation. As a 
result, the representatives thoroughly understood policies and measures 
designed to strengthen the centralized and uniform party leadership for 
military, political, diplomatic and economic affairs in order to build and 
develop the aggregate strength of the whole country; to fully understand 
and creatively implement the guiding concept of people's war to defend the 
fatherland as well as the offensive spirit and spirit of ownership; to 
strenuously improve the combined qualities of the armed forces; to concentrate 
efforts to build six border provinces and stabilize and strengthen them from 
all points of view; to guide the army to build the economy and perform 
productive labor with high productivity, quality and efficiency; and to 

increase the effectiveness of party activities and political tasks within 
the army. 

In the near future, cadres and soldiers in the armed forces as well as paity 
cadres and members and the masses in the city must be made to clearly 
understand the main themes of national defense so as to realize more deeply 
the military line, viewpoint and concept of the party with regard to the 
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people's war (that is, to clearly see the international and regional 
situation, to perceive the reactionary nature and cunning schemes and tricks 

of the enemy, and to resolutely observe and implement the municipal party 
committee policies on military tasks in the new situation). 

The local military tasks in 1985 require us to broaden more vigorously the 
emulation movement for “prosperity and victory;” to create a new impetus to 
become owners of our locality--which will lead to ownership of the entire 
country--and to fulfill our international obligations; to stand ready to make 
sacrifices to defend the fatherland and support the border areas; to better 
build a powerful reserve to meet requirements under all circumstances; 

to evaluate the spirit of seli-sufficiency in stepping up production, 
building the economy and improving living standards; and to strictly implement 
the resolutions of the party Central Committee and the municipal party 
committee. 

Expressing his views at the conference, Le Danh Xuong stressed the centralized 
and uniform leading role of all party committee echelons concerning the local 
militiary tasks. He reminded all echelons and sectors of the need to urgently 
disseminate the party policy on all-people’s national defense and organize its 
study among all party organizations, armymen and people in the city in order 
to help them thoroughly understand it and to urge them to stand ready to cope 
with all situations and defeat the manifold war of destruction waged by the 
Chinese expansionist hegemonists, thus contributing to firmly defending 
socialist construction in the city and throughout the country. 

9332/9871 
CSO: 4209/21 
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15 November 1985 

MILITARY AFFAIRS AND PUBLIC SECURITY 

READER DENOUNCES MOONSHINERS, DRUNKENNESS 

Hanoi NHAN DAN in Vietnamese 11 Sep 85 p 2 

[*Letters from Readers' Column: "Prohibiting the Illegal Manufacture of Liquor 
and Drunkenness" | 

[Text] If a customer entering a number of privately operated refreshment shops 
and restaurants wishes some “bitter stuff," he has only to speak up to obtain 
it immediately. Whether the customer “downs” a few glasses or must buy an en- 
tire bottle, there is no difficulty. Sitting in these places is no shortage of 
alcoholics, occasional excessive drinkers, dead drunks and even young men con- 
peting with each other to entertain with food and drink. 

We encounter these conditions in many cities and towns. Recently, on a visit 
to An Khe, a town at the top of Gia Lai-Kon Tum Province, we entered an estab- 
lishment next to a state stock raising farm and also saw these things occur. 
There, many places openly sell illegal liquor. Illegal liquor is also at times 
sold in the state farm store. Upon inquiring, we learned that thin liquor was 
previously brought up all the way from districts along the coast. Now, many 
families in the state farm have recognized the easy profits and are also making 
illegal liquor. Within these establishments have occurred many conflicts and 
fights to disturb order and security and upset the wholesome way of life. 

At a time in which grain is not abundant in the northern region of the central 
highlands, the manufacture of illegal liquor is not good. Illegal liquor has 
many toxic substances that weaken the body and lower resistance to disease but 
some believe that “drinking a couple glasses will cure malaria!" 

Witnessing these conditions, we increasingly realize that the directive of the 
Ministry of the Interior forbidding the drinking of liquor by public security 
personnel is correct. Like the readers from Ca Mau City whose article was pub- 
lished in the 22 August issue of NHAN DAN, we suggest that the administrative 
echelons at the basic level institute methods to strictly forbid indiscriminate 
drinking and to track down those manufacturing illegal liquor. 

Nguyen Nghien 
Ministry of Public Health 

7300 
CSO: 4209/48 
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PAVN PLANNING FOR NEXT DRY SEASON 

Bangkok BANGKOK POST in English 11 Oct 85 p 4& 

[Article by Jacques vega 
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JPRS-SEA-85-177 
15 November 1985 

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS, TRADE AND AID 

INTERVIEW WITH SOVIET CARGO TRANSPORTER REPORTED 

Haiphong HAIPHONG in Vietnamese 31 Jul, 2 Aug 85 

[Summarized translation by Hai Vinh of a response to an interview of Stanislav 
Lukiantrenko, director of the Soviet “Black Sea” Transportation Corporation: 
“Cooperation Between the ‘Black Sea’ Transportation Corp With Vietnamese 
Ports” } 

{31 Jul 85 p 4] 

[Text] Wot long ago, an agreement with our Vietnamese friends was signed, 
creating a premise for the strengthening of labor cooperation and the 
development of brotherly relationships between Soviet sailors and port and 
cargo workers of the ports of Haiphong, Ho Chi Minh City, Danang and others. 

Our corporation has the permanent responsibility for cargo hauling by sea 
between the Soviet Union and Vietnam. The brotherly relationships that have 
existed for a long time between workers in the sea transportation sector have 

enormously helped us in defusing many potential problems arising in the 

process of transporting trade commodities of the Soviet Union and Vietnam. A 
new agreement on cooperation and on international socialist emulation between 
cadres and workers of the “Black Sea” Corp and the Vietnamese General 
Department of Sea Transportation was signed on my recent visit in Hanoi. It 
was the very first agreement of this type between the two parties. I was 
delighted to see again the Vietnamese comrades who had been living and 
studying in Odessa. They have been our friends and colleagues for a )ong 

time. We consider them real citizens of Odessa. I was happy to have the 
honor of presenting ovr corporation's award, comprised of a flag and a 
certificate of honor, to the group of cargo worker comrades of Haiphong Port 

who had distinguished themselves in hauling cargo at the port. 

This time, the new agreement contained several facets of cooperation. They 
were dow™.-to-earth and pragmatic issues; they were all measures aiming at 
accelerating cargo hauling through sea lines between Vietnam and the Soviet 
Union and at reducing idle time of ships; and they tended to apply in a more 
widespread manner the experience of colleagues of both countries in emulation 
movements for technical improvement, labor mechanization, production 
organization and operation, and solving economic and social problems. The 
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agreement also contained measures to boost sports, mass culture, political and 

social activities that are common to both parties. The winners of these 
international contests will be presented with flags, certificates of honor and 
titles by both parties. 

During the time I was in Vietnam, I had the privilege of attending the 
conference of representatives of workers and employees of the transportation 
and coma@unications sector cuuvened by our intergovernmental comsittee on 
scientific, technological and economic cooperation. The conference made an 

evaluation of the results of Soviet-Vietnaxese cooperution in the last year. 

In the last year, cadres and vorkers of ay country's trinsportation and 
communications sector have done the hauling of all varieties of goods 
requested by foreign trade agencies well. We transported to Vietnam many 
important commodities such as wheat flour, cement, lumber, ofl byproducts, 
ammoniac sulfate and carbamate, and hauled from Vietnam to the Soviet Union 
canned fruits and vegetables, tobacco products, rubber and many other 
industrial goods. We also transported for Vietnam many types of equipment, 
including wachinery, heavy industrial equipment used in the construction of 
economic cooperation projects of our two countries such as the Phe Lai thermal 

pover plant, the Thang Long bridge project, the Hoa Binh hydroelectric 

project, and the Vietnam-USSR joint enterprise for the exploration and 
exploitation of oil and gas. 

In recent years, transportation on sea lines between the USSR and Vietnam went 
through many favorable changes. One instance has been the first trip that 
hauled goods in containers between the ports of Odessa and Haiphong. This 
innovation permitted the skipping of cargo hauling at other ports, and the 
direct hauling of containers to Faiphong Port. At the workers conference 

mentioned earlier, it was indicated that the pace of cargo transportation of 
Soviet cargo ships to Vietnam in 1984 decreased compared with the previous 
year. 

{2 Aug 85 p 4] 

[Text] The chief cause of this situation was the existence of many short- 
comings in the transportation process, aud the integration of transportation 
by sea and rail which was unsatisfactory. To overcome this problem, both 
countries brought forth many measures to reduce the idle time of ships. 
Another example was that Haiphong Port has installed many new cranes, includ- 
ing some having the capability of lifting containers. Newly assigned special- 

ized cranes were set aside and placed under worker management and handling. 

Hauling of Soviet goods was carefully prepared. Every task was seticulously 

studied and planned in detail. Haiphong Port employed many skilled techni- 
cians for the repair of the port's technical equipment. Many new production 
structures were in operation. The Ministry of Transpcctation has also begun 
to prepare the blueprint of a pier at Chua Ve Port which is contiguous to 
Haiphong Port, for the hauling of containers. 

The conference gave much attention to the 1985 plan. In the whole year, the 
volume of export and import goods that requires transportation is increasing 
substantially. To address the needs for hauling the increasing volume of 

goods, new means will be used to transport export goods of Vietnam from Danang 
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Port, canals leading to Haiphong Port will be dredged, and the flow of 
transported goods will be accelerated due to the use of containers. All the 
preceding tasks will be done by the Vietnamese side. On the Soviet side, we 
obvicusly must contribute our part, which consists of en’sancing labor produc- 
tivity in cooperation with Vietnam, regularly sending ships to Vietnamese 
ports, learning the experience provided by the two ships equipped with large 
container hauling equipment, and installing heavy cranes in Haiphong Port. 

This year, a new issue that gay be a milestone in Soviet-Vietnamese coopera- 

tion lies in the introduction on sea lines of a new type of ship that uses 

barges for cargo transhipping. Since most Vietnamese ports are located at 
river estuaries and the networks of Vietnamese riverways are quite elaboratc, 
the efficiency of cargo hauling by barges is far from being negligible. 
Barges can rapidly substitute for mothe* ships and hauling operations can be 
normally continued without interruptiva. Thr first ship of this type, which 
bears the name “Indira Gandhi,” is expected to arrive in Vietnam in October 
1985. The “Gandhi” will berth safely at a Vietnamese port. In Ha Long Bay 
and at the Saigon River estuary, construction of piers for this new type of 
ship has begun. Many Soviet technicians will participate in the construction 

of these projects. 

The port of Odessa is the start of the sea line to Vietnam. As the volume of 
transported goods increases, the number of piers reserved for Vietnam at our 
ports increases accordingly. A few years back, the creation of a combined 
Vietnamese organization was instrumental in the hauling of a relatively great 
volume of goods. \fowever, since the present needs in transportation of the 
iine are gradually increasing, the port cannot meet them all. Because of chis 
reason, in addition to Odessa Port, the two contiguous South Port and Nicolai 
Epski Port also contribute to the hauling of cargo for Vietnam. Right in 
Odessa Port, a new and deep pier situated in the Carantrin break water dam 

area has begun working for the Vietnam Line. There, ships with special 

equipment of the “Tin Tuc” type have started hauling operations by containers. 
More new ships of the “Black Sea” Corp will join in the operations. The 
building of these new ships is now at the production stage. The new vessels 
will be able to berth at ports both in the north and the south of Vietnaa. 
Cooperative relationships in sea transportation between our two countries 
promise a brighter future. 

9458/9312 
CSO: 4209/25 
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1S November 1985 

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS, TRADE AND AID 

FINLAND SIGNS AGREEMENT TO REPAIR HANOI WATER SYSTEM 

BKelsinki HELSINGIN SANOMAT in Finnish on 3 September 1985 carries on page 10 

an article entitled "Water to the Vietnamese With Over 10 Million. Finland 
Fixes Water System" describing planned Finnish aid -o upgrad Hanoi's water 
supply. For the text see JPRS WEST EUROPE REPORT JPRS-WER-~5-085 of 
16 October i3. » pages 28-29. 

/12228 
CSO: 3617/165 
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15 November 1985 

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS, TRADE, AND AID 

THANKS TO HUN SEN--Comrade Hun Sen, chairman of the PRK Council of Ministers, 
has recently received 4 thank-you message from Comrade Pham Van Dong, chairman 
of the SRV Council of Ministers, for condolences to the Vietnamese people who 
suffered from flood. The message says: I woxld like to sincerely thank you 
the Council of Ministers, and the fraternal Cambodian people for their condol- 
ences to the Vietnamese people who were recently suffered from flood. May 
the bonds of special solidarity and the multifaceted cooperation between the 
Vietnamese and Cambodian peoples develop further with every passing day for 
the revolutionary and socialist cause. [Text] [Phnom Penh Domestic Service 
in Cambodian 0430 GMT 26 Oct 85 BK) 

/12913 
CSO: 4212/14 
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15 November 1985 

PARTY ACTIVITIES AND GOVERNMENT 

MUNICIPAL PARTY NOTICE ON REMAINING TASKS FOR 1985 

Haiphong HAIPHONG in Vietnamese 9 Jun 85 pp 1, 4 

[Text] On 25 June 1985, the municipal party organization executive committee 
held its 15th conference to review and further discuss the implementation 
of the 13th conference resolution on the 1985 missions and tasks and the 
14th conference resolution on change in salary payment to cadres, workers 
and civil servants. 

Concerning the situation and result of tasks in the first 6 months of this 
year, the municipal party organization executive committee unanimously noted 
that despite unfavorable weather conditions, little changes in material bases 
and a reduction of material supplies as compared with last year, the party 
organization and people in the city have endeavored to overcome difficulties, 
enthusiastically celebrated the 55th anniversary of the party founding and the 
30th anniversary of Haiphong’s liberation, stepped up the emulation movement 
for productive labor and thrift and achieved rather comprehensive successes, 
including high productivity, quality and effectiveness in many areas, as well 
as overfulfillment cf many plan norms as compared with the same period last 
year. 

For productivity and paddy yieid, the 5th-month and spring crop has exceeded 
the corresponding crop in 1984 and perhaps that in 1983. Efforts have been 
made to maintain the hog herd. Industry has been continuously reorganized 
and an initial change for the better has been made in producing consumer and 
export goods. The receptiouw and especially the distribution of electricity 
to promote production and daily activities has made some progress. The local 
transport sector has increased both the volume of goods and the number of 
passengers transported, and ocean shipping has fulfilled three-fourths of the 
yeurly plan. Capital construction has continued to score o.itstanding 
achievements, fulfilling about 50 percent of the yearly plan norm for capital 
investment and mainly using capital derived from local sources; many projects 

have been put into use and some of them will have a long-term effect on the 
urban zoning and socioeconommic strategy of the city. Imports and exports 
have continuously held their spearhead position, created capital and met most 
expenditure requirements. Distribution and circulation are making continuous, 
vigorous and uniform changes in controlling goods and money while improving 
the price and wage system, applying the socialist accounting and business 

method, reorganizing small trade and managing the market. 



Resolution No 34 of the municipal party committee on changing the method of 
paying salaries to cadres, workers and civil sesrvants is being disseminated 
by all echelons and committees, and active preparations are being made for its 
implementation in early July 1985. The policy of urging people to lend money 
to the municipality is becoming a mass movement. Small traders are warmly 
responding to the municipal party committee's letter urging them to join the 
production and service sector and to do business in the transitional economic 
forms within the socialist orbit. 

Since politicai security has been well maintained and obvious changes made in 
social order and security, violations of law have decreased compared with the 
corresponding period last year. Most incidents have been dealt with openly 
and all cases of using guns to extort property have been uncovered and 
prosecuted. National defense has obtained good results from recruiting and 
training troops, building forces, consolidating defense lines, supporting the 
border areas and participating in economic construction. 

activities in the fields of education, science, technology, public health, 
physical education, sports, culture, arts and letters, publication, 
information, press, radio broadcasting and television have developed fairly 
well. The struggle against the six social evils has been intensified with 
obvious results. Urban sanitation has progressed, many roads and streets 
have become cleaner and neater, and major epidemics and diseases have been 
prevented. 

Party building and mass motivation have been coordinated with the 
implementation of socioeconomic, security maintenance and national defense 
programs, with the organization of major anniversaries and with the launching 
of a revolutionary mass movement. A poll of public opinion on changes 
occurring in the city in the past 30 years has been carried out 
satisfactorily. The election of the ninth term of the people's council and 
the convening of party congresses at the grassroots level have been carried 
out successfully. 

The municipal party organization executive committee warmly extolled the great 
efforts and brilliant achievements of the working class, collectivized 
peasantry, armed forces, people's security forces, socialist intelligentsia 

and all strata in the city; the committee also congratulated all party, 
administration and mass organizations for continuously displaying dynamism 
and creativeness, for obtaining identity of views with leaders, for high 
determination, and for guiding the implementation of programs of action-- 
especially of major tasks--according to the spirit of the resolutions of the 
party Central Committee and municipal party committee, from the decision on 

policies of party committees at various echelons and the achievement of these 
policies in the administration domain to the preparations and mass motivation 
for their execution. 

For the jobs to be done in the last 6 months of this year, the municipal party 
organization executive committee decided that guiding the implementation of 
the resolution of the party Central Committee's Eighth Plenum on prices, wages 
and money should be considered to be an urgent central task and that it would 
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be first necessary to carry out successfully Resolution No 34 of the municipal 
party committee on changing the method of paying salaries to cadres, workers 

and civil servants as of July 1985 in order to thoroughly abolish the 

bureaucratic centralized state subsidy system of management and to shift 
completely to the economic accounting and socialist business method with the 
aim of promoting production development, stabilizing the people's lives, 

building material and technical bases for socialism, effecting socialist 

transformation and strengthening national defense and security according to 
the socioeconomic strategy which has been and is being compiemented and 
improved by the municipal party oragnization. 

Based on the resolution of the municipal party committee's 13th conference, 
the municipal people's committee must review the implementation of the state 
plan in the first 6 months of this year in order to determine and organize the 
successful and complete execution of policies, tasks and norms stated in the 
1985 yearly state plan during the last 6 months of this year, and also to 
prepare for the municipal party committee's quick approval of the 5-year 
(1986-1990) plan guidelines and the 1986 plan norms. 

The following are some points which the municipal party organization execucive 
committee stressed are necessary to consider important when guiding the 
execution of the remaining tasks set forth in the resolution of the municipal 
party committee's 13th conference: 

1. In agricultural production, efforts must be made to achieve the norms for 
paddy yield and hog herd development. 

It is necessary to rapidly and neatly harvest and purchase grain from the 5th- 
month and spring crop; to guide satisfactory cultivation of the 10th-month 
crop; to achieve the area ratio of the early 10th-month rice crop; resolutely 

to effect a further change in rice varieties; immediately to increase the 
number of high-yielding 10th-month rice varieties; further to increase 
transplanting density; actively to control typhoons, floods, drought and 
waterlogging; and to invest more in areas grown with high-yielding rice 

varieties. 

Problems arising from various policies must be solved urgently and very 
satisfactorily, and appropriate and specific measures taken to rapidly 
increase the herd of meat hogs, especially sows, to make sure that no 

household has an empty hog pen, and to firmly restore the herd of dairy cows. 

2. In industrial production, it is necessary to start carrying out quickly 

all the municipal party committee standing committee's resolutions on light 

industry and building materials and to try to raise the ratio of consumer and 
export goods to 65 percent. 

It is necessary to continuously expand economic alliances and joint ventures 
in material exploitation, to fully use the electricity network to step up 
production of both state industry and light industry and handicrafts, 
to strengthen the economic alliance between the localities and central sectors 
and installations stationed in the city area so as to develop production, 
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especiaily that of consumer goods, and to ally with Quang Ninh Province to 
exploit coal and building materials. 

Importance must be attached to both the catching and breeding of marine 
products, and the volume of both fresh fish for city people's consumption and 
marine products for export must be augmented. 

3. In the area of communications and transportation, it is especially 
important to strengthen and properly organize the north-south transportation 
line, to stabilize and further improve the quality of service rendered by the 

Hanoi-Haiphong model road and bus stations and to extend this service to some 
other stations and roads. 

4. In capital construction, it is necessary to focus on improving and 

completing the construction of key projects while ensuring its quality; 
to invest in industry and simultaneously and intensively to guide the building 
of houses, schools and the workers cultural club, sailors hotel and Cai Trap 
Canal; and to quickly build the Co Tieu and Tran Duong sluices and some 
projects on Cat Ba Island, with attention to be paid first to asphalting the 
island-crossing road section. It is necessary to build the Cai Phu Bridge and 
both the Phu Long and Dinh Vu piers and ferry landings and urgently to build 
Engineering Enterprise 9-2 according to the ratified plan. 

A decision on urban and municipal zoning up to the years 1990 and 2005 must 
be made and submitted to the Political Bureau and Council of Ministers for 
approval. 

The old city must be rearranged and embellished according to plan. 
Transformation and new and interpolated construction must be managed 
rigorously according to plan. A project must be drawn up for beautiful 
construction mixed with many small and luxuriant public gardens to conserve 
the environment. Continuous investments must be made in urban wards according 
to the spirit of the 24th Resolution in order to complete the approved 
1984-1985 capital construction projects for urban wards. 

5. For the foreign trade economy, it is necessary to concentrate on creating 
all sources of export goods (to be made locally through economic alliance and 
joint ventures with other provinces), increasing on-the-spot exportation 2nd 
expanding tourist service activities as well as ocean shipping in order to 
fulfill the value norm for foreign currency. 

Economic alliance with other provinces must be reconsidered and improved to 
increase its effectiveness in creating sources of export goods. New 

contractual relationships with foreign markets must be established 
continuously. 

6. In the field of distribution and circulation, guidance must focus on 
grasping merchandise and money, ensuring their balance, maintaining and 
strictly managing prices, mastering the market, successfully applying the 
policy of changing the method of paying salaries to cadres, workers and civil 
servants, and creating conditions and prerequisites for establishing a new 
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pricing level and improving the system for wage and salary increases. 

The commercial activities of the marketing cooperative network must be 
broadened to join forces with the state commercial sector in making the 
socialist business method more effective to meet producticn requirements and 
daily needs. Efforts must be exerted to completely control wholesale and over 

80 percent of retail trade, to rearrange markets, especially the five in the 
urban areas of the city, and to expand all forms of joint business to fulfill 

at all costs the objective of reorganizing and transforming small trade. 

Servicing activities and the trade in noncommercial goods must be well 
organized to make it convenient for overseas Vietnamese to send or bring goods 
home. 

7. In the cultural and social spheres, special attention must be paid to 
properly guiding the new academic year 1985-1986, to promptly controlling 
epidemics and diseases, to resoiuieiy eliminating the six social evils and 
to implementing family planning. 

8. Continuous efforts must be exerted to build wards according to the spirit 
of directives and systems promulgated by the party Central Committee 
Secretariat, to better solve problems related to electricity, water and urban 
sanitation, and to begin to implement the 3-year plan to build self-absorbent 
cesspools and eliminate the use of the toilet bins. 

9. In matters of national defense and security, it is necessary to carry out 
programs to train the armed forces and plans to strengthen defense lines. 

Activities aimed at building and developing the city economy must be 
intensified. . 

In maintaining order and security, attention must be paid to the need to 

strengthen public and traffic order, to combine the struggle against economic 
sabotage by the enemy with that against speculation and smuggling, and to 
protect the harbor. 

10. Guidance for task execution must be improved and efforts concentrated on 
obtaining thorough understanding and implementation of the resolutions of the 

party Central Committee's Eighth Pleaum. It is necessary to intensify party 
building and defense, to step up mass motivation, to closely coordinate 
to ideological, organizational and supervisory tasks with mass motivation, 

and to lay strong emphasis on improvement of the economic management 

mechanism, on opposition to bureaucratic cer.tralism and state subsidies, 
on a complete shift to the economic accounting and socialist business method, 
and on successful execution of the state plan and all missions and tasks in 

1985. 

The training and advanced training of cadres must be updated and carried out 
satisfactorily, cadres must be assigned boldly in time to suit the new 
economic management mechanism and the management and education of party 
members must be intensified and their qualifications improved. Mass 
motivation must be carried out more intensively to win over people and 
households while education must be appropriate to each type of target. 
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ll. It is necessary to launch an intensive and extensive overall emulation 

movement tc make achievements to greet the 40th anniversary of the August 
Revolution and celebrate the 2 September National Day; the central task in 
this movement must be to implement very satisfactorily the resolutions of the 
party Central Committees Eighth Plenum and Resolution No 34 of the municipal 
party committee, to step up production, expsrtation and urban sanitation, 
and to maintain order and security. 

The successful implementation of the program of action in the last 6 months 
of this year and of the missions for the year 1985 will lay a basis for 
a shift to the execution of the Fourth 5-Year (1986-1990) State Plan and will 
constitute an important turn in carrying out the socioeconomic strategy of the 
city. The municipal party organization execttive committee hopefully calls on 
party organizations and administrative circles at all levels and on all mass 
organizations, strata, armed forces and people's security forces in the city 
to refrain from self-contentedly stopping at the achievements made, 
to strongly develop their right of collective ownership and to race against 
time in order to score new, greater and more brilliant achievements coupled 
with high productivity, quality and effectiveness in all spheres of activity 
of the city. 

9332/9871 
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JPRS-SEA-85-177 

15 November 1985 

PARTY ACTIVITIES AND GOVERNMENT 

JOINT ENTERPRISE TRAINS WORKER ORIGIN CADRES 

Hanoi NHAN DAN in Vietnamese 11 Sep 85 p 3 

[Article by Nguyen Tan Thanh, Secretary of the Steel Rolling and Milling Joint 
Enterprise in Ho Chi Minh City: “The Experience of an Enterprise Party Organ- 
ization in Training Cadres From a Worker Background” ] 

of Ho Chi Minh City) earned the title of advanced unit with a party organ 
recognized as a strong party organization during the 2 years of 1983 and 1984, 
This success originated with the selection and training of management cadre 
ranks from a worker background. At the present time, of the total of more than 
100 cadres in the management apparatus structure of the joint enterprise at the 
levels of shop foreman, deputy office and section chief, trade union detachment 
secretary, and youth union and chapter secretary, nearly 60 are on-the-spot 
personnel, still young in age, who ¢rew up in the mass movement. Included are 
30 former workers and more than 20 engineers and middle-level technical cadres 
graduated since liberation. 

bey In the past few years, the Steel Rolling and Milling Joint Enterprise 

Through revolutionary action movements of the masses, the party committee and 
director have conducted cadre planning by selecting excellent workers and out- 
standing technical cadres with professional abilities and revolutionary quali- 
ties for advanced training to become management cadres in the levels from team 
chief and office and section director and chief to deputy enterprise director. 

The joint enterprise party committee believes that leading an enterprise in 
successful achievement of its political mission is in substance to do well in 
three aspects: production and production protection, organization of life, and 
construction of the political force. These three aspects have a close and 
mutually influencing relationship. In these, the party committee gives extreme 
emphasis to worker origin party development to create a source for the elemen- 
tary and advanced training of management and leadership cadre ranks. 

The party committee closely connects party and mass organization construction 
with that of strong professional organizations in order to promote production 
development and well-organize life. 

The party committee and director have by every means closely connected the 
activities of mass organizations with the process of renewing the management 
mechanism, developing the dynamism and creativity of the cadres and workers in 
assuring plan equilibrium from the four capability sources in order to serve as 
a material “skeleton” for the production labor and conservation movement. 
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The trade union activity formula is to bring the emulation movement theme in- 
creasingly closer to the objectives with the political mission oriented toward 
the economic and technical problems occurring in each unit. The forms such as 
worker and civil servant conferences and symposiums and the many emulation 
movements to improve skills, raise the quality and lower the costs of products, 
properly maintain equipment, conserve material and energy, and rationalize the 
management work aspects have drawn a majority of the cares, workers and sta: f 
into contributing their efforts and intelligence to overcoming difficulties and 
actively assisting the units to continuously complete their production plan for 
a period of many years with increasingly higher output and effectiveness. (The 
enterprise saved 11 million dong in 1983 and more than 10 million in 1984). 

The enterprise's Ho Chi Minh Communist Youth Union mobilized large numbers of 
union members and youths to respond to the revolutionary action movements and 
to attack on the work fronts, especially production, by forms of organization 
suitable to the young and closely connected with the economic and technical 
themes of the unit. Shining examples of youths in production have developed a 
gooc effect. During the 3 years from 1982 through 1984, the youth union was 
responsible for the achievement of 55 youth projects. The union also estab- 
lished 22 production teams, a production shop of the youths, and six assault 
end overcome difficulties youth teams. 

The results of mass organization activities have effectively influenced produc- 
tion development and through that created conditions for developing a political 
force in the enterprise. Through revolutionary action movement, the mass or- 
ganizations have been strengthened. On that basis, they have the conditions 
necessary for selecting and recommending superior members to the party organ- 
ization for examination and training into party members. In the past 3 years, 
the enterprise party organization has admitted nearly 80 new members, 70 per- 
cent of them workers directly eng:gei in production, creating a source for the 
training of management cadre ranks on the spot. Thanks to that, the number of 
party members working in direct production steps amounts to nearly 28 percent 
of the total, an increase of more than 13 percent over previous years. 

The process of constructing and implementing cadre planning in the enterprise 
is closely connected with the admission of party members of worker origin. The 
most striking experience here is to begin with proper evaluation of the mass 
forces and proper realization of the problem called “political concerns.” 

Under the old system, because the enterprise was privately owned, the workers 
were heavily exploited. Since liberation, the workers control the enterprise. 
When arduous difficulties in materials and life occur, the majority stick to 
their machines to produce, These days, the enterprise has hundreds of 
outstanding emulators and thousands of advanced laborers. This illustrates 
clearly the nature of the worker class and the concept of enterprise collective 
ownership. 

Previously, the cadres and party members did not properly recognize or truly 
maintain deep and close contact with the masses in the enteprise. Some thought 
that because the men and their families had lived long under the old regime, 
they lacked political awareness and were not reliable enough for admission to 
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the party. A fairly widerpread belief was that many party members, including 
workers, still lacked a proper perception and historic viewpoint when evaluat- 
ing and analyzing the problems relating to history and politics, especially 
concerning those with relatives in the family who worked in the administration 
of the former regime. Therefore, during the period from 1976 to 1979, the en- 
terprise party organization admitted only two new members who were party devel- 
opment candidates from the north. 

Accepting the viewpoints of the Party Central Committee and with the specific 
supervision of the Ho Minh City Municipal Party Committee, the party organiz- 
atior achieved proper evaluation of the worker class, especially the heavy 
industrial workers in the steel rolling and milling joint enterprise. 

The party committee held a symposium on party development to create unison in 
the worker evaluaticn viewpoint in the newly liberated region, first of all 
making changes in the realization of key leadership cadres in order to, from 
that, make changes in the ideology of the majority of cadres and party members 
in evaluating the mass forces in the enterprise. The party commitee upheld and 
guided party chapters in analysis of specific cases of workers with relatives 
in the family or they themselves having some political relationship with the 
administration of the former regime. When a renewal occurred in their methods 
of observing the masses, the cadres and party members increasingly maintained 
close contact with and educated and trained the masses in every aspect, both 
political and vocational, to create conditions for them to become superior 
youth union members and youths and to be recommended to stand in the ranks of 
the party. The party committee and director also arranged time and utilized 
appropriate forms to organize workers in study to increase their understanding 
of the socialist revolution, the line and policy of the party and state, and 
the role and nature of the Communist Party and the Vietnamese worker class. 

The workers had the close assistance of party and mass organizations in study- 

ing additional political concepts, gradually eliminating the complexities, and 
striving to develop a collective ownership spirit and production labor enthusi- 
asm with high productivity, quality and effectiveness. Previously, to the in- 
place workers, the mention of efforts to become a communist party member was a 
strange thing. However, when a number of in-place workers became party men- 
bers, they saw that there was no separation between the party and the worker. 
Through actual practice in the enterprise, many are confident that the party is 
prepared to supplement their ranks with superior workers who have sufficient 
party member standards and will struggle and sacrifice throughout their lives 
for communist ideals. Thanks to that, in the production and conservation emu- 
lation movements, increasingly greater numbers of superior workers and out- 
standing emulators have appeared. This is a basic condition for creating a 
source of party development and achieving the plan of training cadres of worker 
origin in the enterprise. 

77300 
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PARTY ACTIVITIES AND GOVERNMENT 

LE DUAN BOOK ON WAR IN SOUTH PREVIEWED 

Hanoi TRIET HOC in Vietnamese No ’6, Mar 85 pp 35-65 

{Article: "Previewing 'Letters to the South,' an Important Work by General 
Secretary Le Duan") 

(Text] On the occasion of the 10th anniversary of the liberation of the South 
and the total victory of the war of resistance against the United States for 
national salvation, the Marx-Lenin Institute collected the letters and 
telegrams sent by Le Duan to the leaders on the battlefields in the South 
during the period of our nation's war of resistance against the United States 
for national salvation. All of these letters and telegrams have been 

assembled by the Marx-Lenin Institute in the book "Letters to the South.” Su 
That Publishing House will publish this book in the near future. 

To introduce this important work by the general secretary, we have printed the 
entire text of the "Introduction" by the Marx-Lenin institute. 

INTRODUCTION 

"Letters to the South" is a collection of the letters and a number of 

telegrams sent by Le Duan, general secretary of the Party Central Committee, 
to the leaders on the battlefields in the South during the war of resistance 
against the United States for national salvation, from the Tri Thien front to 
the battlefields of central Trung Bo, extreme southern Trung Bo and Nam Bo, 
the major portion of which are letters and telegrams to the comrades in charge 
of the Nam Bo battlefield. Also included here is the concluding speech 

delivered by Le Duan on the situation and tasks of the revolution in the South 
at the Political Bureau conference held in late 1974 and early 1975, the 
conference that quickly led to the general offensive and uprising in the 

spring of 1975. This is followed by a number of telegrams to the main 
comrades in charge of the general offensive and uprising in the course of the 
fighting, from the time that the offensive began until it concluded with the 

complete victory of the resistance against the United States for national 
salvation. 

This, the first time that the letters and telegrams of Le Duan are being 
publicly presented in one volume, comes as we prepare to celebrate the 10th 

anniversary of the total liberation of the South and the complete victory of 
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the war of resistance against the United States for national salvation (30 

April 1975-30 April 1985). 

In the course of the war of resistance against the United State, we came to 
know the "Secret Documents of the U.S. Defense Department," a book that 

revealed some of the secrecs in the war of aggression of the United States in 
Vietnam and told us how this war was conducted by the White House and 

Pentagon. "Letters to the South® ia also a kind of collection of "secret 
documents," "secret documents" of Vietnam--"revealed" 10 years after the 
conclusion of the Vietnam war--to help readers gain additional insight into 

what led to the great victory of our nation in the historic conflict with U.S. 

imperialism and help answer the question "why d‘d Vietnam win victory over the 
United States?" This "legendary" victory of Vietnam is rightly considered a 
major event of the century, an event whose positive influence upon the course 

of development of the world revolution is being -onfirmed more and more as 
time passes. And, as the author of "Letters to the South" wrote when the 
fight between ourselves and the enemy was still raging: "And, 10 or 20 years 
after it occurs, Vietnam's victory over the United States will still be having 

a far reaching impact upon the progress of many nations."(*) 

The "letters to the South" were sent during the different periods of our 
nation's sacred war of resistance, from the time of the resistance against the 
"special war" and through the resistance against the "limited war" and the 
"de-Americanization and Vietnamization of the war" to the general offensive 
and uprising that culminated in the great victory of the spring of 1975. 

"Letters to the South" shows us in clear and vivid detail how the strategy and 
methods of the revolution and the revolutionary war in the South were 

developed and refined within the party's general line on the war of resistance 

against the United States for national salvation together with the talented, 
effective, bold and accurate strategic guidance provided by the Political 
Bureau of the Party Central Committee, headed by the esteemed President Ho Chi 
Minh. 

We all know that Le Duan was the person who bore the primary responsibility to 
the Political Bureau and the Party Central Committee for the revolution in the 
South, the person who had "the responsibility of making recommendations 
concerning this issue.” In 1956, following the victory of the war of 

resistance against France and the total liberation of the North and with the 
South still under the neo-colonialist rule of the U.S. imperialists, he 
drafted the "Thesis on the Revolution in the South." The "Thesis on the 

Revolution in the South became the basis of the resolution of the 15th Plenum 
of the 2nd Party Central Committee in 1959, which dealt with the path to be 
followed by the revolution in the South. This resolution was an integral part 
of our party's revolutionary line, of its line on *he resistance against the 
United States for national salvation that were adopted in 1960 at the 3rd 
Congress. 

In the course of development of the war of resistance, Le Duan, together with 
the other members of the Political Bureau, made major contributions to the 
development, concretization and gradual refinement of the line on the 
revolution and the revolutionary war in the South, in particular, and the line 
on the Vietnamese revolution, in general, as well as to organizing the 
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creative implementation of these lines, as can be seen to some extent in the 
letters and telegrams that make wp chis unique book. 

Generally speaking, “Letters to the South" reflects an objective ad 

scientific analysis conducted in the revolutionary-offensive spirit of the 
comparison of forces between ourselves and the enemy throughout the war as 

well as the specific situation surrounding the struggle between the two sides 
during each period and on each battlefield. on the basis of which the strategy 
and methods of the revolution and the revolutionary war in the South were 
concretized and correct and creative policies were adopted on the various 

fronts of the struggle, policies that were consistent with the specific 
situation in order to defeat the enemy gradually, develop our forces and bring 
about turning points that changed the battlefield situation, which then 
allowed us to seize the opportunity, strike a decisive blow, totally defeat 
the enemy and win complete victory. 

The most striking aspect of "Letters to the South" is the matter of evaluating 

the schemer and forces of the U.S. imperialists, of correctly recognizing the 
strengths and, in particular, fully perceive the weaknesses of the world 
ringleader of imperialism in the war of aggression against Vietnam and on the 

battlefield in the South. This is also a lesson of major importance to us in 
our assessment of our new enemy, Chinese expansionism and hegemony. 

Le Duan showed that the development of the revolutionary struggle throughout 
the world over the past several decades led to the historic conflict between 
the Vietnamese and the U.S. imperialists; at the same time, he defined the 
strengths and weaknesses of the United States in this historic conflict. 

Looking back to a period during which admiration for the United States and 
fear of the United States were widespread in many countries, we see the 
emergence of misgiving and doubt when the United States sent troops to invade 
the South and launched air attacks on the North, of opinions offered to the 
party by one person or another concerning the revolution in the South, the 
socialist revolution in the North, the relationship between the revolutions in 

the two zones... These give us even clearer insight into the independent and 
autonomous, the correct and creative revolutionary line of our party, the 
unshakeable determination of our people to resist the United States for 

national salvation and the clear, fresh analysis of the U.S. imperialists by 
our general secretary. "We must correctly assess the strengths and weaknesses 
of the United States so that we do not make the mistakes of being subjective 

or underestimating the enemy and so that we achieve the full determination and 
adopt the effective methods of fighting needed to win final victory." Le Duan 
did not underestimate the schemes or power of the United States. How could 
the ringleader of imperialism, the country with the greatest economic and 
military might in the imperialist camp, be taken lightly? Le Duan correctly 
analyzed the position of the South and the "determination" of the United 

States to stubbornly hold onto the South as part of their aggressive designs 
on all three countries of Indochina. He predicted that whereas we had to 

fight the French for 9 years to win victory, it would take twice as long to 
win victory over the United States. Remaining in the South to lead the 

revolutionary movement, he promised the comrades who were leaving to regroup 
in the North following the signing of the Geneva accords in 1954 as he bade 
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them farewell: "We'll seet again in 15 or 20 years!" And, ic was not by 

accident that this promise became a prediction and this prediction was proven 
correct. 

However, the problem at hand was the need to see all the weaknesses of the 
United States and correctly predict the limits to the efforts of the United 
States in its war of aggression in Vietnas. On the basis of obvious facts 
concerning the United States, facts known to all, he observed: "Since World 
War II, no imperialist power has suffered as many defeats as the United 
States"; "in Viietnas today, the United States is weak politically and 

militarily"; and “here, the United States is not strong militarily." He then 
went on to state that the inevitable defeat of the United States in Vietnana 

and Indochina would be a comprehensive defeat, that is, not only a political 
defeat but a military defeat as well. When the war efforts of the United 
States reached their peak, that is, when the United States reached the limit 
beyond which it could not go and still win victory, it would be forced to de- 

escalate and accept defeat. Of course, it was not easy for a country small in 
both size and population, such as Vietnam, a country locked in battle with the 
ringleader of imperialism, to reach this conclusion. 

The thinking of our party and people of being determined to fight and win 
victory over the U.S. isperialists was truly some of the most isportant 
thinking of our times. This thinking, this determination were not only based 
on subjective will, but also on objective foundations, were not simply a 
matter of sentiment and will, but mainly a matter of intelligence and science. 

President Ho Chi Minh expressed his deep feelings for the South in the short 
sentence: "The South lives in my heart." He summarized the unshakeable and 
scientific determination of our party and people in the great truth: "There 

is nothing more precious than independence and freedos!" 

Uncle Ho's great truth permeated the broad masses and became a material 
strength. And, Le Duan's prediction became a reality. 

The very highly esteemed Uncle Ho departed from us before the day of great 
victory. In "Letters to the South," Le Duan wrote the following to the 
comrades in the South as preparations were being made for the Mau Than Tet 
general offensive and uprising: “Uncle Ho wants to personally go to the South 
to encourage our soldiers and fellow countrymen; however, the Political Bureau 
has suggested that he not go yet because of the need to preserve his health. 
It is my fervent hope that you and the soldiers and fellow countrymen of the 
South will devote the full seasure of your spirit and forces to this strategic 
battle and win the largest possible victory so that you can welcome Uncle Ho 
on a visit at an early date." The Mau Than Tet general offensive and 
coordinated uprisings in 1968 defeated the "limited war" strategy of the 

United States. However, still obstinate and unwilling to accept defeat, the 
United States switched to the “de-Americanization and Vietnamization of the 
war." That year, Uncle Ho was unable to go to the South to visit his fellow 
countrymen and comrades. However, his banner continued to guide us. And, 7 
years later, in the great victory of the spring of 1975, our fellow countrymen 
in the South and throughout the country, everyone felt as though "Uncle Ho is 
with us on this joyous day of great victory." 
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The author of “Letters to the South" evaluated the strengths and weaknesses of 
the enesy and ourselves from a dialectical, revolutionary and scientific 
perspective. "When talking abcut strengths and weaknesses, we are talking 
about the specific comparison of forces that exists at a apwcific time and 

ptace, not about a siaple, straightforward arithmetic problem." "In the final 
analysis, the success or failure of a revolution is determined by the 

comparison of forces. In war, the strong are victorious, the weak are 
defeated. However, strengths and weaknesses must be defined from a 
revolutionary perspective, from the perspective of how things are developing; 
must be defined on the basis of an overall essessment of military and 

political strengths, of position, forces and opportunity, of objective 
conditions and the art of leadership; must be defined on the basis of 
examining these factors in the process of their movements within a specific 
space and period of time. Strengths and weaknesses cannot be compared or 
evaluated solely on the basis of the number of armies, units and police 
stations or the amount of weapons, equipment and means of war." 

Our party saw the strengths and, in particular, the weaknesses of the United 
States not only in the entirety of the long fight between ourselves and the 
enemy, but also in the gradual "escalation" of the war by the United States: 
when the United States sent 250,000, then 400,000 expeditionary troops into 
the South, launched attacks on the North and began waging the "limited war" 

following the defeat of the "special war" in 1965; when the United States sent 
forces into Cambodia in 1970; when the United States signed the Paris 
Agreement and withdrew its forces from the South in 1973... On this basis, 
the party adopted correct strategic positions. Instead of drawing back and 
taking the defensive in these situations, it implemented an offensive strategy 
and resolutely took the offensive in order to defeat the escalatiors of the 
war by the United States. The analysis by the author of "Letters to the 
South" of the strengths and weaknesses of the enemy and ourselves in these 
strategic situations provides us with a model of how to apply the material 
dialectic in guiding practice; at the same time, it reflects the strong 
revolutionary-offensive spirit of our party and people, a spirit based on very 
scientific, objective foundations. The situation must be analyzed in detail. 
Strengths and weaknesses are not merely a matter of numbers, not merely a 

matter of static, quantitative measurements that are totally object... in 
nature; rather, they are a matter of quality, a matter of dynamic, qualitative 

measurements and are the combined reflection of many factors that move under 
the subjective impact of man and the struggle between the two sides. A small 

force becomes large, its weaknesses become ctrengths and victory is won if it 
is skillfully led; if it is not, the opposite occurs and defeat is suffered. 

As an example, "Letters to the South" writes concerning the 1973-1974 
battlefield situation: "In Zone 9, the ratio between ourselves and the enemy 

is 1:8. However, because we know our strengths and the enemy's weaknesses 
well, we have learned how to take the initiative in attacking the enemy and 
been able to win victories. Conversely, in Tri Thien, the ratio between 
ourselves and the enemy is 1:2. However, because they have overestimated the 
strengths of the enemy and not been aware of our strengths, local comrades 
have tended to draw back and take the defensive, thus depriving us of the 

initiative and allowing the enemy to move in, carry out pacification and 
divide our lines and areas." 
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Of utmost importance when analyzing the situation is the need to know how to 

evaluate events and draw necessary conclusicns from them; foresee the trend of 
development of the situation and detect new things before they come into 

existence, while they are still in the process of forming; and, on this basis, 
provide the bold but correct guidance needed to stimulate the development of 

things in accordance with subjective desires. 

The evaluation of the victory of the Lao revolution following the victory at 
Nam Tha in 1962 can be viewed as a typical example of this approach as taken 
by the author of "Letters to the South." "The lesson of the Lao revolution is 
of major importance to the revolution in the South. This lesson gives us 
clearer insight into the schemes and capabilities of the U.S. imperialists in 
the complex international situation that exists today and gives us a clearer 

understanding of the direction to be taken by the revolutionary movement in 
specific areas of the world." This victory was also "the result of a correct 
revolutionary line and method." For example, "they set the targets of their 

struggle as struggling to achieve a Laos of peace, independence and neutrality 

and establish a coalition government." "Their revolutionary method was to 
wage a military struggle and political struggle at the same time, to fight and 
negotiate. The revolutionary army's victory at Nam Tha split the enemy like a 
piece of bamboo but, knowing that it should stop there, it did not advance 
further, not even to take occupation of one small enemy outpost... The U.S. 

imperialists will be defeated but their defeat might be limited; we will win 
victory but our victory might be limited." The author then goes on to give a 
detailed analysis of the revolution in the South, pointing out the 

Similarities and differences between the Lao revolution and the revolution in 

the South in order to draw correct conclusions for the revolution in the 

South. 

Having correctly evaluated events, Le Duan summarized the process of the 

defeat of the United States in the "special war" in a concise sentence: "From 

the time of the battle of Ap Bac, the United States saw that it could not win 
victory; by the time of the battle of Binh Gia, the United States realized 
that it would be defeated by us in its ‘special war.’ After the battle of 
Van Tuong, he reached the conclusion that we could win victory over the United 
States in the "limited war." His assessment proved correct. In early 1968, 

the United States was "in a strategic dilemma" and "the war efforts of the 
United States in Vietnam reached their peak." 

Le Duan always foresaw things that many other persons did not. In 1970, when 
the United States entered Cambodia, thus widening the war to all of Indochina 
and making Indochina a single battlefield, he predicted that it was possible 
for all three countries of Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia to win victory at 
roughly the same time. Although Vietnam, although the South was the main 
battlefield, "the possibility does exist that the Cambodian revolution will, 
depending upon the situation, win victory first." He maintained that an 

opportunity to liberate the South that comes only once in 1,000 years arose 

when the United States was defeated and forced to withdraw, thus making it 
difficult for the United States to return, and the other aggressor forces, 

such as China and Japan, although they wanted to step in and "fill the 
vacuum," were not prepared to do so. "Outside this opportunity, there is no 

other." "If we wait for another 10 or 15 years...the situation will be 
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exceedingly complex." The plan to liberate the South in 2 years--which was 
adopted in 1974--was reduced to 1 year, then to 6 months and finally to 2 
months. Although these appear to be subjective and reckless steps, they were 
taken as a result of perceiving the new phenomena, the new things and the new 

capabilities that had emerged on the battlefield, of seeing in battles "signs" 
of the emergence of these capabilities, such as the battles of Phuoc Long, 
Buon Ma Thuot... Another point in the assessment of the situation, one that 
was always of current significance in the revolutionary struggle of our 
people, was the important conclusion reached by Le Duan and expressed by him 
in a letter to the Central Office for South Vietnam in July 1970: "At times 
when the enemy could have seemingly reversed the situation and been on the 
verge of winning victory, they have suffered heavy defeats that could not have 

been fully anticipated; conversely, at times of countless difficulties and in 
the face of perilous situations, the Vietnamese revolution, through the 

correct strategic guidance provided by the party, through the brave fighting 
spirit and extraordinary efforts of our armed forces and people, has overcome 
every challenge and taken leaps forward." 

"Letters to the South" clearly explains the general line of the Vietnamese 
revolution during the resistance against the United States for national 
salvation. On this basis, it correctly presents the line on the revolution 
and the revolutionary war in the South. 

The 3rd Congress of the Party (1960) set the independent and autonomous, the 
correct and creative revolutionary line followed during the period of the 

resistance against the United States for national salvation: simultaneously 
carrying out two revolutionary strategies (the socialist revolution in the 
North and the people's national democratic revolution in the South) with the 
aim of achieving the common objective of completing the people's national 
democratic revolution nationwide and advancing to the reunification of the 
country. The party defined the role of each revolution within each zone and 
how these two revolutions would be closely combined in order to bring the 
cause of resisting the United States for national salvation to its completion. 
The party also defined the fundamental elements of the people's national 
democratic revolution in the South, from its goals and forces to the path that 

would lead it to victory. 

Le Duan analyzed: "Examined from any perspective, our country's current 
situation (during the resistance against the United States) is a microcosm of 
the overall world situation." The tasks of the world revolution are to 
preserve peace, prevent the imperialists from starting wars and provide 
security for the socialist construction of the world socialist community; at 
the same time, we must know how to push imperialism back one step at a time, 
to bring imperialism down one piece at a time and continue to constantly 
advance the world revolutionary movement. These two aspects of the struggle 
are closely interrelated. The art of leading the revolution is the art of 
establishing the correct relationship between these two aspects, a 
relationship that is consistent with the specific situation and the comparison 
of forces between the revolution and counter revolution within each region and 
for each nation and people. Therefore, the tasks of the Vietnamese revolution 
were to safeguard peace in order to build socialism in the North while 
intensifying the struggle to liberate the South. "Without toppling the rule 
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of the U.S. imperialists and their lackeys in order to liberate the South, it 

is impossible firmly safeguard peace in the North. Conversely, without 

safeguarding peace, which is the first step in building socialism in the 
North, the revolutions in both zones will encounter difficulties and 

complications." It would have been a mistake of rightist opportunism to only 

emphasize the need to safeguard peace and build socialism in the North and not 
dare intensify the struggle to liberate the South. On the other hand, it 
would have been a mistake of "leftist" opportunism to only emphasize the 
struggle to liberate the South but not give attention to safeguarding peace 
and socialist construction in the North and not defining appropriate goals, 
methods and stages of development for the revolution in the South. "If, in 
our leadership of the revolution in the South, we do not have a clear or 

correct understanding of the comparison of forces between ourselves and the 
enemy and intensify the movement beyond the degree necessary in this stage, 
adverse consequences will result, consequences that will prevent us from 
achieving the goals and requirements of the revolution that have been set for 
each zone and for the entire country. The art of leading the revolution in 

the South as well as that which makes the revolution in the South difficult 
and complex lie in correctly measuring this degree." 

The goals of the revolution and the revolutionary war in the South set by our 
party were to topple the lackey puppet regime, defeat the neo-colonialist war 

of aggression of the U.S. imperialists, liberate the South, protect the North 
and reunify the country. On the basis of the comparison of forces in 
Southeast Asia and the world, Le Duan pointed out: "The requirements we have 

set are to drive off the U.S. imperialists and defeat their policy of 
aggression and enslavement by toppling the lackey regime and establishing an 
independent and neutral administration in the South." This is a suitable and 
appropriate tactic." Making an effort to restrict the enemy to the South, to 
win victory over the enemy in the South and not allow them to widen the war to 
the North was also a guideline under the strategy and tactics that were 
adopted. 

As regards the path that the revolution in the South would follow, Le Duan 
observed at the very outset: "The revolution in the South will not be carried 
out by means of a protracted armed struggle, the cities are surrounded from 
the countryside and military forces are eventually employed to liberate the 

entire country, as was the case in China. Rather, it wiil follow the path of 
Vietnam, that is, the path of coordinated local uprisings followed by the 
establishment of bases, a guerrilla war and then a general uprising and 
involve primarily the use of political forces coordinated with armed forces in 
order to put political power into the hands of the people." 

Attention must be paid to the fact that when considering the possibility of 
Winning victory for the revolution by means of a general uprising--a 

possibility that was considered for a long time--Le Duan always offered the 

following reminder: "We cannot conceive of such an uprising in the dogmatic 
terms of the uprising in the August Revolution," rather, we must "draw from 
and apply the essence of the August Revolution to the new stage of development 

of the revolutionary war in the South." He constantly stressed the ideas of 
"maintaining the steady buildup of the armed forces," "building bases," 
"building our real strength" and "maintaining as our method the combining of 
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political struggle and military struggle." He asserted that "the general 

uprising absolutely must be combined with a general offensive" and that "the 
general military offensive must precede the general uprising." As the 
experience of revolutionary struggle in the world had shown, "the uprising 

cannot be successful if the enemy is not defeated militarily and is still able 
to use violent force to oppose the revolution." 

In view of the fact that the revolution in the South was taking place in the 
absence of a world war (World War I and World War II had led to the defeat of 
imperialist armies in the Russian October Revolution and Vietnam's August 

Revolution), Le Duan instructed: "In the case of the South, in order to 
advance to a general uprising, we must defeat the enemy army, but here, the 
defeat of the enemy army must primarily be accomplished by means of our 

revolutionary armed forces." Moreover, he also criticized "those comrades who 
only see one possibility, namely, the revolution achieving success upon the 
completion of a general uprising." Did these comrades take into consideration 
the possibility of coordinated armed uprisings developing into a revolutionary 

war or the need to strengthen the armed forces and build the real strength of 
the revolution so that the revolution could continue to be advanced? 

The method of the revolution in the South, the major aspects of which were 
correctly outlined at the very outset, was concretized and gradually developed 
in practical terms by Le Duan, was refined and summarized by him in a concise 
four-part formula: "Local uprisings--the coordination of the military 
struggle and political struggle--the three strategic zones--a general 
offensive and general uprising"(speech to the editorial board of TAP CHI QUAN 
DOI NHAN DAN, March 1967). 

In the process of the development of the revolution in the South, from armed 

uprisings to a revolutionary war and a war of liberation, the lackey puppet 

regime of the United States used nearly one-half million puppet troops to wage 

the "special war." Then, the U.S. imperialists used one-half million U.S. 

expeditionary troops and one-half million puppet troops to wage the "limited 
war." This was followed by the "de-Americanization and Vietnamization of the 
war." "The armed struggle has gradually come to be a basic and decisive 
aspect of the overall struggle. However, the political struggle is alsoa 
basic aspect of the overall struggle. The armed struggle and the political 
struggle always have an impact upon each other and coordinating these two 
aspects of the overall struggle has becone a law for winning victory in the 
revolutionary war in the South." 

The entirety of "Letters to the South" shows that Le Duan--through the 
practical work of directing the efforts of the various battlefields, from 

assessing the situation to setting forth policies and measures--developed, to 
a very profound degree, the theory on the political and armed aspects of the 
struggle, the theory on combining these two aspects of struggle and the theory 

on building the real forces of the revolution on each battlefield and in the 
different periods in order to win final victory for the revolution in the 
South. 

As regards the political struggle and uprisings, he consistently emphasized 
the role played by this basic form of struggle in each period of the 
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revolution and the revolutionary war in the South and criticized incorrect 
approaches that placed light emphasis upon the political struggle. He raised 

many matters concerning the slogans of political and economic struggle, the 
various forms of illegal, quasi-legal and legal struggle, the various kinds of 
Clandestine, quasi-public, "metamorphic" and public organizations... 

Here, we see that Le Duan summarized, in a concise and profound way, many 

valuable experiences gained by our party and people in political struggle, in 
particular, and revolutionary struggle, in general, over the years in order to 

apply them to the revolution in the South: the Nghe Tinh Soviets (1930-1934), 
the clandestine struggle during the period of the movement's decline (1931- 

1934), the public struggle (1936-1939), the period of local uprisings that led 
to the general uprising (1939-1945) and even the war of resistance against 

France (1945-1954). 

An uprising is a special form of political struggle. Developing upon and 

applying the arguments of Marx and Lenin concerning armed uprisings to the 

circumstances and conditions of the revolutionary war in the South and on the 
basis of the special characteristic of uprisings in the South, namely, that 
they would not be the same as the local uprisings that isd to the general 
uprising to win total victory in the August Revolution, Le Duan presented many 
important thoughts on uprisings in the countryside and the cities, on local 
uprisings and a general uprising. In par‘‘cular, he presented new arguments 
on uprisings in war and the coordination oi uprisings with war. According to 
him, in the course of the revolution in the South, the uprisings staged by the 

masses during the different periods had different purposes. The uprisings 
that occurred at a number of places in the countryside in late 1959 and early 
1960, which had the aims of stripping away one layer of the control network of 
the Americans and the puppets and achieving control by the people, primarily 
on the basic level, were the first step. The uprising movement in 1964 that 
followed the overthrow of Ngo Dinh Diem had the aims of winning back the major 

portion of the countryside, expanding the guerrilla war and developing all 
battlefields uniformly, especially in Zone 5 and Nam Bo. The uprising 
movement of the masses during the Mau Than Tet in the municipalities and 

cities was not only an element that coordinated with offensive military blows, 
but also created a position from which to raise the banner of a new front that 

forced and opened the way for the United States to accept defeat "at a level 

that could be tolerated." The uprisings of the masses during the general 

offensive in the spring of 1975 had the aims of providing stronger positions 
and forces for offensive military blows and establishing a position from which 

to overwhelm and rapidly rout the puppet army and government and crush ail 
resistance by the enemy in the final decisive battles. His letter to the 
Saigon-Gia Dinh Zone Party Committee was one of several interesting documents 

that had the effect of providing a high degree of practical guidance, was 
quite critical in tone and was of profound theoretical value from the 
standpoint of the political struggle and uprisings in the cities. Le Duan 

advanced an important argument: "For whatever reasons, uprisings in the 
cities stop half way and always encounter difficulties." "Once we enter the 
cities, we must withdraw." "But this should not be a cause for concern 
because the entire countryside and the mountainous forests are ours. There, 
our position and forces are strong." Facts proved this argument to be 

correct. 
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As regards the armed struggle and revolutionary war, he always asserted "the 

increasingly decisive role being played by the military struggle." He touched 
upon many matters regarding military art and the guerrilla movement as well as 

the combat operations of the main force military corps and the coordination of 
these two modes of warfare. "We must use our very powerful military fists and 
develop the guerrilla war within enemy held territory in order to win victory 

over the military forces of the Americans and puppets." Many forms of warfare 
and many effective fighting methods of the people's war emerged on the 
battlefield: concerted attacks, guerrilla attacks, combined campaigns, the 
establishment of "belts of American killers," sapper attacks, attacks on 

airfields, seaports and warehouses, attacks on communication facilities, 
attacks on the cities... He attached very much importance to large-scale 
battles, to offensive campaigns coordinated among the various branches and 
even to attacks that were small in scale but very effective and painful, to 
dealing "mortal" blows to command organizations, to the nerve centers of the 
enemy's military apparatus, to the quarters of officers and pilots. He 

stressed that it was not only necessary to find and attack the weaknesses of 
the enemy, but also to know how to attack the enemy's strengths and prevent 
them from achieving the superiority of an army whose main base of support was 
its weapons and technology. 

Of importance is the fact that he always stressed the need to closely combine 

the military struggle with the political struggle, combine war with uprisings, 
combine military offensives with uprisings by the masses in order to create a 
combined strength with which to attack and wipe out the enemy, win and 

maintain control by the people, deliver heavy, annihilating blows to important 
contingents of the main force troops of the Americans and puppets and defeat 
their "strategic hamlet national policy" as well as their "pacification 
plans." "The law of the revolutionary war in our country as well as 
throughout Indochina is uprisings combined with attacks, attacks combined with 
uprisings, all culminating in a general offensive and uprising to defeat the 

enemy." The three strategic blows of the people's war in the South had been 
prepared and closely coordinated: offensive campaigns by main force troops on 
selected battlefields in the mountainous forests; combined campaigns 
consisting of offensives and uprisings in the densely populated rural 
lowlands; and political struggles in the cities. "We must simultaneously 
deliver all three of these blows." 

He analyzed the Vietnamese military theory that attacks must be closely 
coordinated with maintaining control and vice versa, that we must stand our 

ground and fight the enemy, employing both powerful mobile forces to deliver 
heavy, annihilating blows and powerful local forces to inflict widespread 
attrition upon the enemy. Because, the Vietnamese people's war is a war 
fought by all the people, a war fought by both political and armed forces, a 
war in which the enemy is attacked by both armed forces and political forces. 
Our Vietnam people's armed forces consisted of the militia and self-defense 
forces of the basic units and villages, which, together with the people, 
implemented the slogan "don't budge an inch" and prevented the enemy from 
dividing our lines and areas while maintaining control and fighting the enemy 
to defend basic units and villages. They consisted of local troops, the 

nucleus of the local people's war, which opened additional areas of operation 
and provided addition forces so that the offensive against the enemy could be 
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continuously developed. And they consisted of mobile main force troops, which 
attacked the enemy on key battlefields, wiped out large contingents of enemy 

forces and changed the battlefield situation. Only in this way was it 

possible to draw the enemy out and attack them, to hit them hard on a long- 

term basis, thus rendering their large forces small, their strong forces weak. 

As regards building the forces of the revolution, building bases, Le Duan 
always stressed the need to build both political forces and armed forces, 
build both public forces and clandestine forces, build forces among the basic 

elements of the masses and win over any middle-of-the-road forces that could 

be won over as well as factions and groups that had some measure of sympathy 
for the revolution and could join the people in certain activities at certain 
times. As regards armed forces, he stressed the need to build up the 

guerrilla militia, local forces and main force troops (the main force units of 
the zones, the region and the ministry sent down from the North). With 
respect to bases and rear areas, he stressed the need to build both the bases 
of the zones and the base and rear area of the entire country. In numerous 
letters, he also stated that it was necessary to build strategic reserve 
forces, both political forces and armed forces, in order to promptly win 
decisive victories in the long course of development of the war. Also on many 
occasions, he emphasized the decisive role that the great rear area, the 
socialist North, played for the great frontlines, the South; that the people's 
war against the war of destruction and the socialist construction carried out 
by the compatriots and soldiers of the North played for the South; and that 
the enormous international support and assistance of the Soviet Union and the 
other fraternal socialist countries played for the Vietnamese revolution. 

Le Duan wrote: "The people's national democratic revolution in the South and 

the socialist revolution in the North are intertwined as one. However, the 

largest and most decisive strength lies in the North, in the rear area." In 
the North, "we are prepared to deal with the worst possible situation. The 
fraternal countries are also prepared to send aid to us. If the United States 
is ever so bold as to send ground forces into the North, we up here will also 
fight and win victory. Even if it means that tens of thousands of lives must 
be sacrifices, even if it means the total destruction of Hanoi, the North will 
stand shoulder to shoulder with the South, determined to fight and win victory 
over the United States, determined to complete the causes of liberating the 
nation and reunifying the country." "Night and day, the efforts of the North 
are devoted to production and combat, to building strategic reserve forces 
that are ready to fully and promptly reinforce the South." 

The military issues that Le Duan raised, which were organically linked to the 
basic issues within the line on strategy and tactics and the basic issues 

regarding the method of the revolution and revolutionary war in the South, 

reflected scientific military thinking of a special quality, of a highly 
critical and militant tone. He was not satisfied with some existing arguments 
of military science that were considered by many to be "immutable" and 
appeared "very logical" but were actually nothing more than a kind of logic in 
form only and the complete opposite of dialectical logic. It can be said that 

Le Duan--as well as the other leaders of our party--represent a special, 
rather unique military theory. It is the military theory of Vietnam, of 
Marxism-Leninism in Vietnam. Within it, the precious military traditions of 
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the Vietnamese are closely coordinated with the latest developments of our 

tiges, the most striking aspect of which is the unity of the revolutionary, 
the popular and the msodern. 

The question that was faced in providing strategic guidance in the South-- 
revolutionary strategy, “he strategy of the revolutionary war and military 

strategy--was how to combine the military struggle and the political struggle 
(and, subsequently, the diplomatic struggle) during the different periods and 
within all three strategic regions. This was also the question of how to 
direct the war, of how to open the war, gradually develop the war effort, take 

leaps forward when the right conditions existed and, in the end, seize an 
historic opportunity, bring the war to a conclusion and win total victory. 

The course followed by the revolution in the South was generally as follows: 
in the beginning, political struggles and local uprisings broke out in a 
number of rural areas in the mountainous forests and the lowlands. At the 
same time, political struggles of many different legal and illegal forms 
occurred within a number of municipalities and cities. When the enemy began 
using violent counter-revolutionary force and then a counter-revolutionary 
war, @ war of aggression to oppose the revolution, armed uprisings developed 
into revolutionary war and armed struggle increasingly played an important and 
decisive role. At the same time, political struggles and uprisings continued 
to be maintained and intensified during the war. The situation developed 
precisely as Lenin had once remarked: "It was difficult to distinguish 
uprisings from war." 

Generally speaking, the armed struggle and the political struggle were 
combined in all three strategic regions in ways suited to each region. 
However, the political struggle generally took place within the cities. 
Military attacks combined with uprisings by the masses ocourred mainly in the 
densely populated lowlands. And large-scale, offensive military campaigns 

were mainly conducted in the mountainous forests. In the end, the center of 
the storm that was the revolutionary war moved into the cities, into the nerve 
centers of the enemy on the central and local levels in order to end the war 

in total victory. 

In the revolutionary war in the South, both uprisings and warfare had an 
impact and a reciprocal impact upon each other in all periods of the war, with 
uprisings playing a very important role in opening the war. Uprisings laid 
the foundation for and were an offensive element in the development of the 
war. As time passed, warfare became the ultimate, deciding factor. 

The Political Bureau of the Party Central Committee always adopted correct 

policies that closely combined the two factors of military struggle and 
political struggle in an appropriate manner and fully reflected the thinking 
of maintaining an offensive strategy, persevering in the fight for many years 
and, on this basis, winning victory gradually, defeating enemy forces one by 

one, taking positive steps to create opportunities and seizing opportunities 
to open decisive, strategic battles, win a decisive victory during each period 

and, in the end, launch a general offensive and uprising to win total victory. 
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"The strategic guidelines of the revolutionary war in the South are to wage a 

protracted fight and practice self-reliance." "While waging a protracted 
fight, we must seize opportunities and make every effort to win a decisive 
victory within a relatively short amount of time." Le Duan clearly stated his 
argument concerning a “decisive victory" in order to explain the objectives 

and intentions with which we approached decisive, strategic battles: "In 
expressing a determination to win decisive battles, the requirement we face is 
that of winning a fundamental victory in a certain, specific situation in the 
war. This clearly differs from winning total victory in any situation." 

The author of "Letters to the South" deeply and correctly analyzed the 

strategic position of the revolution and the revolutionary war in the South 
during each of the various periods. On this basis, he voiced our strategic 

determination to win decisive victories when favorable opportunities arose in 
order to bring about turning points in the war that were to our advantage. 

The victories of Binh Gia and Ba Gia (1964-1965) marked the defeat of the 
Americans and puppets in the "special war." The victory of the general 
offensive and mass uprising during the 1968 Mau Than Tet marked the defeat of 
the "limited war," which forced the United States to de-escalate the war, end 
the war of destruction against the North and enter negotiations with us in 
Paris. The victory of the strategic offensive in the South combined with the 
victory that crushed the B-52 air offensive of the United States against the 
North in 1972 marked the defeat of the "de-Americanization and Vietnamization 
of the war," which forced the United States to sign the Paris Agreement on 
Vietnam and withdraw all U.S. and satellite forces from the South. 

Le Duan also advanced the theory on concluding the war by winning surprise 
victories over the enemy and expounded upon the art involved in applying this 

extremely important theory. Besides being determined to win victory over the 
United States, we had to know how to fight and how to win victory: “Having 
learned how to open the war, having learned how to wage a protracted fight, we 

must now know how to conclude the war in the correct way." Our entire party, 
all our people and our entire army had to be made aware of the great 
significance of the resistance against the United States for national 
salvation so that their pride and confidence grew and they always possessed an 
unshakeable determination to fight, always overcame every difficulty and 
hardship in order to win final victory. "On the path to total victory, our 

final battles must also be surprise attacks for which the most thorough, the 
fullest possible calculations and preparations have been made." Taking 
advantage of the element of surprise is also in the nature of a law in the 
hard and bitter fight between ourselves and the enemy.” This statement made 
by the general secretary in a letter to the Central Office for South Vietnam 
in June 1971 was very clearly proven in practice with the great victory of the 

general offensive and uprising in the spring of 1975. It was an unexpected 
victory that ocourred "during the final 15 minutes of the battle." 

The conclusion reached by Le Duan at the Political Bureau conference held in 
October 1974 and January 1975 as well as subsequent telegrams seethed with the 
strong momentum of battle, with a spirit of attacking with resolve and utmost 
speed with all the calculations and considerations needed to insure victory. 
"Let us take the quickest possible path to the decisive, strategic battle in 
the enemy's final stronghold"; "the possibility of the United States returning 
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to intervene in Vietnam is slight" but "even if there is only a 5 to 7 percent 

chance that this will happen, we must still guard against it." "The Political 
Bureau has decided: we must seize this strategic opportunity and be 

determined to carry out the general offensive and uprising and victoriously 
conclude the war of liberation as quickly as possible. It would be best to 

begin and conclude the general offensive and uprising in April of this year, 
no later." "We must act with utmost speed, take bold action, take the enemy 

by surprise" and "attack even while the enemy is collapsing in panic." 

It must be stated that the outcome of the victorious strategic offensive in 

the spring of 1975 was the inevitable product of the entire, long fight waged 
by the compatriots and soldiers of the South, of the entire country, a fight 
that began with the great victory of the August Revolution and the resistance 
against France and lasted for one-fifth of a century. 

It originated in the correct leadership of the party and the talented 
strategic and tactical guidance provided by the Political Bureau: from 
establishing the goals of peace and neutrality for the revolution in the South 
at the outset, organizing the National Liberation Front of South Vietnam and 
then establishing the Provisional Revolutionary Government of the Republic of 
South Vietnam to correctly defining the main elements of the method of the 
revolution and the revolutionary war in the South, of military science and art 

while waging a patient, very flexible diplomatic struggle based on principle 
in Paris and winning the sympathy, support and assistance of the fraternal 
socialist countries and the entire world revolutionary movemer:, including 
progressive Americans. Only when viewed in this way is it possible to explain 
the great victory won in Vietnam's resistance against the United States for 
national salvation. 

The people's war, the revolutionary war, in the South clearly embodied many 
exceedingly diverse elements and differed very much from conventional, 
"classic" wars fought only by regular armies. The term "revolutionary war," 
more than simply denoting the character of a revolutionary war as compared to 
a counter-revolutionary war, a war of aggression, also embodies and reflects 
the essence of the revolution and the method of the revolution. It was the 
fundamental mode of the revolution in the South and had the aims of toppling 
the neo-colonialist regime, defeating the neo-colonialist war of aggression of 

the U.S. imperialists and achieving the goals of the revolution. A war is 
also a revolution. The revolutionary struggle, the people's war, the 

political struggle, armed uprisings..all were intertwined, all were closely 
coordinated. On the occasion of the 40th anniversary of the founding of the 

party (3 February 1970), Le Duan summarized the factors of the revolutionary 
method and the revolutionary war in the South in his famous dook "Advancing 

Under the Glorious Banner of the Party To Win New Victories for Independence 
and Freedom, for Socialism." In 1976, the Sth Congress of the Party also 
reviewed and summarized these factors in a concise and mecningful manner. 

Le Duan was entirely correct when he wrote: "Today: wars are of many 
different types and scales and involve the use of many v.ifferent weapons; 
however, from the standpoint of power, people's war and nuclear war are the 

most deserving of attention." 



It is also quite logical that many military strategists in the world consider 
"the Vietnam people's war to be a new discovery of our times," to be "the 
marvel of the 20th Century." 

A book is the person who writes it. Through "Letters to the South, we see a 
man within whom revolutionary zeal is closely combined with revolutionary 

knowledge and experience and scientific analysis of the situation is closely 
tied to clearsighted and bold decisions that he made as his contribution to 
decisions reached by the collective as well as in organizing the 
implementation of collective decisions. He did not wait until everything 
could be foreseen before reaching a conclusion nor did he wait until all the 
necessary conditions existed before taking action. He is a man of action, a 

man filled with dynamism and enormous creativity based on a firm confidence in 
the masses because "in the revolution, the creativity of the masses is 
boundless." In particular, the circumstances of his life and activities 
provided him with a deep understanding of the revolutionary movement in the 

South and created a bond of kinship between him and the compatriots and 

soldiers of the South. Drawing incisive theories from practice, his bountiful 
intelligence and his capacity for independent thinking developed. 

Highly critical in spirit and dialectical in his thinking, he is rarely 
satisfied with existing assessments, even his own. Rather, he constantly 
examines things as they develop in order to reach new conclusions, to proceed 
from that which is possibly correct to the correct, to gradually proceed from 
the unrefined to the refinec. He always analyzes the specific situation in 
order to guide actions and, once he reaches a decision, he acts in a 
determined and creative manner. He often quotes Lenin's immortal words: 
"Truth is concrete, revolution is creative.” It can be said that "Letters to 

the South" is vivid proof of this. 

He clearly understands the limits upon wia'ts understanding of objective 

things: "Things do not always develop precisely as we predict they will." 
However, he also emphasizes the decisive, reciprocal impact that man has upon 
the objective development of things: "We are still able to control the 

Situation because we are directing the war of resistance each day on the basis 
of the laws of revolutionary war that we know and, at the same time, on the 
basis of the intentions of the enemy that we have correctly determined." This 
is historical materialism. The history of man develops in accordance with 
objective laws that are independent of the desires of man but it is man 
himself who makes his history. 

"Letters to the South" and the entirety of the profound realities of the fight 
waged by our armed forces and people under the leadership of the party have 

further enriched the theory of Marxism-Leninism and the theory and experience 
of our nation regarding revolutionary struggle and armed struggle, 
revolutionary science and military science, thereby making worthy 

contributions to the pool of experience of the peoples of other countries of 
the world who are struggling for national independence and socialism. 

Today, as we read "Letters to the South," we feel a sense of legitimate pride, 
a firm confidence in the wise leadership and the skill in the art of war of 



our Party Central Committee, headed by the esteemed General Secretary Le Duan, 
in the past as well as in the current stage of the revolution. 

"Letters to the South" provides us with a scientific sethod of thinking--the 
material dialectic in action--a method that helps us to correctly examine and 
creatively resolve practical questions in the revolution today. Because, the 
author of "Letters to the South" not only gives us valuable instructions and 

convincing theories that have been oroven in practice, but--and perhaps more 
importantly--also equips us with an effective tool that evokes and liverates 
our thinking so that everyone can examine and resolve the questions raised by 
the revolution on his own. 

"Letters to the South," a valuable collection of historical materials, isa 
contribution to the effort to summarize the experience and compile the history 
of the sacred war of resistance against the United States for national 
salvation. At the same time, it sheds additional light on the books that have 
been written on this subject, books written by us and even the books written 
by persons on the other side for loyal persons, for those who sisunderstand 
history and even for those who want to distort facts. 

"Letters to the South" represents only a portion of what Le Duan has said and 
written about the revolution in the South. “Letters to the South" also 

represents only a small portion of what he has said and written about the war 

of resistance against the United States. Because, the entirety of the war of 
resistance against the United States for national salvation was the 

combination of the two revolutions and the two revolutionary wars in the two 

zones: the people's national democratic revolution and the war of liberation 
in the South closely combined with the socialist revolution and the people's 
war to defend socialism in the North. 

However, as the working letters of the key person in charge of the party and 
the revolutionary movement in the South, they transmitted, explained and 
organized the implementation of the resolutions of the collectives of the 
Party Central Committee and Political Bureau, assessed the battlefield 

situation and instructed the leaders and commanders of the various fronts. 
This interesting book, "Letters to the South," occupies a special position 
among the works of Le Duan on the revolution in the South and the war of 

resistance against the United States fcr ational salvation. 

The publication of this important vork by; Le Duan on the occasion of the 10th 
anniversary of the liberation of the South and the total victory of the 
resistance against the United States for national salvation is truly a very 

significant event. 

1 January 1985 
The Marx-Lenin Institute 

FOOTNOTES 

® Quoted passages are excerpts from "Letters to the South." 
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JPRS-SEA-85-177 

15 November 1985 

ECONOMIC PLANNING, TRADE AND FINANCE 

HANOI INTENSIFIES MARKET MANAGEMENT 

Hanoi NHAN DAN in Vietnamese 10 Sep 85 pp 1, 4 

[Unattributed article: “Hanoi Promotes Market Management; Forms Five large 
Commercial — Relies on Use of Many Points for Goods Sales and Service 
Operations” 

[Text] Two sectors, commerce and refreshment-service, of Hanoi City recently 
placed many new goods stands, shops and stores in operation with the purpose of 
shifting entirely to socialist business and accounting practices and properly 
supporting the people in accordance with the spirit of Resolution 8. 

According to plan, from now until the end of the year, the capital commerce 
sector will strive to expand the number of sales points to total about 8,000 
square meters in space, one-half by new construction and the remainder by major 
renovation and repair. Five large commercial complexes will be formed: Trang 
Tien, Dong Xuan-Hang Dao, Cua Nam, Pho Hue, and Hoa Binh Market (former open 
air market). The refreshment and service sector will make a fairly large in- 
vestment in repair and interior decoration of beverage shops and hotels, open 
many additional barber and beauty shops, etc. 

Most of the new sales points were in servive during the recent National Day, 
assisting to assure marketing order, civilization and convenience for more than 
a half million residents of neighboring provinces who came in to observe the 
holiday. The commerce sector opened an additional 480 points and the re- 
freshment and service sector an additional 242 mobile sales points. During 
those days, business volume was double and triple that of normal days. 

To continue the advance to market control and to assist in stimulating the 
transformation of privately operated commerce, nearly all the merchandise 
stores and refreshment-service establishments of capital socialist trade made 
efforts to renew their service formula. Department stores strengthened goods 
sources and opened additional sales stands for ready-made clothing and consumer 
goods. The municipal marketing cooperative sector opened an additional 286 
points for the widespread sale of tea products, glutinous rice, bread, pipe 
tobacco, etc. at main communications and transportation axes and locations for 
public entertainment. The refreshment and service sector organized the produc- 
tion, processing and sale each day of thousands of servings of popular meals, 
rice noodles and soft drinks. The hotel corporation added an additional 1,000 
beds to serve overnight guests. 
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The transformation of privately operated commerce was also promoted. A new 
feature is that mass organizations such as trade unions, women's associations 
and youth unions in the wards and subwards all joined to participate in market 
management. Most of the markets in the inner city began by forming women's 
associations in order to have conditions for prompt education and propaganiz- 
ation of state policies for those women allowed to operate within the purview 
of private commerce. A worker inspection unit organized by the Municipal Fed- 
eration of Trade Unions coordinated with the market management committee in 
regular and effective activity; during August discovering and promptly halting 
nearly 5,000 incidents of black market investment, manufacturing bogus goods, 
raising sales prices, short weighing and measuring, evading taxes, not regis- 
tering for business operation, etc., and collected and returned much money to 
the state. 

7300 
CSO: 4209/48 
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JPRS-SEA-85- 177 

15 November 1985 

ECONOMIC PLANNING, TRADE AND FINANCE 

HO CHI MINH CITY JOINT ENTERPRISES CONTROL GOODS SOURCES 

Hanoi NHAN DAN in Vietnamese 11 Sep 85 pp 1, 4 

[Unattributed article: “Ho Chi Minh City Develops Joint Enterprise Form" ] 

[Text] Implementing Resolution 8 of the Party Central Committee, Ho Chi Minh 
City from September to the end of 1985 is rearranging production and reorganiz- 
ing the industrial and small industry and handicraft sectors with the purpose 
of developing the strength of the city and supporting effective transformation 
of the distribution and circulation sector. The city is advocating strengthen- 
ing of enterprise federations, state-operated enterprises and joint public and 
private enterprises aimed at raising its supervisory role in transforming and 
reorganizing the entire sector and reorganizing small industry and handicraft 
production by sector with appropriate forms. The city is conducting labor 
division and decentralization between sectors and wards and districts; closely 
coordinating transformation with sector construction aimed at three objectives: 
managing the production plan, managing production quality, and managing con- 
modity products, including the primary products that require 80 to 90 percent 
management; and gradually introducing private production to collective produc- 
tion. A joint production enterprise model has been formed on a course of the 
“state and the people working together with mutual benefits and losses." This 
form, through an experimental period, has shown effective production, richness 
in commodities, increased commodity products and a fairly dynamic production 
management mechanism. To this time, the entire city has 140 joint enterprises, 
highlighted by the weaving-starching-dyeing joint enterprise model in Tan Binh 
District. 

In distribution and circulation, the expansion of forms of business cooperation 
and agents and the use of private commerce skills have continued to develop, 
There are 801 business cooperation stores made up of nearly 8,000 households 
with millions of dong in capital. 

A number of precincts and districts have begun to transform and reorganize the 
large-scale bridgehead, wholesale, specialized business and retail markets. 
The city has also experimentally organized the composite business corporations 
in order to gradually shift from administrative management to economic develop- 
ment and accounting in each market. 

Studying the experience of grain business corporations, a number of precinct 
and district goods sector corporations have expanded their economic association 
and coordination with the provinces to control goods directly from their source 
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in order to supervise retail sales. The 5th Precinct coordinated with Cuu Long 
Province in discussions to transform long-term double-headed merchants and to 
control goods from their source. The ist Precinct Agricultural Products and 
Food Corporation coordinated with 12 provinces and 16 districts to buy from the 
source 26 percent of the goods and to transform and reorganize the Muoi Bridge- 
Ong Lanh Bridge market, and to control 90 percent of the source of goods going 
to market. 

7300 
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JPRS-SEA-85-177 
15 November 1985 

ECONOMIC PLANNING, TRADE AND FINANCE 

NEW PRICE SUBSIDY A SUCCESS IN PPUC YEN LABEL PRINTING PLANT 

Hanoi HANOI MOI in Vietnamese 20 JUL 85 pp 3,4 

[Article by Vuong Tuc: "A New Way of Operating"] 

{Text] Walking about 500 meters past the Phuc Yen Station, one comes upon a 
quiet, picturesque factory on the side of the road. It is the Phuc Yen 
Label Printing Plant of the Ministry of Light Industry. 

The reason we visited the plant was that we had heard a lot about it from 
many people when we went out to Me Linh during the first days of July to 
write about a suburban district that had begun using money to pay the 
in-kind portion of wages. It isa plant that operates correctly. Now 
implementing the eighth resolution of the CPV Central Committee, the plant 

is making positive preparations to include wages among costs, eliminate 
bureacracy and subsidization, and switch over to socialist economic 

accounting and business. 

Discipline used to be very lax inthe plant. Workers worked when they 
wanted to; if they didn't want to work they could shut down and go home. 
Paper, ink, and labels "flew away" in all directions--security was 
impossible, for the plant had five or six entrances and exits. The Me Linh 
District Committee had evaluated the party organization as poor and corrupt. 
The Ministry of Light Industry also thought that the leadership committee of 
the plant lacked unity, which was harmful for the factory, so it decided to 
send Tran Duc Minh out to act as director. At that time, he was the manager 
of ministry's North Red River Materials Corporation. When he arrived and 
saw the dilapidated condition of the plant, he was disappointed and thought 
about requesting a reassignment, but the ministry persuaded him to stay. 

But to stay meant that he needed a methodology. There were only two 
options: either to survive or to be dismissed from office. If he was to 
survive, the plant would have to change its "dance step." 

It upset me to hear him tell about the corrupt and irrational things that 
took place. There were nearly 400 cadres and workers at the plant, nearly 
65 percent of them women. The plant paid more than 200,000 dong a month in 
wages; yet 600,000 dong worth of goods were also issued. With the two 
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amounts added together, the director of the plant made less than workers 

receiving the "four Romans" ration stamps and coupons. If husband and wife 
were both workers or civil servants there, they were much better off. For 
in addition to wages, they enjoyed foodstuffs and other goods issued by the 
state at extremely low prices, nearly free. Their parents and children were 
also "dependents," so they also enjoyed those prices. With such complete 
security, why be think about labor productivity? Many people worked 
superficially, therefore, a few hours a day. At times they took time off to 
go shopping, or to sell goods! If the plant deducted money from their 

Wages, they only lost a few dong a day, and the ration stamps and coupons 
and fixed entitlements stayed the same, so they had no fear whatever of 
labor discipline. They never gave a thought to whether or not their work 
was worth what the state issued. Every month they took their ration stamps 
and coupons anc their rice books, and whenever they could not buy something 
they would cry out with accusations against the state for not taking care of 
the livelihood of workers and civil servants! 

Labor management was also poor inthe plant before. Elements would turn 
people over to the organization because they were extra, due to a shortage 
of materials or electricity or because of a machinery breakdown, or because 
the people lacked capability or had committed some breech of discipline, and 
the organization would send them out to do odd jobs for 1 or 2 hours and 
then send them home, but they still received a full day's wage, while others 
worked a full 8 hours for the same wage. Hiring was also arbitrary. An 
applicant with a physical exam that reads "good," would become ill after 
working a short time, suffering a relapse from a previous illness, and be on 

sick leave for along time. Some people who had been suffering from 
neuroses since childhood had "normal" written on their selection physical 
exam. The plant therefore had groups of specialists in taking sick leave. 

But they were dismissed and could not be rehired, so that the state would 
take care of them completely. 

There was no fear or panic until wages were to be pafd in money. Every year 
that the state collected 8 million dong from the plant in public profits, it 
had to pay more than 7 million in wages and in fixed subsidies alone, to say 
nothing about subsidies in such benefits as housing, hospitalization, and 
medicine. 

Now, paying wages in money and including wages in product costs forced the 
plant to recalculate. How should production be reorganized and labor be 
managed to support itself and have enough .eft to contribute to society? 
Then the plant director and the leadership collective decided on a series of 
measures. All the entrances and exits would be shut. Only one entrance and 
exit would be left open. Whenever anyone is 15 minutes late, he is given 
that day off. Three times in a row without appropriate excuse, and he is 
fired. Next, the entitlements were re-examined and labor reorganized. The 

plant paid special attention to studying organization. The team that cut 
white paper to supply the print shops used to have 14 people drawing worker 
III coupons and consuming 20.5 kg of rice per person monthly. h 
re-examination of norms revealed that only 7 people were needed. This was 
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also true of the print shop. When the number of people in the plant was 

reduced from 50 to 29, there were still sometimes too many people and a 
total of more than 10 workdays of time off per month, so the plant 
immediately supplemented its workload with such jobs as printing candy 
labels and calling cards; 70 percent of the income was received by the shop 
and 30 percent went to the plant. The roof of the print shop was leaking 
badly, so that after a rain there was as much water inside as there was out 
in the yard. To hire someone from outside would have cost more than 100,000 
dong, with many conditions. The plant had the shop repair it itself, which 

cost only a few thousand dong and was fully guaranteed. There were no leaks 
in the heaviest of rains. 

In the administrative office, there used to be one typist, one file clerk, 
and one receptionist; now all three tasks are performed by one individual. 
The nursery follows a plan of how many children are to be cared for by each 

young woman and how many hours are required by each child, and this forms 
the basis for multiplication. Whenever many children are absent, the women 
must ask for more work to do. Similarly, the shop statistician is also a 
warehouse keeper; the warehouse keeper also works on the loading dock. 

"Has there been no reaction to the things you have done? Don't they sound 
extreme?" 

"Yes, extreme. Truly extreme. The old relaxation and "freedom" have been 
replaced with discipline, so why shouldn't there be reactions? Very strong 

reactions. One raised his voice loudly im a meeting and, before it was 
over, went straight to the manager's office to protest that he had ‘never 

seen a driver do that anywhere. How come you're making us do it? Why do 
you exploit our labor so much? I won't do it. I'm putting infor a 
transfer.'" 

"How did you answer him?" 

"I said 'No. I don't exploit the labor of anyone, because I amnot a 
capitalist boss seeking your surplus value. You work for the benefit of the 
plant and your own benefit. I arrange things according to the needs of 
production. If you do not work the plant will not pay you a salary. It's 
up to you if you want to put in for a transfer...' 

"The old saying, "Much done, much received; little done, little received; 
nothing done, nothing received," was generally cited, but had little effect. 
Now the plant put it fully into practice. Now, with in-kind wages paid in 
cash and socialist economic and business accounting implemented, factories 
must be careful to perform well and share fairly. With all funds 
considered, each cadre and worker receives an average of nearly 100 dong per 
day--surely not a small sum? An equivalent amount of money cannot be paid, 
therefore, to someone who works only a few hours a day or does no work at 
all for the plant. Before, when drivers came to the plant, if there was no 
work for them to do, they had to back up their vehicles and would go off 
together to bars and mix with workers who were avoiding work to eat and 
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drink, talk, and drink alcohol. These are fertile grounds for growing 
problems. Now we have arranged a break room with a fan and drinking water 
for their use when waiting for something to do. They back the vehicles out 
if there is work to do, but when there is none they stay inside, and when 
customers come they go out and help them load up and are paid an appropriate 
wage, to the benefit of the plant and to their own benefit." 

"Well, did anyone request a transfer?" 

"Yes, some did. If we had held them back when they wanted to go, they would 

not have worked diligently and would have kept up an adversary relationship 
with the plant. Better to let them go. A number of those left did not work 
well right away, but still looked for ways to resist. But there were very 

few of them, and the majority of the cadres and civil servants agreed with 
these actions, for they were true workers. They demanded complete honesty 
and a lack of ambiguity. Work must be work, play must be play, and one must 
be reimbursed for the amount of work that he does. And they happily 
welcomed the new way of doing things. In conjunction with the "iron 
discipline” regarding labor, the plant paid very much attention to the 
worker's standard of living. With life still difficult, the plant created 
more work to increase incomes for everyone, several hundred to 1,000 a 
month. In seeing to the daily life of workers, the plant found good 
solutions to two issues: electricity for daily life and turning the 
collective mess hall over to the consumer cooperative. 

"Electricity is critical to the plant, yet it was only being supplied 50 
percent of what was called for by the plan. The plant therefore gave 
priority for electricity to production and designated a portion for home 
use. Previously, however, when the collective zone of the plant had 
electricity, families turned on their switches and lights glowed red, rather 
than radiating light, because of careless use by many homes. Now the plant 
decided that each family would be permitted to use electricity only for 
lighting and to run electric fans. Any other use was absolutely prohibited. 
The relatives of the director were the first to relinquish use of 
electricity in the kitchen. Anyone caught by the plant inspection unit 
violating this is fined 100 dong for a petty offense, is given emulation 
punishment, forfeits all award money for the year (about 2,000 dong), and is 
sent te do other work for 3 months. Only if he works well is he allowed, 
for good behavior, to return to his old place of work." 

"Was anyone caught?" 

"Sure. There were more than 10 instances of it. Thanks to strictness, 
perseverance, and regularity, lights burned bright for activities in the 
collective zone, and children had more light for studying. Complaining and 
arguing about electricity decreased." 

The plant set up a consumer cooperative and bought a stone mortar to grind 
flour for soup noodles, rice waffles, and rice paper for the third shift and 

to sell to workers and civil servants in the plant at a reduced price. They 
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also sell beverages, sweets, and cigarettes and buy goods for those who have 

ordered them. The cooperative's profit ratio is 10 percent of the selling 
price. 

In the interest of morale, workers and civil servants are allowed to go to 
the movies once a month. In the summer, outstanding workers are allowed to 
ZO on vacation. 

"So that is how the plant changed the way things were done. Please tell us 
the results. What more will you do now, when wages are included in product 
costs?" 

"The greatest result for the plant was to achieve labor disciple, 
productivity, and quality. The plant switched from contracting by printed 
page to contracting by quality-standard printed page or sheet, with wages 
paid only after approval of the KCS [expansion unknown]. The plant assigned 
the year's plan all the way down to production teams and selected persons to 
be rewarded for surpassing deadlines. Anyone who increased labor 

productivity received unlimited wages. In 1984 the plant printed nearly 750 
million quality-standard pages, fulfilling the plan by 134 percent, and was 
presented the ‘outstanding unit’ banner by the Ministry of Light Industry. 
The party organization of the plant was given recognition by the Me Linh 
District committee as a ‘strong party organization.’ I would like to add 
that, in this plant, very few couples have a third child." 

Now implementing the eighth resolution of the CPV Central Committee on 
prices, wages, and money, the plant is preparing to include wages in costs, 

so it should further increase labor discipline and reorganize production. 
Shops should arrange their own production lines and select skilled craftsmen 
to operate machinery. Persons who are frequently sick should be given an 
examination. Anyone truly ill should be allowed to go for treatment. The 
state will make appropriate decisions regarding persons still not healthy 
enough to work. Norms must also be reconsidered. Within the same shop, a 
person doing light packaging should not receive the same quota as someone 
packaging heavy items that have to be lifted and carried a long distance. 
Also, the money paid in lieu of in-kind wages must now be calculated in this 
way: a craftsman that earns 100 percent of his basic wages should receive 
100 percent of the subsidy; one doing work worth 80 percent of his base pay 
should receive 80 percent of the subsidy, so that costs do not rise for no 
reason when wages are included in costs. If costs are out of proportion to 
the real value of the products, no one will buy the plant's products any 
more, and the plant will have only one thing left to do--shut down and send 

everyone off to the beach. 

We would like to close this article here for now. There are still things 

not covered fully. There are * ‘°° *hings that must wait to be answered. 
But useful lessons can be draw, . «ut the new way of doing things, can't 

they? 
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JPRS-SEA-85-}77 
15 r 1985 

ECONOMIC PLANNING, TRADE AND FINANCE 

BEER SMUGGLING--What we can be happy about since July, when our city 
eliminated the syste. of food stamps and reverted to a new method of wage 
payment, has been the fact that many swindlers who used to trade food stamps 
at street corners had tv give up. This happened to thousands of them, and 
needless to say, the people felt glad and it seemed that a heavy weight was 
lifted from their hearts. The city streets became cleaner and more 
attractive, order and security were better protected, the market was more 

stabilized, and everybody rejoiced at not seeing and hearing uncivilized and 

discourteous things. However, Nguoi Quan Ly [the Manager] was surprised when 
he saw yesterday (1 August) a stray band of swindlers who crowded a certain 
place in the city. Not food stamp swindlers but draft beer swindlers! Not 10 
individuals, but over 60! Those swindlers carried large and small containers, 
disputed over buying beer and sat in groups, their faces red, swearing and 
brawling, blocking traffic and making passersby very frustrated. Where did 
that happen? Right in front of the gate and in the front yard of the Sea 
Lines Service Corp. For quite a long time, every morning, this commotion has 

been repeated. In trying to investigate the matter and its cause, Nguoi Quan 

Ly was informed by city citizens that the above-mentioned corporation was 
allowed to buy a substantial quantity of draft beer for supply to the 
canteens of its units. Nobody knew how much beer each canteen was permitted 
to buy, or whether cadres and employees could buy any. The only thing seen 
was that beer publicly flowed into swindlers' containers. Some of the 
beverage belonged directly to the corporation, and some was bought by units 
then sold back to the swindlers. No one wants this to drag on, even for only 
1 more day. Nguoi Quan Ly has made note of this. It is requested that the 

comrades in the city market management department take care of this situation 
as soon as possible. [Text] [| Haiphong HAIPHONG in Vietnamese 2 Aug 85 p 4] 
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JPRS+SEA+85-)77 
15 November 1985 

TRANSPORTATION AND COMMUNICATIONS 

CARGO CORPORATION URGES EFFORT TO EXCEED 1985 PLAI' 

Haiphong HAIPHONG in Vietnamese 31 Jul 85 p 3 

[Article by Viet Quang, of the Foreign Trade Shipping and Receiving, Warehouse 

and Transportation Corporation: “New Factor in Exceeding the 1985 Plan”] 

[Text] Embarking upon implementation of the 1985 export and import plan, 
the Haiphong Foreign Trade Shipping and Receiving, Warehouse and 
Transportation Corp faced major changes {n matters of organization and 
planning. Export and import specialized general corporations were transferred 
from the Ministry of Foreign Trade to other ministries and sectors, creating 
difficulties in the establishment of new relationships with the corporation 
and, consequently, business transactions, the execution of export and import 
contracts and the handling of permits and other paperwork drastica'ly slowed 

down. 

Confronting the above situation, the corporation actively took measures to 
further the progress of transfers, and to step up export and import 
procedures. All potentials of the corporation were used to the optimum, and 
all organizational, managerial and professional tasks were improved and geared 
to the achievement of an excellent performance. In the past 6 months, the 
corporation completed the general shipping and receiving output, reaching 52.4 
percent of the annual plan, an increase of 10 percent over the same period in 
1984, 

With respect to shipping and receiving import goods, the corporation took the 
initiative in rapidly processing paperwork and closely worked with owners for 

fast and orderly delivery of goods. It completed cargo procedures, unloaded 
189 ships, and satisfied 5,783 hauling requests, moving over 900,000 tons of 
various goods, including grain that reached 116 percent of the annual plan, 
and fertilizers that reached 70 percent of the annual plan. Over 30 ships 
hauling bulk cargo and anchored far away from the port were classified by the 
corporation as key points in its work and were rapidly freed. 

Concerning shipping and receiving of export goods, the corporation made 

efforts to improve its operations, made professional linkages with related 

agencies and, as a result, shift productivity was increased 10 percent and the 
corporation's output increased 32 percent compared with the same period last 



year. By the same token, these performances also helped general corporations 

overcome problems caused by the transfer of responsibilities and complete the 
export plan. 

The new feature in this year production has been the total application of 
economic accounting. Subdivisions and warehouses applied the motto 
“Economical Contracting,” put to use to the fullest extent their capabilities 
in organization and management, reduced attrition and losses, and reached a 
delivery level 30 to 60 percent higher than that of last year. The fleet of 

cargo trucks stretched their potentials to the maximum, took care of 

maintenance and repair on their own, and maintained the highest availability 
of trucks which could operate permanently 6 to 7 hauling areas, and at peak 
times, as many as 9 to 10 hauling areas. Trucking labor output increased 110 
percent. 

Starting the implementation of Resolution No 34 of the city party 
organization, cadres and workers of the Foreign Trade Shipping and Receiving, 

Warehouse and Transportation Corp were provided favorable conditions in 

discharging their tasks under the method of economic accounting and caused the 
corporation's production to increase steadily. There is no doubt whatsoever 

that in the last 6 months of the year, the corporation will further develop 
its potentialities and will exceed the 1985 plan. 

9458/9312 
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PORCELAIN PLANT IMPLEMENTS NEW LABOR EFFICIENCY, WAGE POLICIES 
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[Article by Le Xuan Dai, Director of the Hai Duong Porcelain Plant: “Wages and 
Labor Efficiency” } 

pret To successfully achieve Resolution 8 of the Party Central Committee 
Fifth Session), there are in the enterprise a series of problems to be re- 

solved, including the improvement of labor and wages which has an extremely 
important and pressing significance. 

As we all know, the old wage mechanism no longer has an effect of stimulating 
the laborer and is no longer an economic lever assisting the director in assur- 
ing completion of the economic plan. 

This situation demands swift improvement of the wage system and reorganization 
of production and rearrangement of labor. Our plant has applied a number of 
methods in this work. Implementing Resolution 6 of the Party Central Committee 
and the Decision of the Council of Ministers on renewing the management mech- 
anism, the plant has evaluated and classified the labor force, considering that 
an important task needing accomplishment first. We have classified direct and 
indirect labor, including bureau and section chiefs and their deputies and shop 
deputy directors in accordance with three basic standards: the skill levels of 
direct laborers and the technical and professional versatility of indirectly 
involved cadres and personnel expressed by their degree of mission completion 
and their positive and creative abilities in production labor and work; ideo- 
logical realization, concept of discipline organization, spirit of responsi- 
bility to the collective and attitude and style of work; and the health of each 
individual, 

Based on the three standards above, each individual conducts self-examination 
and evaluation followed by analysis and placement into categories A, B or C by 
the collective. The plant has developed this work in a careful but also ex- 
tremely thorough and comprehensive manner. Initial results achieved have been 
considerable. Since the plant made it a regular task, labor classification has 
been conducted once every 6 months, relying on the results attained to estab- 
lish standards for raising levels and grades. A category B or C laborer, even 
if receiving an increased salary for the entire year, cannot be considered for 
a raise. Negative occurrences in production labor such as arriving late and 
leaving early, indolence and lack of enthusiasm and responsibility have clearly 
declined; and the workers and civil eervants are concerned about their respon- 
sibility to the enterprise. 



From labor classification, the plant formulated and decided on a truly rational 
production course under conditions of constant change in the plant's production 
plan. At the beginning of the year, the enterprise was assigned to produce 12 
million products; this was reduced to 8 million, 7 million and 6 million and 
has presently been raised back to 9 million. The reason is that the supply of 
coal is irregular and not assured of quantity and quality. Thus, a labor sur- 
plus occurred and there were no jobs while simultaneously, a reduction occurred 
in the plant's wage funds. In the face of this situation, without an active 
and creative spirit, difficulties would be encountered in production and the 
lives of the workers. The director could not sit and watch a stagnant enter- 
prise or wait for something to occur but had to by every means seek out the 
best production plan. 

The first decision of the enterprise was to shift the production course fron 
common porcelain to the production of 1.5 million high-quality porcelain pro- 
ducts for capital construction with the purpose of further increasing the 
commodity output value and from that increasing the enterprise's wage fund. A 
temporary shift was made from three to two kiln systems, a labor force was 
reserved to strengthen the supply, transportation, protection and selection of 
coal, and a material base was prepared to shift back when the opportunity arose 
to three kiln systems to further increase output aimed at efforts to complete 
the annual plan. The plant opened 14 hand operated kilns using coal cinders 
and expanded secondary production to assure the lives of the workers and to 
create conditions for completing the mission. 

Based on the production and labor deployment plan, priority arrangement was 
made of a number of category A and part of the category B laborers for stable 
selection to the production line. A portion of the remainder was chosen to 
establish a shop for contract cinder screening, edging selection and even 
washing of entire batches of coal. Although labor and wage expenditures were 
increased in the coal acceptance and selection step, it was done to assure coal 
standards for producing high quality ceramics. 

Besides that, the enterprise used a small portion of the labor to supplement 
machinery repair, equipment maintenance, putting raw materials and supplies in 
order, etc. Category C labor was divided into three parts: category Cl with 
poor health and full conditions for retirement and convalescent leave; category 
C2 labor dismissed for violation of policies and laws, laziness in production 
labor, unplanned birth, theft of socialist property, etc.; and category C}, 
those weak in crafts and skills who are provided elementary and advanced on- 
the- job training. 

Classification and rearrangement of the labor ranks is a difficult and complex 
task aimed at assisting to eliminate subsidization and to shift entirely to 
socialist economic accounting and business practices. Naturally, it must be 
resolved in a rational manner. It is also a phase of everyday life aimed at 
correcting and educating workers and civil servants to reestablish order in 
production, to further strengthen the concept of responsibility of the crafts- 
man toward socialist economic accounting and business practices. The enter- 
prise established a number of new labor norms for the new products; inspecting, 
examining and revising the old and backward norms. Composite labor norms were 
perfected and initially applied to labor and wage planning. In conjunction 
with the methods related above, the enterprise promptly set forth a number of 
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internal regulations consistent with the new management requirements such as 
regulations on managenent, utilization of labor, and distribution of wages, 
cash awards and subsistence allowances between shifts, including regulations on 
price subsidies to wages according to the quantity and quality of labor. 

Those individuals not directly engaged in product production and those within 
the purview of category B labor receive less than category A laborers. Those 
who are indolent and dependent receive absolutely no benefits. For exazple, 
subsistence allowances are not distributed equally between shifts but are di- 
vided into two types with category A laborers receiving more than category B 
laborers. During the month, a sick day or violation of a product quality stan- 
dard results in a reduction in level from category A to category B. There is a 
50 percent monthly wage difference between cash awards for categories A and B 
to serve as a suitable incentive for the laborer to raise his productivity and 
product quality. In any shop that completes the plan at a high level, the per- 
centage of category A awards is much greater. Different distribution systens 
are also applied in a similiar manner with special priority given those engaged 
in tedious and difficult work. The plant has increased wage contracts for the 
repair of equipment, means of transportation and capital construction. Under 
the present situation, these elements play an important role in the ent«rprise. 
Actual practice has indicated that wage contracts with rational unit pr‘ ces 
have produced great effectiveness in that repair expenses have not iscrvased 
while equipmert and means of transportation are swiftly released and promptly 
placed in production with assured quality. 

A number of the methods above have had an active effect in assisting the plant 
to overcome difficulties, complete the plan set forth, and create a new air in 
successfully achieving the 1985 state plan. We believe that to effectively 
achieve the Resolution of the Fighth Plenum of the Party Central Committee, it 
is necessary to thoroughly understand the viewpoint of distribution in accor- 
dance with labor under the conditions of our country aimed at increasing labor 
productivity, raising product quality and economic effectiveness, and resolute- 
ly and strongly achieving a wage system truly encouraging everyone to engage in 
skilled and good work. 
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